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Int ro duct i on

Some 15 - 20 years ago, a large number of research reactors were
constructed» Even though their initial missions in many cases have
already been completed, most of these slowly ageing research reactors
are still fully utilized to provide irradiation services, training,
neutron beam studies and other research possibilities» It is obvious
that in such old research reactors, many components have worn out or
have become obsolete and need to be replaced. The developments in
instrumentation and control systems has been particularly rapid. Also
increasing demands from the safety authorities must be noted» Rather
than replacing individual components or systems over the course of years,
it may be worthwhile to consider a more thorough renewal programme for
the entire facility that would guarantee a safe and economical reactor
operation for another 20 years or so»

In other cases, the need to produce higher specific activities in
radioisotope products and the desire to improve various research uses
provide an incentive to increase the power of the reactor as high as
is feasible. Even a most thorough renewal and or upgrading programme of
an old research realtor is economically attractive because the costs
involved are substantially below those of a new reactor»

When reactor renewal and upgrading programmes are considered, the
question of future fuel acquisition also frequently arises, in particular
as far as the enrichment is concerned. Also those reactors that are
presently operating with highly enriched uranium are affected by the new
fuel designs that would use lower enrichments, but higher uranium
densities in the fuel material»

This publication, which is the result of an Advisory Group Meeting
on Research Reactor Renewal and Upgrading Programmes held in Vienna on
23 - 26 May, 1978 with subsequent contributions from the participants is
divided into 2 parts: renewal programmes including new research reactor
designs and fuel questions»

The assistance of the participants of the meeting in the preparation
of this publication is gratefully acknowledged and it is hoped that an
even larger audience associated with research reactors would benefit from
their efforts.
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AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH REACTOR STUDIES

D.B. McCulloch
AAEC Research Establishment

Private Mail Bag
Sutherland NSW 2232

Australia

Abstract

The Australian AEG has two research reactors at the Lucas Heights
Research Establishment, a 10 HW DIDO class materials testing reactor, HIPAR,
and a smaller 100 kW reactor MOATA, which was recently upgraded from 10kW
power level. Because of the HIPAR being some 20 years old, major renewal
and repair programmes are necessary to keep it operational. To enable
meeting projected increases in demand for radioisotopes, plans for a new
reactor to replace the HIPAR have been made and the design criteria are
described in the paper.

1. Introduction

The AAEC has two research reactors, located at
its Lucas Heights Research Establishment, about 30km south
west of Sydney, New South Wales. The major facility, HIFAR,
is a DIDO class materials testing reactor. It uses highly
enriched uranium fuel, is moderated by heavy water, and
operates at a nominal thermal power of 10 MW, with a
corresponding maximum thermal neutron flux of about
2 x 10 n cm~ s~ . The other reactor, MOATA, is basically
a UTR-10, originally designed for 10 Kto" maximum power. It
was uprated a few years ago to 100 KW maximum power and a

12 —2 —1corresponding peak thermal neutron flux of about 10 n cm s
This reactor also uses highly enriched fuel, but is a light-
water/graphite moderated system.

Details can be made available to any interested
parties of our experiences with the uprating of MOATA, and
our intentions for future modernisation of, and improvements
to, its instrumentation and control system. However, the
remainder of this presentation is restricted to consideration
of the HIFAR reactor and its possible upgrading or replacement.
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HIFAR was designed in the early to mid 1950's,
with a nominal life expectancy of some twenty-five years.
It was commissioned in 1958 to support a materials and
engineering research program allied to the study and
development of suitable power reactor systems for introduction
into Australia. The facilities it offered for the production
of radioisotopes for research, medical and industrial
applications, and for the provision of neutron beams were
seen as secondary advantages.

Since the mid 1960's, however, this situation
has gradually, but significantly, changed. Isotope production
has become the dominant feature of HIFAR's operation, with
a steadily increasing supply commitment. Reactor outages,
which would have been of minor consequence had a purely
research role for HIFAR been maintained, now have a much
more serious import. Current forecasting suggests the
demand for isotope production, largely for medical applications,
will continue to increase in Australia right through the
1980's and into the 1990's.

Reliability of operation of HIFAR has not
presented problems to date. It is, however, clearly a
matter for serious consideration v/hen capability of
maintaining regular, tight, operating schedules into the
1980's and beyond is required. Furthermore, capacity
projections suggest that a substantial uprating in power
(probably to some 25 MWth) and neutron flux would be
necessary during this period, if the increasing demand
for radioisotopes is to be satisfied.

2. HIFAR Updating

HIFAR is subject to a major shutdown and overhaul
at three year intervals, when the condition of all accessible
major items of reactor and plant are examined. These
examinations have shown no potentially hazardous defects,
but a number of corrosion-induced deficiencies have been



observed which would be difficult and expensive to repair
should their further deterioration make such a course
necessary.

A more immediate problem is presented by the
control, protection and instrumentation systems of the
reactor. Although when fitted in 1958, these systems
represented the latest technology, neither the overall
design, nor many of the individual hardware components
would meet modern criteria, or be acceptable for fitment
to a reactor being built today. Additionally, many
components have become obsolete, and increasing difficulty
is foreseen in obtaining spares from manufacturers to
maintain the systems in satisfactory conditions.

To enable HIFAR to meet projected increases in
demand for radioisotopes beyond the mid 1980's, it was
concluded that uprating of the reactor to some 25 MW would
be necessary. This would in turn entail complete backfitting
of all instrumentation, control and protection equipment to
acceptable modern criteria and standards, a major part of
which would be a requirement for complete physical and
functional separation of all safety and control systems.
Preliminary estimates suggested that the cost of these
modifications might approach $ 10M, and involve complete
reactor shutdown for not less than six months. Even this
makes no allowance for replacement or repair of other
components accessible for inspection at the time of
modification, which may then be found already defective
or unlikely to have adequate remaining service life.

3. HIFAR Replacement

Because of -
(i) the high estimated costs of upgrading HIFAR

to modern standards, and to meet projected
radioisotope production needs;



(ii) fears that the problem of high long-term
reliability might not be fully resolved by
such a course;

(iii) heightened obsolescence problems with
retained plant items; and

(iv) the belief that a more modern reactor design
might offer greater operational efficiency
with a substantial reduction in recurring
overhead and operating costs;

it was deemed prudent to consider total replacement of
HIFAR as an alternatif to uprating and backfitting.

It was considered that to select, design, obtain
all necessary approval for, etc, and then to manufacture
and install a suitable replacement reactor would take at
least six years from commencement of the study to the
commissioning stage. Accordingly, in 1975-76 a survey was
undertaken to select a potentially suitable reactor type
for the envisaged roles.

Some aims of the selection study were that the
reactor should be -

(i) economical to build and to operate, at least
to the year 2010;

(ii) based on an established, proven fuel element
design, with sufficient core flexibility and
"stretch" capacity to facilitate meeting
evolving requirements, particularly for
isotope production, but to the fullest possible
extent also for research applications;

(iii) able to operate at nominated full power under
atmospheric conditions embracing 99 percent of
the year at the selected location; and

(iv) operable on a suitable full power/shutdown
continuous cycle for thirty years with a



reliability such that unscheduled outages
should not exceed two periods of less than
thirty minutes each year, and one period in
excess of thirty minutes every two years.

Target performance requirements were -

(i) adequate irradiation volumes for natural Mo
targets to allow production of predicted

Mo requirements at a specific activity on_<!discharge from the reactor of 6 Ci g Mo;

(il) a number of self-service, short-term irradiation12facilities with fluxes between 2.5 x 10 and
5 x 1013n cm""2 s~1 ;

(iii) provision for not less than six beam tubes for
experimental uses (including some cold source
facilities) with not It
flux at the input end;
facilities) with not less than 5 x 10 n cm" s~

(iv) not less than six in-core loop or rig
facilities for creep, corrosion and other
studies in fast fluxes not less than14 -9 -13 x 10 n cm s ; and

(v) some provision for further rig locations
in high mixed and thermal neutron fluxes at
the core edge.

Based on these and other considerations, it was
concluded from a subsequent survey, that a light water
moderated, open pool type system, probably operating in
the power range 30-50 MWth, was likely to come closest to
meeting the majority of projected Australian requirements,
and Government approval is currently being sought for a
full scale design study of such a system.

Since these investigations began, the proposal
by USA to restrict the export of highly enriched uranium in
furtherance of the aims of nuclear non-proliferation has been



announced. It is intended that the effect of this initiative
will be fully examined as part of the detailed core design
study of the proposed reactor. Some preliminary calculations
have been made of the likely effects of enrichment limitations
on available fluxes, operational schedules and fuelling costs
when constrained by available proven fuel fabrication
technologies and satisfactory extended irradiation experience.
The consequences of enrichment reduction are dependent on
many interacting parameters, with heat transfer/thermal-
hydraulic as well as neutronic considerations having an
important role. It is too early at this time for us to
quantify the operational penalties of particular enrichment
limitations. Substantial further work is necessary, and it
is anticipated that this will be a continuing important
commitment.



MAIN Fl'ATURES OF THt SR2 RCACTOR AND, IN PARTICULAR, OF ITS FULL CYC! C.
0-M. Baugnet

Centre d'Etude de 1'Energie Nucléaire (CEN/SCK)

Mol (Belgium)

Abstract

The construction and special features of the BR2 reactor are briefly
described. In reactor operation, the aim has been to optimize the fuel loading
according to the needs of the experiments and this has led to a major reduction
of fuel consumption. To detect leaking fuel elements a fission product release
detection system has been used. Under present circumstances the BR2 should use
highly enriched uranium, but the CEN/SCK is ready to offer the BR2 for testing
new high density fuel element prototypes in order to check their general
behaviour under irradiation and to determine their nuclear characteristics.

1. Introduction.
The operation of the BR2 reactor (Mol, Belgium) and its associated

installations ie carried out under a contract concluded in 1960 between the
Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucléaire (CKN/SCK) and the European Atomic
Energy Community (EURATOM). Since 1968, the contribution of EURATOM has bean
limited to the detachment of personnel. Under the terms of this contract,
the two partners use the installations jointly for their own purposes, but.
may also make them available to third parties.

The reactor was first put into service with an experimental loa-
ding in 1963, since when it has regularly operated.

In 1969, an agreement came into force between CEN/SCK and the
Gesellschaft für Kernforschung (GfK,presently KfK) Karlsruhe, under which
the reactor occupation is shared by the German research centres (Karlsruhe,
Jülich and other) on the one hand, and by CEN/SCK and EURATOM on the other
hand. This contract is part of the collaboration prograicnie on fast reactors
between the BENELUX and the Federal Republic of Germany. Special arrange-
ments are made for experimenters who are not covered by this agreement.



The BR2 reactor avid its associated facilities are part of the
CEN/SCK Reactor Division. A complete irradiation service can be provided,
from design study to post-irradiation examination. The operating personnel
includes both CEN/SCK and EURATOM staff. On 31st December 1977, it totalled
252, of vhom 95 for the preparation and operation of the irradiation experi-
ments.

2. Brief description and special features of BR2.
The BR2 reactor is a high-flux material testing reactor of the

thermal heterogeneous type. The fuel is 93 % 235U enriched uranium in the
form of plates clad in aluminium. The moderator consists of beryllium and
light water, the water being pressurized (12.5 kg/cm2) and acting also as
coolant. The pressure vessel is of aluminium, and is placed in a pool of
demineralized water.

One should stress the following main features of the design :
- the experimental channels are skew, the tube bundle presenting the form

of a hyperboloïd of revolution (see figure 1). This gives easy access
at the top arid bottom reactor covers allowing complex instrumented devices,
while maintaining a very high neutron flux at the core.

- great flexibility of utilization, due to the fact that it is possible
to adapt the core configuration to the experimental loading as the
fissile charge can be centred on different experimental channels.

- although BR2 is a thermal reactor, it is possible to achieve neutron
spectra very similar to those obtained in a fast reactor, either by the
use of absorbing screens or by the use of fissile material within the
experimental device.

- five 200mm diameter channels are available for loading large experimental
irradiation devices, as in-pile sodium, gas or water loops.

3. Reactor operation.
3.1. Core configuration.

From Jaruary 1963 to May 1978, 47 different core configurations
have been used. This large number of variants utilized is due to continued



attempts to use the flexibility of loading to the best advantage of the
greatly varying experimental charge, while still maintaining the maximum
length of operating cycle and keeping fuel consumption to the mininmm.

It should be noted that when large loops are loaded in the big
200mm diameter channels, the usual beryllium plug is replaced by a driver
fuel clement of the ATR type ; its main purpose is to compensate for the
loss of reactivity cause-.! by the loop, (see figure UT;

Figure 2 shows the disposition of the fuel elements and control
rods in the beryllium matrix for one of the typical core configurations
presently used, the core configuration 9 B.

3.2. Cycle.
Reactor operation is4carried out on the basis of operating cycler,.

The present nominal cycle length is k weeks, and consists of 7 d?ys shut-
down for loading and preparation, followed by 21 days operation. This
gives a theoretically attainable operating coefficient of 75 %.

On occasion, certain cycles have to be eliminated because of
exceptional maintenance work, extensions to the routine shut-demis and time
lost through operating incidents.

3.3. Power.
The nominal full power level depends on the core configuration usedj

presently with the configuration 9, it ranges from 80 to 106 KW. The power per
standard channel ranges from 2 to 3.5 MW, the maximum specific power being 1 M,T/1

At each routine start-up, it is customary to operate for short
periods at 1 %, 40 %, 60 % and 80 % of nominal full power, in order to carry
out various checks, mainly on the irradiation conditions for the exp-erircents,
to determine the optimum power level and to find the best control rod align-
ment, having regard to flux perturbations and inbalance. In addition, during
each cycle, the reactor power is modified, if necessary, to give the optimum
irradiation conditions for the experimental load as a whole, while still
respecting safety limits.



The highest power ever reached at BR2. (and by a research reactor
in Europe) is 106 MW ; this power level was attained during cycle 1/7S
(March 1978) in order to meet the irradiation conditions required for the
second experiment of the MOL 7 C programme.

The present nominal maximum hot spot heat flux is 470 W/cin ,
500 W/cm2 having been reached during a special campaign (cycle 4/77, April
1977) and 600 W/cm2 curing tests in 1965.

3.4. Nuclear characteristics.

From 1963 to 1965, the reactor performances were progressively
increased. Since mid-1965, although the core configuration has been
modified frequently according to the increasing needs of the experimen-
tal load , the essential characteristics of the irradiation conditions
available for the experimental devices have not changed significantly, the
fuel charge having been altered appropriately. Tables 2 and 3 give, as an
example, the nuclear characteristics for the channels of core configuration
9 B.

The maximum neutron fluxes attained are :
. thermal flux : 1.1 x 1015n/cm2.s (in channel H l with Be plug)

. fast flux (E > 0.1 MeV) : 7 x 1014n/cm2.s (in a fuel element channel).

3.5. Operating parameters.
As an example, a typical set of operating parameters for the year

1977 is presented in table 4.

3.6. Calculation of the reactor loading.
Due to the large number of highly absorbing rigs, the loading

of several sets of rigs demanding identical irradiation conditions, the
routine use of fuel elements containing burnable poisons, the use of diffe-
rent absorbing plugs and the presence of substantial amounts of 3He in the
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beryllium matrix, the reactor loading has become so complicated that it is*difficult to determine this by simple calculation. For this reason, a
programme has been developed for rhe CEN/SCK IBM 370-135 computer.

For each reactor cycle, each of the following steps is necessary :

- definition of the uranium content for each fuel channel ;
- determination of the thermal neutron flux, fast neutron flux and nuclear
heating for each fuel channel ;

- definition of the channel to be occupied by each rig to be loaded ;
- calculation of the heat tlux at the hot. spot and the corresponding maximum

fuel plate temperature ;
- m Iciil-it:"on of t.hp reactivity effect of each riy to be loaded ;
- calculation of the excess reactivity, in order to determine the initial

control rod heigth and the length of the cycle (in the BR2 reactor, all
cycles normally continue until the control rods are fully will/drawn from
the core) ;

- determination of the full power level ;
- calculation of the burn-up of the cadmium absorbers in the control rod;; ;
- deternination of the best alignment of the control rods.

This method of calculation is considered satisfactory, bearing
in mind that the majority of rigs have some sort of temperature regulation,
and that a start-up with a new rig is carried out in a controlled mariner.
Nevertheless, in order to reconcile the often greatly divergent irradiation
conditions demanded by the rigs, it has been necessary on occasion to varj'
the power during the cycle or to end a cycle with one or more rods partly
inserted, to take advantage of an enforced shut-down or to shut tiown the
reactor during the start-up or during the first days of the eye.Je in order
to modify the loading according to the observations cione on the experimental
loading. Efforts are being made to improve the calculation procedure in
the reflector (better prediction of the flux depression).

The figure 8 gives the general organigramme of the calculations
and evaluations necessary to obtain a safe and valuable operation during a
whole reactor cycle.
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3.7. Operating evolution.

Tables 5, 6 and 7 give a general view of the operating characte-
ristics of the reactor from 1963 to 1977.

It is worthy of note that :

- the reactor has operated for a total of more than 3 200 days, more than
200 000 MWd having been produced ;

- the continued effort to optimize the fuel loading according to the needs
of the experiments has led to a reduction of specific fuel consumption
from 23 to about 6 elements per 103 MWd. During this period, the fabri-
cation cost of the standard fuel element being multiplied by 2.5
in current BF.

4. Reactor equipment.
4.1. Fuel elements.

Since 1971, the majority of fresh fuel elements loaded have
been of the Cermet type. The standard six tube elements used contain
either 330 g 235U (50 mg/cm?) together with 2.8 g natural boron (in the
form of BijC) and 1.4 g natural samarium (in the form of 8111203) as burnable
poisons, or 400 g 235U (60 mg/cm2) and 3.8 g boron and 1.4 g samarium,
compared with 244 g 23<5U for the alloy elements previously used, without
poison. The maximum uranium density in the fuel meat of the present Cermet
type elements is 37 wt % compared with 24 wb % for the alloy elements.

The core plates of the present Cermet type fuel elements are
fabricated by powder metallurgy technique. The core plates are then made
into fuel plates by cladding in aluminium and rolling, using the "picture
frame technique" and are then fixed by the "roll-swaging" technique into
three appropriately grooved solid radial webs so as to form concentric
cylinders.(see figure 9), Alternatively, the rolled fuel plates are edge-
welded together by the "Argon arc technique" to form concentric cylinders.

The generalised use of these new Cermet elements has led to an
increase in the reactor cycle length, a reduction in the variation in
irradiation conditions during the cycle caused by the control rod movement,
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the possibility of overcoming the increasing reactivity absorption effect
of the rigs and a reduction in fuel costs by decreasing the number of fresh
elements used each cycle and by increasing the mean burn-up.

Since beginning 1973, some fuel elements released rather slowly
fission products in the primary water. The defect fuel elements were
detected by loadixig at the end of each cycle each fuel element in a fission
product release detection system.

Combining the elimination of the defect fuel elements with an
accepted increase of the operating limits : 131I concentration in primary
water less than 1.10~2yCi/cm3, the influence of these fission product
release on the reactor operation was reduced to an acceptable situation.

The causes of these fission products release cannot bo clearly
traced, but the change of the fuel elements supplier with some modifications
in the clad material supply give presently fuel elements which have riot
yet (beginning 1978) revealed the same defects.

4.2. Cooling system.

In 1971, the nine original heat exchangers, of the classical
straight tube pattern, were replaced by three units, of a helical tube
pattern.

In January 1972, it was found that one tube of the new exchangers
was perforated, by vibration of the unsupported straight lead-in section
against a weld. After removal of the faulty tube, extensive and systematic
vibration measurements were carried out, and it was found that, in two of
the heat exchangers, several tubes experienced excessive vibration.

As an initial corrective measure, the manufacturer installed
aluminium strips around the lead-in tube bundles, to reduce the vibration
of the enter tubes. Subsequently, a woven stainless steel mat, .'j cm thick,
was wrapped around the bundles to break up the impinging jet of primary water,
which enters at right angles to the tube bundle. These modifications were
carried out on all three exchangers. Since that time» the stainless steel
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mattresses were regularly examined. The mattresses of the NORTH heat exchanger
were replaced in 1974 and those of the CENTRAL one in 1975. Only two new leaks
have occurred, in the NORTH heat exchanger, one in May 1974 and one in

July 1977.

Also in 1971, the original wooden cooling tower packing was
replaced by plastic material. This modification of the towers ancl the
replacement of the heat exchangers have led to a nominal cooling capacity
of the system exceeding 120 MW.

4.3. Beryllium matrix.

In March 1974, during a scheduled shut-down, the beryllium matrix
was visually examined by means of a TV-camera ; 29 of the 79 matrix channels
showed cracks, which were not observed during the previous examination in
October 1971.

An evaluation was then performed, from which it was concluded that
continuation of reactor operation was possible without undue risk to the
health of the operators and of the public, and that the reactor programme was
not affected by the cracks observed ; this conclusion was held to be valid
as long as no significant modification appeared. It was decided therefore
to continue reactor operation while proceeding with a surveillance programme
and preparing the replacement of the present BR2 matrix.

Since that time, regular examinations have been performed. The
last one (the 12th) was carried out in March 1978. The observations did not
indicate an abnormal evolution ; 57 channels were seen to have cracks.

In the mean time, the safety evaluation was reassessed in detail
and the conclusions of the first evaluation of 1974 have been confirmed. It
is envisaged, that the reactor operation will be continued till inid-1979 if
possible, and that the be'rylliura matrix will be replaced then. The new matrix
is delivered, preparation of the replacement is going on.
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5. Reactor utilization.
5.1. Facilities available.

At BR2, it is possible to irradiate :

- in the pressure vessel
. core - within the fuel elements

- in a driver fuel clement or in a special plug
in the large 200 iron diameter channels

. reflector - in beryllium (or aluminium) plugs
- in the hydraulic rabbit
- in the self-service thimbles

- outside the pressure vessel

. in the Vcä'ß-Lubes (radial or tangential)

. in the reactor pool

Table 1 shows the irradiation positions and the neutron fluxes
available in a present typical core configuration.

5.2. Irradiations carried out.
Purposes of the irradiations :

- study of the behaviour of fuel elements and structural materials
intended for the reactors of future nuclear power stations (sodium
or gas cooled fast reactors, high temperature gas cooled reactors,
light water reactors, fusion reactors).

- safety in-pile experiments (particularly i-estriction to fuel pin
cooling and transient overpower) for these reactors.

- production of high specific activity radioisotopes.
- basis physical research within the beam-tubes.
- neutron—radiography in the reactor pool.
- gamma irradiations within spent fuel elements.

Figure 3 shows, as an example, the relative importance of the various
types of irradiations which took placé in 1977 in the core and in the reflector,
excluding the multipurpose devices, measuring probes, beryllium matrix samples,
and the cluamy FAFNIR rigs necessary to balance the reactor loading.
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Table 8 li'JLs the Irradiation experiments carried out or planned
in BR2 during the period 1976-1978. Among these experiments, the following
are worthy of note :

. MOL 3 programme of GfK Karlsruhe : irradiation of cladding materials
tensile specimens, LiNbOs, sod'ium flow-inetcrs, per'ranent magnets, in
sodium filled capsules, up to 700°C and under cadmium in several cases.

. MOL 5 programme of GfK : irradiation, in a NaX. filled capsule, of clad-
ding samples under stress with continuous in-pile creep measurement.

. MOPS B, G, E and G programmes of KFA Jülich : irradiation of coated parti-
cles in swept loops.

Fuel_p_iris

. MOL 8 programme of GfK : irradiation, in a NaK filled capsule (FAFNIR
device) , of U02"Pu02 pins under cadmium with central temperature
measurement .

, MCL 10 programme of GfK : irradiation, in a NaK filled capsule, of a
U02"-Pu02 pin with in-pile swelling measurement .

. KOL 11 programme of GfK : irradiation, in a NaK filled capsule, of (U,Pu)C
pin uuder cadmium and with fission gas pressure measurement in several cases.

. MOL 12 programme of GfK : irradiation, in a NaK filled capsule, of a
U0p-Pu02 or UC-PuC specimen with continuous in-pile creep measurement .

. MOL 16 programme of GfK and CFG programme of CEN Metallurgy : fuel cladding
compatibility programmes : irradiation, in a NaK filled capsule (CFC device),
of UC>2~P'i02 or UÜ2 pins with continuous measurement of the power* dissipated,
cladding temperature regulation and cladding rupture monitoring in several
cases.

. CIRCE programme of CEN Metallurgy : irradiation, in a NaK filled capsule
(C [RCE C device) of a(U,Pu)C pin with continuous measurement of the power
dissipated and in-pile swelling measurement.

. Ferritic steel programme of CEN Metallurgy : irradiation, in a CIRCE device,
of uranium carbide or uranium oxide with dispersion-strengthened ferritic
steal canning.
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. plutonium recycling in LWH reactor programme of CEN/SCK-Belgonuclcaire :
irradiation of UC^-PuC^ pins in
- open baskets (P type), the pins being directly cooled by the BR2
primary cooling water,

- CEB devices, NaK filled capsules allowing continuous measurement of
the power dissipated,

- PWC devices, pressurized wa*cer capsule
NB : the CEB and PWC devices may be surrounded by a 3Ke screen for

power cycling of the fuel rod (VNS device).

Fuel_gins_bundles

. MOL 7 C programme of GfK in collaboration with CEN/SCK ; a series of three
safety experiments in the in-pile sodium loop MOL 7 C in order to inves-
tigate fuel behaviour, in a bundle, under off—normal cooling conditions
(local coolant flov; blockage).
The main data of these experiments are summarized below :
- irradiation under cadmium,
- a 37 pin bundle, with 30 fuel pins and 7 dummy pins,
- UÛ2 fuel pins,
- outside diameter of the pins : 6mm,
- maximum linear pin power : 400 W/cm,
- total loop power : 640 kW,
- total sodium amount in the loop : 20 kg.

. GSB experiment of KFA in collaboration with KWU and CKN/SCK : irradiation,
in an in-pile helium loop, of fuel for the gas cooled fast breeder reactor.
The purpose is to investigate the irradiation behaviour of fuel bundles,
pins and components, including the fuel pins venting system. The.main data
of this experiment are the following :
- irradiation under cadmium,
- 12 vented U02~Pu02 fuel pins,
- outside diameter of the pins : 8mm,
- maximum linear pin power : 450 W/cm,
- total loop power : 350 kW,
- helium coolant pressure : 61 atm.

_^__ction
60Co (up to 400 Ci/g) : irradiation of Co pellets or discs in aluminium
capsules loaded in open baskets or in the reactor control rods.
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. Ir (up to 700 Ci/g) : irradiation of Ir pellets in aluminium capsules
loaded in open baskets.

. 99Mo-133Xe : irradiation, in the hydraulic rabbit or the DGR device, of
tubes of enriched uranium cladded by aluminium, similar to BR2 fuel ele-
ment shells.

. miscellaneous : irradiation of miscellaneous targets in CSF capsules
loaded in the hydraulic rabbit, self-service thimbles D.G., pool tubes
or open baskets.

5.3. Evolution of reactor utilization.

The graphs given in figure 4 represent the evolution of reactor
occupation from 1963 to January 1978, and show :

- the total number of channels occupied each cycle in the core, the reflector
and the pool ;

- the hourly production in the core and in the reflector (excluding the
hydraulic rabbit, the self-service thimbles DG 36, the measuring probes,
the beryllium samples and the FAFNIR models) ;

- the annual production in the core and in the reflector (on the same basis
as the hourly production).

An analysis of these graphs leads to the following conclusions :
- the hourly production fluctuates strongly from cycle to cycle, due to the

inherent nature of a test reactor and to variations in the demand for
radioéléments.

- the hourly production in the core is greatly influenced by the presence
of large sodium or gas loops in the H l, H 3 or H /» channels.

- a growing interest has been shown in BR2, as indicated by the continuous
increase in the number of reactor channels cccupLed (see also figure 5).

The average distribution of the use of the channels from 1963 to
1977 is given in table 9.

BR2 has contributed greatly to the development of many large nuclear
projects within the European Community ; it has also been used for carrying
out irradiations for other countries. Presently, the utilization of the reactor
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is principally directed towards irradiation programmes requiring fast neutron
fluxes : in 1977, irradiations for the sodium cooled fast reactor programme
accounted for 35 % of the reactor utilization, and irradiations for the high
temperature gas reactor programme and the gas cooled fast reactor programme
accounted for 49 %, together these programmes represent 84 % of the reactor
utilization.

6. Future plans.
6.1. Scheduled irradiation programme.

Apart from the beam-tube experiments and the routine irradiations
such as radioisotopes production, neutron-radiographies, gamma irradiations,
the irradiations after 1978 will concern mainly safety experiments, power
cycling experiments and, generally speaking, irradiations under off-nonnal
conditions.

Several of the irradiations mentioned in § 5.?. will continue and
new experiments are planned. Among the new experiments, we may cite the SNR
"Störfallprogramm" of KFK Karlsruhe (irradiation under off-normal conditions
of LMFBR fuel pins) and the WRS loop (joint programme of KWU, KFA, *KFK and
CEN/SCK). The purpose of the WRS loop is to test PWR fuel rods and rod assemblies
under incidental operating conditions, in particular investigations on LOCA
(Loss of Coolant Accident) for reactor safety analysis.

6.2. BR2 development programme.

The BR2 development programme aims at the adaptation of the irra-
diation capacity and the operating conditions of BR2 so as to accomodate the
expected experimental loading. The aspects being specially considered at
the moment are :

- as mentioned in § 4.3. the replacement of the beryllium matrix during the
second half of 1979 ;

- the possibilities of irradiating at BR2 fissile or structural materials
intended for reactors of several types (fission and fusion) in such a way
that irradiation effects would correspond to those expected in these
reactors.
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- the irradiation conditions which could be obtained under cadmium or other
screens in the central H.I channel or the outer 200 mm channels, whether
the rig is surrounded or not by a driver fuel element.

- the increase of the maximum hot spot heat flux on the surface of the
reactor fuel elements from the present 470 W/cm2 level to 550 or 600 W/cm2.

- the reactor core configuration variants which would allow the simultaneous
irradiation of several large loops, all requiring high performances.

- an improved flow distribution of the reactor primary circuit water coolant
in order to avoid difficulties when more power must be dissipated.

- the measures in order to enhance the thermal neutron flux in the beam tubes.
- special campaigns of short duration (less than a normal cycle of 21 days)
in order to carry out some of the safety experiments planned.

7. Financial situation.

The evolution of the commitments, expenditure and revenues of*
the BR2 reactor and its associated facilities (design, manufacture, testing
and commissioning, operation, dismantling of irradiation devices) is given
in figures 6 and 7.

It should be mentioned that presently, receipts cover about two
thirds of expenditure whereas during the first five years of reactor operation
they covered only one third.

8. Conclusions.

From 1963 to 1978, the BR2 reactor was utilized regularly, its
operating characteristics being continuously adapted to the needs of the
experimental load. For this reason, the full power level increased progres-
sively from 17 MW to 85 MW, 106 MW even having been reached during a special
campaign in March 1978. A growing interest has been shown in BR2, as indi-
cated by the continuous increase in the average number of channels occupied
from 13 in 1963 to the present number of 75.
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As to the future, it is expected that. BR2 will continue to contribute
to the development of many large nuclear projects. The reactor development
programme aims at the adaptation of the irradiation capacity and the opera-
ting conditions of BR2 so as to accomodate the.planned experimental loading.

Concerning the BR2 fuel cycle, it should be noted that :
- the continued effort to optimize the fuel loading according to the needs

of the experiments has led
. to an increase of uranium density in the fuel plates from 24 wt % (with
the alloy type) to 37 wt % (with the present Cermet type) ;

. to a reduction of specific fuel consumption from 23 to about 6 elements
per 103 MWd.

- in the present circumstances (the BR2 experimental programme, state-of-the
art fuel technology), it is believed that BR2 has to continue to use highly
enriched uranium (93 % 235U) ;

- when high density fuel allowing lower enrichment while maintaining reactor
performances without significant fuel cycle cost increase should be avai-
lable in the BR2 element geometry (concentric cylindric plates) , it should
be used at BR2;

- CEN/SCK is ready to offer the BR2 reactor for testing new high density
fuel element prototypes, in order
. to check their general behaviour under irradiation
. to determine their nuclear characteristics (available flux per unit power)
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Irradiation positions available in the BR2 reactor.

K)

Configuration : 9 B or 9 C Power : 84.5 MW (1)

Remarks : (1) 106 MW in coire configuration 9 C with a driver fuel element in channel H l
(2) total number of irradiation positions : up to 100
(3) one 200 mm channel is equivalent to three 85 mm channels
(4) under cadmium screen
(5) in the central channel loaded with beryllium

Irradiation position
Type

1. in the pressure vessel
- core
. within the fuel elements
. in the 200 mm channels

- reflector
. 200 mm holes

85 mm holes
50 mm holes

2. outside the pressure vessel
- beam tubes
- reactor pool
. radioisotopes tubes
. neutron-radiography
. gammafacility

number (2)

37
1 or 2

up to 4
19 to 31(3)

10

9

4
1
5

usefuldiameter
mm

17.4 to 42.4
up to 200

29.5 to 200.2
29.5 to 80.6
29.5 to 46

up to 305

80
130

12 to 80

maximum nuclear characteristics
neutron flux (n/cm^s)thermal

3.8 x I0lk
- (4)

9 x 1011* (5)
5 x 101"

1.6 x 101U

107 to 5xl013

3 x 1013
3 x 107
-

E > 0.1 MeV

7 x lO1"
7 x 101"

1.5 x lO1"
2 x 10llt
6 x 1013

5 x 1012
-
—

nuclear heatingW/gr Al

15
13

6
6
2

< 0.5
-

5 x 107 rad/h

3»
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Nuclear characteristics of the BR2 configuration 9 B TABLE 2

A. Fuel element channels
Power = 84.5 MW Conditions at start of

cycle 9/77

Reactor
channel

A 30
A 90
A 150
A 210
A 270
A 330
B 0
B 60
B 120
B 300
C 41
C 79
C 139
C 161
C 199
C 221
C 259
C 281
C 341
D 0
D 60
D 120
D 180
D 240
D 300
E 30
E 330
F 14
F 106
F 194
F 346
G 120
G 240
H 23
H 37
H 337
K 191
H 4

Fuel elements
Type

6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
61 G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
5N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
5N G
6N G
6N G
61 G
6M G
6N G
6N G
6N G
5N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
6N G
10S G

Average
burn-up

40
21
24
22
22
27
40
38
29
28
0
0
0
0
13
0
23
0
0
0
0
14
22
6
0
43
45
6
42
14
23
43
10
13
28
11
44
0

Maximum flux (1)

Thermal (2)

3.6
2.9
2.9
3.1
2.9
3.2
3.5
3.3
2.9
3.0
2.1
1.9
1.9
2.0
2.6
2.2
2.5
1.9
2.1
2.0
1.7
1.9
2.4
2.0
1.6
2.4
2.4
1.6
1.9
2.0
2.0
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.6
1.3
1.7
-

E>0.1MeV

6.1
6.2
6.0
6.4
6.3
6.4
6.1
5.7
5.8
6.2
5.9
5.1
5.5
5.2
6.5
6.2
4.8
5.5
6.3
5.6
4.6
4.8
4.6
5.1
4.0
3.9
3.8
4.1
3.1
5.0
3.9
2.7
3.5
3.2
3.0
3.0
2.8
-

$fast
^thermal

1.7
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.0
1.7
1.7
2.0
2.1
2.8
2.7
2.9
2.6
2.5
2.8
1.9
2.9
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.5
1.9
2.6
2.5
1.6
1.6
2.5
1.6
2.5
2.0
1.7
2.2
2.5
1.9
2.3
1.7
-

Maximum
nuclear(3)
heating
(W.g-iAl)

12.5
13.1
12.6
13.2
13.0
13.3
13.3
13.1
12.7
13.2
13.6
12.0
12.6
12.3
14.6
14.6
11.3
12.5
14.2
13.2
11.1
10.6
10.9
12.3
10.0
9.2
8.2
9.9
6.Q

11.1
9.5
5.0
8.0
7.1
6.0
6.3
5.1
5.0

G Cermet fuel element 400 g 235U type (60mg 235U.cm"2)
(1) Neutron flux at 50mm below reactor raid plane
(2) Unperturbed neutron flux on the centre line of the fuel element

(n)°'5Vo at 2200ms-1

(3) Nuclear heating of an aluminium sample placed on fuel element
axis at position of raaximum flux.
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Nuclear characteristics of the BR2 configuration 9 B TABLE
B. Reflector channels

Power 84.5 MW

Reactor
channel

F 46
F 166
F 314
G 60
G 300
H 323
Hl-0
Hl-120
Hl-240
H2-90
H2-210
H2-330
H3-30
H3-150
113-270
H5-30
H5-150
H5-270

K 11
K 49
K 109
K 169
K 251
K 311
K 349
L 0
L 60
L 120
L 180
L 240
L 300
N 30
N 330
P 19
P 41
P 101
P 161
P 199
P 259
P 319
P 341

Maximum unperturbed flux
10ll|n/cm2s

Thermal
3.9
4.7
3.8
3.2
3.6
2.6
8.0
8.9
8.5
1.6
2.9
3.0
2.7
2.1
4.0
3.4
3.2
1.9
2.4
2.4
1.5
2.5
2.9
2.2
2.1

1.9
1.6
1.4
2.2
1.8
1.8
1.5
1.3
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.5
1.3
1.5
1.2

E > 0.1 MeV
1.8
2.0
1.6
0.8
0.9

1.1
1.4
1.6
1.5
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.2

1.0
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.7
0.3
0.9
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.6
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.3

Maximum nuclear
heating
W/g AI

5.3
4.2
3.8
2.8
2.4
2.7
5.1
4.8
4.6
0.6
2.0
1.7
2.0
0.9
2.0
1.7
2.0
0.6
3.1
2.0
1.7
1.4
2.1
1.2
2.9
1.4
0.8
1.1
1.5
2.1
0.6
2.0
1.4
1.6
1.2
0.5
0.4
2.1
0.6
0.6
1.4
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BR2 - Operating parameters 1977 TABLE 4

Reactor operating characteristics

Power rating, nominal
Total operating time
Average operating time per cycle
Total energy dissipated
Average energy dissipated per cycle
Fissile charge at start of cycle (235U)

77 to 100 MW
240.0 days
21.8 days

19 583 MWd
1 780 MWd

11.4 to 13.7 kg

Circuits characteristics

Flow (m3.!-)-1)
Inlet temperature (°C)
Inlet pressure (kg.cirr2)
Ap across pressure vessel (kg. cm"2)
pH
Resistivity (fi.cnr1)
Flow in purification line (m3^"1)
Activity ßy (yCi.cnr3)

Primary

6 700-7 000
40 -• 50

12.5
2.8

5.3 - 7.0
2 - 6 xlO6

20 - 30
<io-1

Secondary

4 000-5 000
20 - 30

-
-

5.5 - 6.5
105

100

<io-6

Pool

400

35 - 45
-

-

5.5 - 6.5
106

20
<io-t|

Fuel elements
Maximum nominal temperature at hot spot (°C)for inlet temperature of 40°C
Heat flux maximum (W.cnT2) : n°m"!na1.LnadmissibleWater velocity between plates (m.s"1)

152
470
6009.4,

Liquid effluent production

Cold
Warm
Hot

<10-5yCi.cnT3

10-5to 10-2
uCi.cnr3

>10-2yCi.cnr3

1 446 m3

10 070 m3

2 400 m3

Gaseous effluents Consumption

Ventilation of containment building 38 000 m3.h"1
Ventilation of machine hall 83 000 m3.h-]
Radioactivity at chimney BxlC"8yCi.cm"3

Electricity
Demi nerali zed water
Uranium-235

19.7xl06kWh
431 265 m3

23.6 kg
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Evolution of the operating parameters of the BR2 reactor
a. General data since date of commissioning

to-J

Year

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Total s

Configuration

5
5

5 and 6
6
6
6
6
6

6 and 7
7
7

7 and 8
8
8

8' and 9

Number of days
operating

154.5
226.5
189.8
219.8
174.4
213.9
229.3
218.0
203.9
230.4
248.7
217.3
218.8
235.8
240.0

3 221.1

Nominal power
(MW)

17 - 34
34

34 - 57
57

57 - 63
58.5 - 67
66.5 - 71
67 - 70

70
70 - 73.5
70 - 73.5
70 ~ 80
74.5 - 80.5
74.5 - 79.5
77 - 100

Energy produced
(MWd)

3 292
7 595
8 599
12 576
10 564
13 168
15 155
15 057
14 478
17 568
20 643
16 320
16 487
17 373
19 583

208 458

Number of
channelsoccupied

13
25
35
37
39
45
52
59
71
72
76
68
71
77
75

i
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b . o p e r a t i n g a n a l y s i s

Year

1963
1964
1965
1966
1957
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

operatingyearduration
days

370
376
365
364
358.7
356.1
371.3
366.1
369.4
355.9
378.3
351.9
364.5
370.2
397.8

R E A C T O R S T A T E
operational
days

154.5
226.5
189.8
220 -
174.4
213.9
229.3
218 -
203.9
230.4
248.7
217.3
218.8
235.8
240.0

%

41.8
60.3
52 -
60.5
48.6
60.1
61.8
59.5
55.2
64.7
65.7
61.8
60 -
63,7
60.3

routineshut-downs
days

71.5
99 -
91 -
91 -
63 -
102 -
96 -
96 -
70 -
77 -
77 -
77 -
70 -
77 -
77

%

19.3
26.3
25 -
25 -
17.6
28.6
25.9
26.2
19 -
21.6
20.4
21.9
19.2
20.8
19.4

extension ofroutine shut-downs
days

29
10.9
16.9
31.4
56.6
22.5
22.1
5.9
13 -
27.3
25 -
41.8
44.1
32.5
51.4

X

7.8
2.9
4.6
8.6
15.8
6.3
5.9
1.6
3.5
7.7
6.6
11.8
12.1
8.8
12.9

unscheduledshut-downs
days

22 -
39.6
35.8
21.6
4.7
17.7
23.9
15,7
15.3
21.2
27.6
15.8
31.6
24.9
29.4

X

5.9
10.5
9.8
5.9
1.3
S -
6.4
4.3
4.1
6 -
7.3
4,5
8.7
6.7
7.4

exceptionalshut-downs
days

93 -(1)
-
31.5(1)
-
60 -(2)
-
-
30.5(3)
67.2(4)
-
-
-
-
-
-

X

25.2
-
8.6
-
16.7
-
-
8.4
18.2
-
-
-
-
-
-

operating coefficients
theoretical

X

74 -
74 -
74 -
75 -
75 -
71.5
71.5
71.5
75 -
75 -
75 -
75 -
75 -
75 -
75 -

actual
X

41.8
60.3
52 -
60.5
48.6
60.1
61.8
59.5
55.2
64.7
65.7
61.8
60 -
63.7
60.3

(1) tests (core configuration modification)

(2) a contamination (amerlclum capsule failure)

(3) repairs to cooling tower basin

(4) replacement of main heat exchangers and cooling tower packing.
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EVOLUTION OF Ti!E OPERATING PARAMETERS OF THE BR2 REACTOR

c. Configuration and uranltirs consumption

year

1963

1964

1S6S

19G6

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

c o n f i g u r a t i o n
Variants

used

S

5

5 ami 6

6

6

6

6

6

6 and 7

7

7

7 aids

8

8

8 and 9

Number of standard
fuel element

channels

18 to20

20

20 to 28

28

28 to 32

30 to 35

35 to 38

38

33

38

38

32 to 38

32 to 34

31 to 37

34 to 38

Number of
control rods (1)

8 t 2

8 + 2

8 to 10 * 2

8 + 2

8 + 2

8 + 2

8 + 1 or 2

8 + 1

6toS + 1

6 + 1

6 + 1 or 2

6 or 7 + 1 or 2
7 + 1
7 + 1

7 + 1

u r a n i u m c o n s u n p t l o n
Mass of 235U

g.

4 032

9 418

10 663

15 593

12 863

15 960

18 228

18 119

17 415

21 132

24 830

19 630

19 873

20 896

23 554

number of elcr.ients(2)
Alloy

76

163

188

176

144 + 12 Ills

183 + 24 Ills

1SS + 12 Ills

177 + 24 Il ls

58 + 18 Ills

11

12

1

Cermet

.

-

-

-

-

-

6

2

114 + 6 Ills

142 + 18 Ills
118 + 30 Ills
,„ + 6 His132 + 2 XHIs

Rfi + 6 Illsß6 + 2 XIIIs
80 + 18 llls
80 + 1 X I I I s

115 + 1 Vls
31b + 2 Xs

average ,,,
apparent » '
burn -up {*)

22.8

24.8

23.8

36.8

36.2

34.9

44.0

40.7

33.2

38.0

47.6

34.9

53.2

62.2

49.1

specific consumption
(3){element ./103MHd)

23.1

21-5

22.3

14.0

14.3

14.3

11.3

12.5

12.3

9.0

6.7

8.7

5.8

5.1

6.2

(1) compensation + regulation
(2) fresh elements loaded 1n standard channels + driver fuel elements
(3) fresh elements loaded 1n standard channels >Wr-
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TABLE 8

COUNTRIES

GERMANY

3£UGIUM

MISCELLANEOUS

ORGANISMES

0 ( X KARLSRUHE

PIu*.Ort/\wi nmttna

C.E H MSTAUUROY

CE N NEUTRON PHYSICS

C.E.N I.R.E.

C E N REACTOR PHYSICS
CE N TECH »ENERGY

.UNIVERSITIES
CEN.-IM.T RUMANIA

EXPERIMENTS

MOL 1 Siruïtufil mm<*l K IM* Cl

MOL 2_Sliue!y'»L£<»t»'i»L_i_c'îcp _ ]_
MOI. 1 SUiitlyriJ niltnil 1 !00*C 1

MOL S (C.Mp mnwFfmtrt )

MOL. 6 (Miictllaniogi)

MOL ? Ni IcopJ Oi.diil

MOL 10 UCyPuO, l'adial tr.«ol

MOL II UC -P«C

MOL IS CirW*

C-38 H, Ux»
M 0 PS B 0,«.« 5«rl,cl«

MÛPS € Coated Mrtielti
MOPS 0 Coal.« p.rtKln
MNK (Carb.dll

MISC£tVAN£OUS

C E B

PWC
HY3RAULIC KJ8ÔIT »HO O.C R
POWER CYCLING
CENTRAL MELTING

START CONDITIONS

FERRITIC STEEL I Still« eoniMwii I
FERRITIC ST6ELIPo.BCVtl.na)
COMPATIBILITY FUEL CANNINO

CARBI06 POM ANO CIRCE
HVORAUUC lUBaiTANO OGR

NEUTRON 0 FFRACTION SPECTHOMSTER

NEUTRON CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER

0. IL! 1 JftCTROMETER .FOR CAjEILSî. f_
SfECTROMElER FOR CAPTURE J
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B R 2 - A V E R A G E D I S T R I B U T I O N O F T H E U S E S O F T U E C H A N N E . L S

PURPOSE

1. IN THE PRESSURE VESSEL
- Study of radiation effects
. fuel and fuel pins
. structural material

- Transmutation programmes
. production of actinium and transplutoniumelements. ccbalt 60
. various radiolsotopes

- Multi-purpose equipment
(rabbit, self-service thinbls)

- Measuring probes and mock-ups

- Beryllium matrix samples

2. OUTSIDE THE PRESSURE VESSEL
• Fundamental physics research
- Multi-purpose equipment

(pool tubes, neutron-radiography, gammaIrradiation)
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FIG,1

General view of the BR2 reactor.
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BR2 CONFIGURATION SB Fig. 2
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FIG. 3

UTILIZATION OF THE REACTOR BR2 IN 1977

FISSILE MATERIALS

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

RADIOISOTOPES

COBALT

Based on "fast irradiation units"

[lern3 x ir/V cm2 ( £ > 1 0 0 k e V ) ]
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BR2 - AVERAGE NUMBER OF REACTOR CHANNELS OCCUPIED
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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REACTOR LOAD AND CORE PHYSICS MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
Fig.8
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Fig. 9

EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
OR FILLING PuJ<5__

COOLING WATER (1)

FUEL PLATE (2)

BR2 FUEL ELEMENT (Cross section)

(1) water gap : 3 mm
(2) wall thickness : 1.27 mm

core : 0.508 mm
x\l cladding: 0.381 mm
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BR2 CROSS SECTION AT REACTOR MID-PLANE
THROUGH H3 CHANNEL WITH THE MFBS 7 LOOP

Fig. 10

Cadmium screenStandard BR2 fuel element

driver fuel element S Xl l ls MFBS 7 sodium loop
in 200 mra channel
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SUMMARY OF UPGRADING AND RENEWAL PROGRAMMES

Presented by P. Von der Hardt

Abstract

The policy followed for the modernisation of HPR Petten has been the
gradual transition to higher performance as an irradiation reactor» The
reactor power has been upgraded in two steps from 20 MW to 45 MW»> HFR has
been using HEU at the net annual consumption of about 16 kg of U .
Alternative fuel cycles with 20fo and Q% enrichments have been studied. It
is concluded that with the present fuel technology change-over to much
lower enrichments than 93% would be incompatible with the objectives of
the utilization of HPR.

1. INTRODUCTION TO I1FR PETTEN

As a typical Materials Testing Reactor ( M T R ) , the High
Flux Reactor (IIFR) Petten uses plate-type fuel elements with
fully enriched uranium and burnable poison, light water cool-
ing/moderating, and beryllium moderating/reflecting /Ref . I / .
Built for the former Reactor Centrum Nederland (RCN) as an
ORR (Oak Ridge Research Reactor) type, HFR has been transfer-
red to the European Atomic Energy Community in 1962. Since
that time, operation and utilization of the reactor have been
part of the research programmes within JRC (Joint Research
Centre)of the Commission of the European Communities.

Operation and maintenance of the plant are entrusted to
the Dutch Research establishment ECN (Energie Onderzoek Centrum
Nederland) under contract.
The operating pattern of the HFR follows a 28-days' period,
comprising 26 days of actual reactor operation, followed by a
2-days1 regular reactor shut-down. This shut-down period is
used for installation and reloading of the irradiation rigs,
maintenance to the reactor and experiment facilities, and for
refuelling. The 26-days cycle duration has been realised by a
fuel loading in five zones and a maximum burn-up of 55%.

235
The fresh assemblies containing 390 g U are loaded in the
sernie-peripheral zone of the core, while the other assemblies
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are placed in the central and outer zones of the core. By
moving the fuel assemblies stepwise from one zone to another
after each reactor cycle, stable irrad.iation conditions can be
maintained for successive cycles. The HFR is operated at 45 MW
for approximately 290 days per year. Two extended shut-down
periods, i.e. a 3-weeks period for maintenance and modifications
at the beginning of the year, and a 4-weeks period for holidays
and maintenance during the summer season, interrupt the reactor
operation during each year.
The tight inspection and maintenance schedule, together with a
continuous process of replacement and renewal of components,
has kept the plant in an excellent condition. Outages due to
component failures are practically unknown.

The reactor can be considered as a large testing facility for
material specimens and components of operating and future nu-
clear power plants. Its main use is therefore directed towards
the support of R & D programmes of European Research Centres,
nuclear industry, and own JRC projects. Furthermore, experiments
in solid state and nuclear physics are carried out, and radio-
isotopes are produced.
In terms of the nature of specimens irradiated, the distribution
in 1977 was approximately as follows (in percentages of the used
capacity):

Graphite, and HTR fuel 19
Structural materials 25
LWR fuel 13
Fast breeder reactor fuel 5
.Neutron physics, and radioisotopes 30
Miscellaneous 8

After the dismantling of the high pressure water loop, only
capsule-type experiments are carried out in HFR.
Special devices have been developed for various reactor safety
related experiments, for in-pile creep measurements, in-pile
instrumentation development, fracture mechanics studies etc.
Close collaboration between all organizations and covering all
specialities involved in reactor materials research has turned
out to be the most efficient approach for irradiation testing.
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2. UPGRADING AND RENEWAL PROGRAMMES

2.1 General
The policy followed for the modernisation 'of HFR Petten has tra-
ditionally been the gradual transition to higher performance
as an irradiation reactor. This concerned more than reactor in-
strumentation and its fuel cycle, as explained in the following
paragraphs.

2.2 Upgrading the Reactor Power
The operating history passed through the following steps

- 20 MW 1962 - 65
- 30 MW 1966 - 70
- 45 MW from 1970.

There are presently no plans for further increases of the
reactor power. Such increases would imply, apart from new
licensing, major changes to the heat removal systems (pri-
mary and secondary pumps, heat exchangers).

2.3 Upgrading Irradiation Conditions
Having reached what can be considered as a reasonable reactor
power, the irradiation conditions have been improved by:

- the introduction of burnable poison fuel (see paragr. 2.6.2)
in 1972/73.

- a new central top lid with core configuration adaptation /Ref.2/
in 1976, another core configuration change in 1977 /Ref.3/,

- improved reactor physics computation codes (continuous task).
No major programme is presently planned for further upgrading.

2.4 Mechanical Component Renewal /Ref. 4/
Some of the more recent- activities are the following:

- improvements on the secondary coolant system inlet section to
provide better filtering against small objects (fish I) and
to reduce in-leakage of sand in that section,

- strengthening of primary and secondary system check and control
valves,

- improvements to reduce wear of primary pump seals,
- measuring, machining and polishing (under water) of core com-
ponents in order to correct handling and irradiation damage,
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- repairs of grid-bar locking devices, improvements to grid-bars
proper,

- installation of additional (make-up) water purification unit in
order to increase the output of the initially available systems.

- new reactor containment building air cooling and ventilation
previsions

- new central gas supply and control systems for irradiation expe-
riments,

- a central liquid helium supply system for cryogenic installations.
Future programmes comprise:

- a new building extending the available workshop, and office space,
- design and manufacture of.a new reactor vessel.
The new vessel will supply better hydraulics, improved inspecta-
bility and enlarged irradiation possibilities. The replacement
which will cause three months' extra reactor shut-down is not plan-
ned before 1981,

- increased Phsyical Protection provisions according to IAEA recom-
mendation INFCIRC 225, placing the reactor vital areas inside a
fence with intrusion detection, and inside the owner-controlled
area /Ref. 5/.

2.5 Instrumentation Renewal /Ref. 4/.
In this field, too, the HFR policy implies gradual renewal im-
plemented during the "normal" scheduled shut-down periods,
rather than large scale instantaneous modifications.
Some recent work has been :

- increasing control room instrumentation redundancy, gradual mo-
dernizing of most electronic components, e.g. new wide range
"Campbell" nuclear channels,

- design improvements to control rod holding magnets, reducing
the frequency of spurious control rod drops,

- extension of and improvements to emergency and failure-free power
supply systems,

- the introduction of mini-computers and micro-processors into
general-purpose and specific out-of-pile equipment for irradiation
experiments.
As far as future programmes are concerned, there are presently
no plans for a large scale computerized reactor control.
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However, the above-mentioned introduction of "local" processors
will continue, both for the reactor proper and, even more, for
experiment control equipment.
The present scenario for experiment control equipment includes,
in the period 1979/80!

- two medium-sized computers for data acquisition and control of
solid state and nuclear physics experiments carried out in the
horizontal beam tubes

- four to five autonomous general purpose data logging systems
managed by minicomputers.

- two to three special purpose computerized data logging and sur-
veillance systems for transient condition irradiation experiments

2.6 Fuel Cycle
2.6.1 Scope

Both the Commission of the European Communities, as owner and
manager of I1FR Petten, and the Dutch Research Foundation ECN,
as contractual reactor operator, cooperate in Working Group 8
of the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE).
The following paragraphs briefly resume the present IIFR fuel
cycle and considerations on alternatives.

2.6.2 Present Cycle
IIFR has been using highly enriched uranium (HEU) since 1962.
After an early "lease-rent" period, the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities (C.E.C.) now owns the material. The net annual235consumption amounts to 16 kg of U. This implies that about
35 kg of HEU have to be made available for fuel element manu-
facture every year. The material is of U.S. origin. After ship-
ment to Europe it is used for manufacture of the "classical"
MTR UAl-plate fuel element, with 1,0 g B in the side plates.
Spent fuel elements return to the U.S. for reprocessing.

2.6.3 Studies on Alternative Cycles
a) 20% enriched uranium (medium enriched, MEU)

Assuming that reliable UAl plate fuel elements can be manufact-
Ü

ured using MEU and increased U loading, studies have been carried
out showing that the reactor could on principle be operated with
such fuel. However HFR operation would be made extremely unattrac-
tive by such a move, because of
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- core reactivity problems due to the heavy experimental
- reduction of the number of irradiation positions,
- increased control rod movement and flux instabilities
- reduced thermal neutron flux
- high transition cost, increased annual fuel cycle cost.

b) 8% enriched uranium (low enriched, LEU)
Assuming that reliable oxide pellet/plate fuel elements can be
manufactured using LEU and heavy U loading studies for a potentially
"open" fuel cycle have been commenced. The results, as far as
reactivity reserve and neutron fluxes are concerned, are rather dis-
appointing.
As a conclusion it is likely to be stated /Ref. 6/ that a
change-over to much lower enrichments than the present 93%
IIEU would bo incompatible with the utilisation of HFR Petten
as a high performance multi purpose research reactor, con-
sidering the present fuel technology.

3. REFERENCES
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Renewal of FiR 1 Instrumentation

Pekka Hiisraaki
VTT/Reactor Laboratory

Finland

Abstract

The present uses of the PiRl are activation analysis, production
of short lived isotopes, research and education of students in nuclear
engineering. During the 1970's some components in the instrumentation
system were changed. Assuming that the reactor will be in operation
for approximately another 20 years, an instrumentation evaluation programme
has been started with different options for the local contributions.

FiR 1 reactor and its role in Finnish nuclear engineering

FiR 1, a Triga Mark II type research reactor was
originally established in 1962 to serve as an efficient
and relatively cheap tool in educating nuclear engineers
for the country entering in the nuclear energy age.
About six operation years of FiR 1 before the first
nuclear power plant project (Loviisa I) was started
gave just time enough to supply the Loviisa I project as
well as the three later projects and the authority with
the necessary personnel of nuclear qualification. Now
due to the reduced estimates of the future energy needs the
need for nuclear engineering education has also decreased
and other purposes of reactor operation have become
more important. Today the list of the most important
uses of FiR 1 is as- follows

1) Neutron activation analysis, especially short lived
nuclei and delayed neutron counting.

2) Production of short lived isotopes for tracer
experiments.
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3) Research activities in in-core instrumentation,
radiation effects, neutron spectroscopy, neutron
radiography etc.

4) Education of students in nuclear engineering.

During the next two decades to come FiR 1 is likely to
be the only research reactor of Finland and the list above
is expected to reflect the main uses of the reactor in the
future as well.

Power upgrading from 100 kW to 250 kW in 1967

The original power of the reactor was only 100 kW and
12 2the maximum flux 4 x 1 0 1/cm s. Because many

experiments could benefit from higher flux and similar
reactors were already operated at 250 kW power at other
laboratories a decision was made to upgrade the power
level to 250 kW. The change was carried out by the local
reactor staff and implied the following steps

a new 1.7 $ control rod was installed

- new stainless steel cladding fuel rods were added
in the core in accordance with the new maximum excess
reactivity value at 4 $ instead of the original value
of 2.5 $.

- biological shield was improved by adding concrete around
the upper part of the tank.

- cooling capacity was increased

- pertinent changes in the instrumentation were
accomplished

- new documents were prepared for the licensing procedure.
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Recent changes in the instrumentation

In the seventies some replacements of the original units
have been completed. Among these the most important,
perhaps, was istalling of a new two pen recorder with
additional zero-adjustment and calibration units for both
linear and logaritmic power channels, as well as new
amplifiers in all four neutron channels. Also the primary
water conductivity meter was totally renewed. These
changes were carried out by the laboratory staff, and they
have put an end to the troubles associated with the replaced
units. However, there are still further units requiring
replacement such as HV-source for the neutron detectors,
the servosystem of the power control and cabling.

The purpose and scope of the instrumentation evaluation project

Having in mind that FiR 1 is likely to be in operation the
next 15 to 20 years, the reactor has reached roughly its
half life. In order to benefit from a possible revision
of the whole instrumentation, the revision should me made
in the near future and not at the end of life of the reactor.

Therefore a careful evaluation of the present condition
of the reactor instrumentation and of the alternatives
available for ensuring a troublefree operation of the
reactor during its latter half life was considered of
great importance. Accordingly a special evaluation project
was started at the beginning of this year in order to provide
the administration with a concrete proposal about the
actions to be taken and the money to be raised for the
renewal of the reactor instrumentation. The evaluation has
to be completed by September 1978 in order to enter the
detailed programme of the next fiscal year.

Three different alternatives are considered

1) The present instrumentation is revised unit by unit.
This alternative is of course very much tied to the
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original design philosophy and would not benefit much
from the development taken place in either philosophy or
technology concerning reactor instrumentation. On the
other hand the work could be relatively easily carried
out by the laboratory staff itself and the costs could
be distributed over a long time period. Special attention
should be paid to documentation and spare parts. Some
troubles may be anticipated in convincing the authority
that no weakening in the safety results.

2) Designing and working out in co-operation with a qualified
instrumentation company a new reactor console and complete
instrumentation accepting various number of instruments
and units from the present system depending on their
condition and adaptability and on the price of the total
delivery.

In this alternative individual wishes and requirements
of the user are most easily taken into account. The
responsibility of the supplier company and the one of the
own staff should be clearly distinguished and sharply defined.
With a good planning the reactor shut down time needed
for the replacement can be kept in few weeks. Obviously
the costs of this alternative are higher than those of the first
one and require payment in a shorter time. However, if the
domestic contribution becomes dominant,such arguments as,
promoting employment or promoting the professional skill
of domesti c industry, may be helpful in getting the
required sum of money.

3) Turn-key delivery of a new reactor console of standard
type from the reactor manufacturer accepting various
number of instruments and units from the present system
on their condition and adaptability and on the price
of the total delivery.

This is obviously the safest alternative based on
proven technology and would probably also lead to easy
licensing. It can be recommended, if the contribution of
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the local staff cannot or will not be made significant
for any eventual reason. In today's economical
situation in Finland choosing this alternative would
imply that the two previous alternatives are shown to
be by far inferior to this one.
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OBJECTIFS DES PROGRAWES D'AUGMENTATION
DE PUISSANCE ET DE RENOVATION
DES REACTEURS DE RECHERCHE

F. ERCHÏE
(CEA-CEN GRENOBLE)

Prance

Abstract

Reactor power upgrading programmes and methods to improve the
quality of neutron flux for irradiation and neutron beam research
are described. In the modification programmes carried out in Prance
and also several other countries, in particular, the new developments
of safety regulations have been taken into account.

1. SITUATION GENERALE

Les programmes de rénovation des réacteurs de recherche et d'augmentation de
leur puissance répondent à plusieurs objectifs.
1. recherche de flux disponibles élevés pour répondre à l'évolution des

besoins des différents utilisateurs.
2. amélioration de la qualité des flux et des caractéristiques des moyens

expérimentaux.
3. maintien en bon état du réacteur et mise en conformité avec les nouveauxcritères de sûreté.
Ces objectifs peuvent être recherchés indépendamment les uns des autres mais
souvent ils sont confondus. En particulier, les réacteurs piscine qui sont les
réacteurs de recherche les plus répandus offrent beaucoup de possibilités.
Ils ont été conçus, à l'origine, pour des puissances moyennes de
1 à 2 MW et dans des perspectives de production de radio-isotopes et de recher-
che fondamentale au moyen des canaux.
En raison de leur facilité d'accès au coeur, ils ont été très vite utilisés en
France pour des irradiations de matériaux, irradiations qui ont rapidement
exigé des flux plus élevés.
Pour répondre à ces besoins, les réacteurs SILOE (35 MW) et OSIRIS (70 MW)
ont réalisé une percée remarquable vers les puissances élevées ouvrant ainsi
la voie à d'autres réacteurs en France et à l'étranger.
A l'heure actuelle, en raison de l'ancienneté des équipements de leur réacteur
beaucoup de pays envisagent une opération de rajeunissement couplée à une
augmentation de la puissance nominale de façon à pouvoir répondre à l'évolution
des besoins de leurs utilisateurs actuels ou futurs.
Nous allons détailler davantage les moyens d'atteindre les trois objectifs
cités plus haut en conservant l'exemple assez général des réacteurs piscine.
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2. RECHERCHE DE FLUX DISPONIBLES ELEVES. AUGMENTATION DE PUISSANCE
- « f\La recherche de flux thermiques utilisables supérieurs à 1 ou 2.101-5 n/cm sec

a constitue un premier objectif dans le développement des réacteurs piscine.
La réalisation de cet objectif permet^ en effet, la satisfaction des besoins de
la majorité des expérimentateurs qui utilisent ces réacteurs que ce soit pour :
- la production de radio-éléments (activités spécifiques plus élevées, produc-

tion de nouveaux éléments tels que le technetium).
- la recherche fondamentale ä l'aide des faisceaux de neutrons ou de boucles

froides (diffraction et diffusion neutronique, physique nucléaire, physique
du solide),

- la recherche appliquée à l'aide des dispositifs d'irradiation, boucles et
capsules, permettant l'étude sous rayonnement des matériaux de structure et
des combustibles des différentes filières.

L'obtention de flux élevés peut être réalisée d'une façon globale par la
recherche de densités de puissance élevées et par des augmentations de puis-
sance, et localement par la création d'emplacements sélectionnés à haut flux.
En France, à la suite d'études et d'essais neutroniques et thermohydrauliques
assez complets, le réacteur SILOE a franchi une première étape vers les
puissances élevées en fonctionnant à 15 MW pendant quelques années avant
d'atteindre ensuite 30 MW puis enfin 35 MW depuis 1971 offrant ainsi des flux
thermiques dans le réflecteur de 1,5 à 6.1014 n/cm^ sec.
Afin d'atteindre des puissances encore supérieures, la conception du réacteur
OSIRIS s'est organisée sur une utilisation de l'écoulement ascendant pour le
refroidissement du coeur de façon à utiliser la charge de la piscine comme
référence pour la pression à la sortie du coeur contrairement à l'écoulement
descendant où la charge de la piscine fixe la pression à l'entrée du coeur. En
utilisant ce principe, OSIRIS fonctionne à 70 MW après avoir démarré à 50 MW
pendant quelques années.
L'expérience acquise pour porter la puissance de SILOE et OSIRIS à des niveaux
élevés a été ensuite largement utilisée pour augmenter la puissance d'autres
réacteurs en France (TRITON, MELUSINE) et à l'étranger (FRG, ASTRA, RA-3, etc..)
Pour des installations anciennes, conçues initialement pour fonctionner à 1 ou
2 MW, la voie est ainsi tracée et il est possible d'atteindre des puissances de
5 MW à 10 MW, voire plus dans certains cas.

L'obtention de densités de puissance élevées c'est à dire d'un volume de coeur
minimum pour une puissance donnée nécessite l'utilisation d'éléments combus-
tibles à forte charge d'11235. Les problèmes posés depuis quelque temps par la
fourniture d'uranium enrichi à 93 % conduisent à rechercher des solutions
utilisant de l'uranium à plus faible enrichissement en essayant de perdre le
moins possible sur les performances atteintes avec le combustible actuel.
Pour extraire des densités de puissance élevées, il sera nécessaire :
- d'aplatir la répartition de puissance dans le coeur par l'adoption de barres

de contrôle du type fourchette à faible épaisseur et une bonne répartition
des éléments dans le coeur ;

- d'utiliser des éléments combustibles divisés, par exemple du type Si-23
(Siloé-23 plaques), optimisés du point de vue neutronique et thermohydraulique
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et comportant notamment des plaques combustibles présentant des charges
d'U235 variables en fonction de leur position dans l'élément.

- de rechercher des vitesses entre plaques les plus élevées possible tout en
réduisant les pertes de charge pour éviter la cavitation (réduction des
pertes de charge à l'entrée et à la sortie des éléments, sous la grille
support au moyen de divergents coniques, etc...)

Les emplacements sélectionnés à haut flux sont obtenus en réalisant des confi-
gurations de coeur adaptées (configuration à trou d'eau dans le coeur ou à
créneaux à la périphérie du coeur) ou encore en utilisant des éléments combus-
tibles spéciaux comportant 2 emplacements d'irradiation directement dans le ré-
seau des plaques de façon à obtenir des flux rapides importants
(3,5 à 4,5.10'4 n/cm2 sec pour E > 0,1 Mev à Siloé par exemple) (Figure 1).

3. AMELIORATION DE LA QUALITE DES FLUX ET DES PERFORMANCES DES MOYENS
EXPERIMENTAUX

Les problèmes se présentent différemment selon les utilisateurs.
Dans le domaine de la recherche appliquée c'est à dire des irradiations de
matériaux (combustibles ou matériaux de structure), il s'agit davantage
d'avoir une bonne connaissance des flux (intensités, spectre) afin de
pouvoir en déduire aussi précisément que possible les dommages créés dans
les matériaux irradiés ou les puissances délivrées par les combustibles testés.
Une partie de l'instrumentation réalisée sur les dispositifs d'irradiation
concernera donc les moyens de détection et de mesure des flux (collectrons,
calorimètres, détecteurs par activation).
Parallèlement, les dispositifs seront munis d'écrans absorbants variables
(écran métallique, gazeux ou liquide) s'il s'agit de modifier le spectre des
neutrons ou installés dans des boîtes à eau mobiles de façon à modifier de
façon continue ou discontinue leur position par rapport au coeur pour ajuster
ainsi les niveaux du flux ou effectuer des cyclages de puissance (simulation
des cyclages sur le combustible des centrales).
Mais c'est principalement dans le domaine de la recherche fondamentale que
l'amélioration de la qualité des flux et des performances des canaux pour
faisceaux sortis de neutrons peut conduire à des transformations importantes
d.es réacteurs. L'objectif général visé est une augmentation du rapport
flux thermique/flux rapide. (Réf. 1)
Par rapport à l'eau légère, l'utilisation d'un mur de béryllium d'épaisseur
8 cm entre le coeur et le nez des canaux permet d'obtenir un gain sur la
qualité du flux de l'ordre de 2. L'utilisation de l'eau lourde, outre l'aug-
mentation importante de la qualité du flux, permet également d'accroître le
volume des sources utilisables et donc de diminuer fortement l'effet d'ombre
entre canaux.
Cette solution a été appliquée à Mélusine (8 MW) en remplacement du mur de
béryllium. Elle a consisté à installer contre une face du coeur une cuve à
eau lourde dans laquelle pénétrent les canaux radiaux et tangentiels. (Fig. 2,3)
La jonction entre la paroi de la piscine et la cuve est effectuée au moyen de
manchettes en doigts de gant en aluminium munies de soufflets en acier ino-
xydable incrustés, l'étanchëïté eau lourde - eau légère étant réalisée à
l'aide de doubles joints métalliques. (Fig. 4 et 5)
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Par rapport à l'ancienne configuration, le gain en flux à la source est de
15 à 60 % sur les canaux radiaux et de 700 % sur les canaux tangentiels tandis
que le gain sur le rapport signal/bruit est compris entre 5 et 15.
Les problèmes de radiolyse, d'activité tritium et de refroidissement de l'eau
lourde ont été résolus de façon satisfaisante. La cuve est également prévue
pour recevoir deux sources froides et une source chaude.
La répartition spectrale des faisceaux peut également être améliorée par
filtration. Cette technique permet :
- de réduire le bruit de fond dû aux neutrons rapides, par interposition d'un
filtre silicium refroidi à la température de l'azote liquide (solution
adoptée pour Siloé - Fig. 6)

- de sélectionner les neutrons de basse énergie par un filtre béryllium
refroidi à l'azote liquide (emploi intéressant pour la diffraction aux
petits angles et la neutronographie).

- d'éliminer les rayonnements y Par un filtre bismuth.

Enfin les techniques de transmission, de collimation, de protection et de
détection ont également beaucoup évolué au cours de ces dernières années»
Profitant des dernières techniques, un nouveau réacteur, ORPHEE, réservé
prioritairement aux physiciens, est en construction à SACLAY où il rem-
placera à mi-1979 le réacteur ELß qui aura assuré 20 ans de fonctionnement
satisfaisant au service des recherches fondamentale et appliquée. ORPHEE
sera de type piscine avec réflecteur Ü20, alors qu'EL3 était une pile
"tank" à D20. Le passage d'une installation à l'autre apportera des avantages
importants aux utilisateurs. Le coeur refroidi à l'eau ordinaire, avec
réflecteur D20, offrira des qualités de flux thermique (3 x 10^ n/cm^/s dans
D20) accrues grâce aux canaux courts tout en conservant les avantages des
réacteurs "piscine" (accessibilité, simplicité, coût de revient). 20 spectro-
mètres, soit 30 expériences simultanées, pourront y être implantés ; 6 fais-
ceaux déboucheront dans un hall spécialisé grâce à des guides de neutrons.
Deux sources froides et une chaude permettront d'obtenir des spectres adaptés
aux expériences envisagées.

4. MAINTIEN EN ETAT DU REACTEUR ET DE SES EQUIPEMENTS ET MISE EN CONFORMITE
AVEC LES NOUVEAUX CRITERES DE SURETE

Les réacteurs de recherche représentent des investissements importants qu'il
convient de maintenir en bon état ou de moderniser régulièrement si l'on
veut que leur efficacité soit durable. Par ailleurs, les exigences de plus
en plus sévères de la sûreté imposent régulièrement des modifications pour
assurer la conformité aux nouvelles règles.

A ce titre des programmes importants de rénovation ont été réalisés ou sont
entrepris sur certains réacteurs.
- Les structures du coeur ont dans certains cas besoin d'être modifiées ou

totalement changées pour pouvoir effectuer des augmentations de puissance
ou des aménagements des canaux autour du coeur. La solution d'un coeur
suspendu à un pont mobile est avantageusement remplacée par un coeur pose
sur un tabouret support tant du point de vue des performances que du point
de vue sûreté générale du réacteur
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Moyennant une bonne préparation, il est presque toujours possible de dé-
monter sous eau des structures actives afin de pouvoir vider la piscine
et installer un nouveau bloc coeur. Les exemples les plus récents concernent
SILOE et TR-1 en Turquie. A SILOE, un nouveau bloc coeur a été installé en
1977 pour pouvoir irradier des dispositifs contenant des crayons de grande
longueur et cette opération s'est faite dans de bonnes conditions en moins
de 3 mois (Réf. 2) (Fig. 7 et 8).
L'étanchéité des piscines en carrelage est un autre problème auquel sont
souvent confrontés les exploitants. La mise en place d'un cuvelage en acier
inoxydable est généralement possible bien que des difficultés particulières
se présentent aux raccordements avec les canaux, les tuyauteries de refroi-
dissement et d'autres points singuliers surtout lorsqu'il s'agit de réaliser
des raccordements acier inox-aluminium.
Des revêtements en acier inox ont été effectués dans plusieurs réacteurs
(MELUSINE, TRITON, UTRR-Téhéran) ou seront réalisés dans d'autres réac-
teurs (Fig. 9) (TR-1, IEAR-Sao-Paulo).
La modification des circuits de refroidissement ne présente pas de
problèmes majeurs et doit généralement comporter l'adjonction de volants
d'inertie sur les pompes, de bacs de désactivation, l'installation d'un
circuit de couche chaude en surface de la piscine, etc... (Fig. 10).
Cependant, les tuyauteries primaires noyées dans le béton sont parfois
d'un diamètre insuffisant compte tenu du nouveau débit souhaité. Il est
alors nécessaire d'installer d'autres tuyauteries en parallèle dans le
fond de la piscine en utilisant des traversées inutilisées pour sortir
de la piscine (bouche d'aspiration de la deuxième position du coeur,
fenêtre de la chambre Y» etc...).
Cette solution peut aussi être utilisée lorsque les tuyauteries noyées
dans le béton ne sont plus étanches (cas des réacteurs où les tuyauteries
noyées dans le béton sont en aluminium).
Dans certains cas, compte tenu des critères de sûreté actuels, l'étanchéitë
générale de l'enceinte de confinement doit être renforcée et la tenue aux
séismes de certaines installations doit être vérifiée et assurée. De même
des mesures doivent être prises pour limiter, contrôler ou éviter les con-
séquences des différents accidents possibles (ex : vidange piscine, accidentde refroidissement, excursion type BORAX, etc...)

Certains réacteurs ne comportent pas de cellule chaude. Pour les défour-
nements de radio-éléments, la réalisation d'une petite cellule en plomb
reliée à la piscine ou installée au-dessus de la piscine est suffisante
alors que pour des travaux sur des dispositifs d'irradiation ou des
pièces activées, une cellule chaude en béton de grande capacité est
nécessaire.
De même, l'examen non destructif des échantillons irradiés dans les
boucles et capsules nécessite des appareils immergés de neutronographie
et de spectrométrie gamma.

Enfin sur beaucoup de réacteurs le tableau de contrôle (réacteur et
radioprotection) doit être remplacé car les électroniques sont dépassées
et les critères de sûreté plus contraignants. Beaucoup de réacteurs ont
déjà modifié ou remplacé leur tableau de contrôle (ex. : UTRR, IEAR,
SILOETTE...). Cette opération, plus simple à réaliser que la modification
du bloc coeur ou du cuvelage, est cependant très importante pour assurer
au réacteur une très bonne sûreté de fonctionnement.
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L'installation d'équipements nouveaux est indispensable ou intéressante :
mesures Ap coeur, rëactimètre, détection continue de rupture de gaine,
mesures de puissance par N'".
L'introduction de calculateurs ou micro processeurs n'est pas indispensable
mais facilite l'exploitation des mesures étant entendu que le pilotage du
réacteur reste effectué de façon classique.
Pour des raisons de sécurité, il est préférable de sortir les salles de
contrôle de l'enceinte ëtanche et de prévoir un poste de repli à partir
duquel le réacteur peut être mis en position de sûreté si la salle de
contrSle est condamnée.

5. CONCLUSIONS

II existe dans le monde un nombre important de réacteurs de recherche et
principalement du type piscine. Ces derniers ont généralement une quinzaine
d'années d'âge et une puissance ne dépassant pas quelques mégawatts (1 à 5).
Ces réacteurs sont utilisés par des pays dont le degré de développement des
structures industrielles et nucléaires est très variable.
Beaucoup de pays sont confrontés à deux types de besoin :

- renouvellement de la charge d'éléments combustible ;
- rénovation ou augmentation de la puissance nominale du réacteur afin
de répondre à des besoins de production plus importante de radio-
isotopes et au développement de la recherche par utilisation des
canaux et de dispositifs d'irradiation de matériaux.

A ces besoins à caractère technique, on peut également ajouter un besoin de
formation du personnel. Ce besoin, lié à la construction des futures cen-
trales nucléaires, devrait entraîner une utilisation plus importante des
réacteurs de recherche dans la formation.
Par ailleurs, un certain nombre de pays s'équipent ou pensent s'équiper de
petits réacteurs de recherche polyvalents tandis que d'autres construisent
ou envisagent de construire des réacteurs de recherche et d'essai de
matériaux.
Pour résoudre tous ces problèmes immédiats et futurs, certains pays manquent
généralement de moyens adéquats. Par exemple, les équipes constituées autour
des réacteurs existants sont numériquement très faibles et sont totalement
absorbées dans la résolution des problèmes d'exploitation à court terme
avec des moyens financiers très réduits. Ceci explique que dans ces
cas là, les améliorations apportées aux installations depuis leur cons-
truction sont mineures ou très lentes dans leur déroulement.
Confrontés aux problèmes cités ci-dessus, les responsables cherchent donc naturelle-
ment à obtenir des appuis techniques auprès d'équipes de réacteurs expéri-
mentées .
Ayant acquis une grande expérience, le C.E.A. et ses filiales (TECHNICATOME
en particulier)sont ainsi sollicités régulièrement pour mener des actions
de collaboration dans tous ces différents domaines. Le bilan de ces opérations
est important que ce soit :
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- dans le domaine des augmentations de puissance ou des modifications
de réacteur ;

- dans la construction ou les projets de nouveaux réacteurs
- dans la formation d'ingénieurs et de techniciens à ces différentes
techniques.
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Fig 1

Elément combustible à deux emplacements

d'irradiation dont 1 'un est occupé par un dispositif
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Fio 2

M E L U S I N E

Mise en place du bidon de ZOO l de D20

sur la grille du coeur
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F1S4

M E L U S I N E

Faisceau de neutrons : Liaison par-incrustation AGs acier
inoxydable permettant l'emploi de soufflet de dilatation en acier -

Brides à portées coniques pour serrage à distance de double joints métalliques.
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RQ 7

BLOC COEUR SILOE

Mise en plaoe du tabouret
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RQ 8

BLOC COEUR SILOE

Présentation de la gyn,11e
sur le tabouret
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Montage du cuvelage inox et

du nouveau bloo coeur de MELUSINE
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A POSSIBLE RENEWL OF D20-MODERATED

RESEARCH REACTORS

L. Buth, V. Heinzel, M. Küchle

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract
In order to provide new beam research reactors with a thermal neutron

flux of 3.10 n/cm s and to replace older reactors, it has been considered
modifying the PR2 reactor to fulfil these needs. The basic requirements
for effective neutron beam research and isotope production are described .
A conceptual design of the PR-2 renewal prepared by INTERATOM and KPK is
presented. The use of low enriched fuel is studied and it is concluded
that further investiagions are needed to find an acceptable compromise
between the enrichment and reactor performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

In many countries D„0 moderated research reactors were built at an
early stage of their nuclear energy development programmes.Partly they
were modified versions of the Canadian reactor NRX and used metallic na-
tural uranium fuel rods,partly they followed the DIDO reactor concept
with highly enriched uranium.Not knowing precicely forthcoming applica-
tions and requirements they were mostly designed as multipupose reactors.

Today the material irradiations for power reactor developments
can better be performed in the LWR-power reactors themselves or in the
MTR-type reactors where a sufficiently hard neutron spectrum is available.
The D20 reactors are better suited for beam research and isotope produc-
tion,areas which in the meantime are well established,are of growing
importance»and have a clear long term potential.Therefore one should in-
vestigate the possibility of modifying the existing multipurpose reac-
tors so that they are better optimized for these application areas.In
addition one can at the same time try to make the reactors more prolifera-
tion resistant.
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The requirements for beam research are a high thermal neutron flux
with low epithermal and fast neutron contribution and low Y-flux.This
can best be achieved by a compact core imbedded into a large D„0 modera-
tor with beamtubes tangential to the core.This was first realized in the
HFBR at Brookhaven and more perfectly later in the High Flux Reactor
Grenoble.The isotope production requirements can also easily be satis-
fied with such a reactor concept.

In the Federal Republic of Germany it is presently being discussed
that a new beam research reactor for the thermal neutron flux of 3 10 n/cm
sec be built to satisfy the growing needs in the field of solid state
physics and to replace existing reactors which have been already more
than 15 years in operation.In that context it also has been considered
modifying the research reactor FR2 to fulfil these needs.The concept
of this modification will be described here as an example for other re-
actors.

2. NEUTRON BEAM RESEARCH AND REACTOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Neutron wave length and energy make thermal and subthermal neutrons
ideally suited for crystal structure analysis by neutron diffraction and
for lattice dynamics studies by inelastic scattering.With its capabilities
being supplementary and complementary to x-rays and with a significant in-
strumentation development neutron scattering became a mature field and an
indispensable part of solid and liquid state physics.

Table 1 gives a brief summary of application areas and corresponding
instruments.A detailed discussion is out of the scope of this paper.

For practical reasons most of the instruments utilize energy selection
by neutron scattering in a horizontal plane.Thus,high angle resolution in
horizontal direction and less stringent requirements in vertical direction
are usual,typical present requirements being 1 horizontal and 3 vertical.
With a distance between beam tube nose and outer biological shield of 500cm
this leads to a rectangular cross section of the neutron beam tube of 9cm x
26cm.In view of the fact that such large beam tubes cause a significant flux
perturbation and only a limited number of experiments can really utilize
the vertical size,beam tubes of 10cm x I5cm cross section or circular cross
section of 10cm to 12cm inner diameter are mostly adequate.

The maximum number of beam tubes which reasonably can be utilized is
given by the requirement that the beam tube exits should be at least 2m apart
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for installation of instruments and shielding.This leads to 10-15beams de-
pending on reactor size and usable surface fraction.For a not too ambitious
research programm 10 beam tubes will probably be sufficient.

The usefulness of the reactor is enhanced very much by installation
of a cold source for extraction of cold neutrons by neutron guide tubes.This
not only opens research areas where long wave length neutrons are needed
but allows increasing the number of experiments significantly when the neu-
tron guide tubes lead to a special "guide tube hall",where the individual
slightly curved guide tubes are separated for installation of different
instruments.Options for a hot source and a second cold source may be con-
sidered.

10 vertical thimbles with about 5 cm diameter in a neutron flux of
1 3 25 10 n/cm sec are more than sufficient for isotope production. Different

fast to thermal flux ratios can be selected by varying the distance of the
irradiation position from the core. A rabbit for activation analysis and
a low temperature irradiation device may be useful supplementary installa-
tions.

These considerations underlay the FR2 renewal design which was made
by the INTERATOM company in cooperation with KFK.

3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE FR2 RENEWAL

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2show a vertical and a horizontal cross section of the
original FR2 design. About 160 natural uranium metallic fuel rods of 3.2 cm
diameter and 216 cm length are located with a pitch of 16.8 cm in a D„0 filled
aluminium tank of 310 cm diameter and 256 cm height. The upward flow is distri-
buted to the individual fuel rod channels by a double-walled steel tank filled
with lead as a thermal shield. It is followed by a second thermal shield of
cast iron. The reactor top is covered by two concrete filled top shields. The
biological shield is penetrated by 14 beam tube holes. Three beam tubes pass
into the central core region, the others end in the reflector or are through-
holes. Most of the beam tube axes are directed towards the reactor tank axis.
The biological shield is in addition penetrated by a thermal column and a lead
filled instrument column. A 20 cm diameter central channel, two 13 cm diame-
ter channels and a large number of vertical isotope production channels com-
plete the experimental capabilities.

After replacement of the metallic fuel rods by 7 pin bundles of U02 the
reactor operates at a power of 44 MW. The thermal neutron flux at the beam

1 3 2 1 3 2tubes varies between 3 10 n/cm sec and 6 10 n/cm sec.
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The conversion of this reactor into a pure beam research reactor with
14 2a flux of 3 10 n/cm sec at the beam tube noses is governed by the following

principles:
1. The core should be replaced by a small compact core surrounded by

a large D„0 reflector.
2. The beam tubes should be directed essentially tangential to the core,

with the noses close to the thermal flux peak.
3. No modifications in the concrete of the biological shield are accep-

ted since these would make the conversion too tedious and expensive.
These requirements can only be met when the core is placed excentric

to the reactor tank axis and one or two beam tubes are sacrificed.
After consideration of some alternatives the design illustrated in

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 was chosen: The two top shields, the aluminium tank, the
steel tank, and the cast iron shield are removed. A new liner is placed
on the concrete walls and the reactor is converted into a H^O pool type.

Inside the pool a cylindrical D„0 tank of 260 cm diameter and 265 cm
height^ is excentrically located . The axis of this tank is penetrated by
a vettical zircalloy tube into which the 41 cm outer diameter cylindrical
core of the RHF-Grenoble is inserted. The core is cooled by light water in
a closed loop and has a power of 25 MW. To provide enough shielding the
pool is covered by an iron shielding hood which can be partly removed when
the reactor is shut down.

The reactor is controlled by a central nickel tube which acts as a
shim-shut down rod and runs inside the annular core, the region inside the
Ni-tube being filled with Beryllium. 5 rods of Ag In Cd at the outer sur-
face of the core are used for shut down. All drives are operated from the
top of the reactor.

With H„0 coolant and the pool concept core discharge is as simple
as in a normal H20 pool type reactor. A vertical tube which originally was
designed for D„0 emergency coolant outlet and has just enough space out-
side the new D.,0 tank is used to bring the core down below the reactor tank
where a storage pool for 20 cores is located.

With two beam holes passing though the region where the thermal column
has been removed a total of 11 beam holes with the dimensions given in Fig.2

is obtained. 9 beam tubes are tangential to the core, the 160 mm diameter
trough-hole being a request from nuclear physics.

At the place of the former instrument column a large penetration for
neutron guide tubes is foreseen. The 6 neutron guide tubes lead from a cold
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source through the reactor hall to a 56 m x 52 m neutron guide tube hall,
where the instruments are installed.

The perturbed thermal neutron flux at the beam tube noses in the core
14 2midplane in 45 cm distance from the core axis is 3 10 n/cm sec.

For D20 primary coolant - as in the case of the RHF Grenoble - this
flux would be obtained with a power of only 18.8 MW but this advantage is
offset by the more complicated and expensive coolant circuit and fuel dis-
charge machine and by the larger D„0 inventory.

The present RHF core has just the correct excess reactivity also for
H20 cooling and would lead to a core life of 118 full power days. Improve-
ments are under consideration.

Parallel to the conversion of the reactor a number of back fitting
measures are planned: New instrumentation and safety systems, new emergency
core cooling and emergency power supply systems with protection of sensi-
tive components. Protection against an air plane crash is under discussion.
This adds significantly to the renewal costs. Also the removal of the acti-
vated components is by no means an easy job. But it has been studied in
detail and a complete plan for discharge and waste disposal exists.

The cost of the FR2 modification were compared with those of a com-
pletely new reactor which has precisely the same capabilities. Depending
on how the comparison is made a saving of 40% to 70% of the modification
costs was obtainded by using the FR2 conversion. Such a figure can hardly
be generalized since it depends on the amount of reusable components.

4. THE USE OF LOW ENRICHED FUEL

The single element core can easily be safeguarded, since there is
only a small number of units, and exchange of fuel plates is not possible.
The amount of fissile material in the core can be precisely determined by
a source multiplication measurement of a dry core in a graphite block.

The major risk seems to be theft during transportation, but the
2358.5 kg U are still below the threshold amount. Nevertheless the con-

sequences of using low enriched uranium for nonproliferation reasons
were investigated.

The use of low enriched uranium has two consequences: 1) dilution
235 239of the U-concentration, 2) addition of U-absorption. In case we do

nothing but replace the 93% enriched uranium by 20% enriched material
the reactivity of the H20 cooled RHF core in a D„0 reflector without beam
tubes drops from K ff = 1.287 to K ff = 0.909. When we now increase the
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uranium loading artificially the reactivity increases as shown in Fig. 5.
235For the same amount of U as was present in the 93% enriched case,

namely 8.57 kg, we get K -- = 1.204. The difference to K ff = 1.287 isOQQ en srr
due to U absorption. But the K „ versus fuel mass curve levels off
rapidly and it is not possible to reach the old recticity value even for
pure U02 plates.

The reason for this is the high degree of external moderation of
the reactor. If the core is too heavily loaded the neutrons entering from
the outer reflector are absorbed in a thin layer, the rest of the core
does not contribute much to the multiplication.

When considering available fuel concentration one has to increase
the core size to get an acceptable core lifetime. But a larger core size
leads to a less favourable ratio of flux in the reflector to reactor
power.

A fuel which seems to be feasible is a U AI, cermet with 30% volume
UAL, in an aluminium matrix. According to a private communication by
NUKEM the maximum meat thickness which can accurately be fabricated with
present technology is 1.5 mm. Then the plates can no longer be bent, one
has to use either standard MTR elements, rhombic elements, or annular
elements with radially oriented plates. The latter version gives, even
with three rings, the smallest structural material content. For such a
design some neutronic calculations were performed.

If we maintain the excess reactivity and neutron flux at the beam
tubes as they are for the high enrichment case we obtain the differences
as given in Table II. The reactor with 20% enrichment does not look very
attractive. Not only is the fissile inventory and the reactor power higher
by a factor of two, the ratio of thermal to fast flux also is much worse.

Tablell: Influence of enrichment on reactor performance

enrichment 20% 93%
meat thickness mm 1.5 0.51
9-3CJ3U density g/1 80 185
outer core radius cm 29.8 19.5
core volume 1 209 46.3235fissile inventory U kg 16.7 8.57
power MW 45 25

,thermal beamtubes 19 825
*fast
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Further investigations are needed to find an acceptable compromise but
in any case the reactor performance is seriously affected and the penalty of
going to lower enrichment is significant.

5. CONVERSION OF OTHER REACTORS

Conversion of a general purpose research reactor into an optimized
beam research reactor is justified only when a relatively broad solid state
physics research exists in the country and when neutron scattering supple-
ments other techniques in use. For the reactor to be converted in the way
described above the following criteria should be fulfilled:
1. The inner diameter of the reactor tank should be 2.5 m or more.
2. The height available for installation of a pool should at least be 6 m

above the core center, better is 10m.
3. A minimum number of 8 nearly tangential beam tubes should be available.
4. The diameter of the experimental hall should be 25 m or more.
5. A power of 5 to 15 MW seems to be the minimum to make the effort justi-

fied.

6. The possibility to extend the experimental hall by a building for neutron
guide tube experiments is very valuable.

In general it seems that the NRX-type reactors are best suited for con-
version but also for the TR-types of the Soviet Union and for the DIDO-types
modification is feasible. For some of the swimming pool reactors incorporation
of a D^O reflector into the pool could also be envisaged. In each case,however,
a detailed investigation would be required. This paper serves only for illustra-
tion by showing an example.
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Table I: APPLICATION AREAS OF NEUTRON BEAM RESEARCH

Area Field of Research Instrument

cristal=
lography

crystalline structures
magnetic excitations
lattice oscillations
phase changes

diffractometer
3-axis
spectrometer
rotating crystal
spectrometer

chemistry structure of poly=
meric materials and
of synthetics

small angle
scattering

physical oscillation of molecules
chemistry in organic crystals,

liquid crystals,
liquids and glasses
dynamics of polymerics
and synthetics

high resolution
spectrometry
(yeV range)

metallurgy displacements and small angle
precipitation in metals scattering
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TO S A M P L E FLOW AND
O V E R H E A D E M E R G E N C Y TANK

ROTATING T O P SHIELD
(CAST IRON)
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TOP SHIELD—-~

(CONCRETE FILLED)

HELIUM BARRIER
F O R F U E L E L E M E N T
CHANGE
(LIQUID SEAL)

2cm STEEL
10cm LEAD
07cm B O R A L O N
2cm STEEL

THERMAL SHIELDS

EXPERIMENTAL
CHANNEL EXPERIMENTAL _

HOLE SHUTTER

TANK 12mm Al
7mm BORAL
15mm STEEL
60mm LEAD
35mm STEEL

COOLANT DISTRIBUTION
CHAMBER

~2550 MAGNETITE C O N C R E T E
(12mrr> OUTER,15^mlNKER STEELlÏMJiG)

WAIN FLOOR LEVEL
( '900m)
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Fig.1 VERTICAL SECTION REACTOR FR-2

all dimensions in mm
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THERMAL COLUMN
VERTICAL CHANNELS THROUGH

THROUGH
,- CHANNEL

/ INTHERMAL
COLUMN

/„MEASURING
COLUMN

®

Fig. 2 HORIZONTAL SECTION REACTOR FR-2

RUN FOR LOOP
CONDUIT

FUEL ELEMENTS(158) AND THORIUM RODS(23)
ARE LOCATED AT INTERSECTIONS OF
THE SGIUARE LATTICE

• ISOTOPE CHANNELSC»1)
+ SHIM-SAFETY RODS(16)

X REGULATING ROD(1)
O ECCENTRIC ENGINEERING TEST CHANNELS (2)

all dimensions in mm
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Fig. 3 Vertical section Reactor FR 2 after modification
( for numbers see legend )
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Fig. 4 Horizontal section Reactor FR 2 after modification
( for numbers see legend )
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Legend to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
1. reactor tank
2. layer of grouting
3. steel containment
4. thermal shield
5. concrete shielding
6. reflector tank
7. core
8. shim-shut down rod/beryllium moderator
9. shim-shut down rod drive
10. shut down rod/neutron flux detector
11. U20-inlet with flow distributor
12. H20-exit
13. lid for natural convection
14. lUO-tank cooling system
15. emergency cooling system
16. D20-inlet
17. U2Û -exit
18. horizontal beam tube
19. rotary beam shutter
20. vertical beam tube
21. cold neutron source within the horizontal pressure tube
22. neutron guide tube
23. divisible shielding tube
24. core discharge tube
25. core decay deposit
26. core vessel closure
27. core storage pool
28. core management device
29. rotary cover
30. overflow gutter
31. hot neutron source position
32. position for a second cold neutron source for a vertical beam tube
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BACKFITTING SWIMMING POOL REACTORS

- The example FRG-2 / FRG-1 at
Geesthacht -

G. A. Robert

Gesellschaft für Kernenergieverwertung
in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt mbH. (GKSS)

Geesthacht

Abstract

Calculations based on measurements in a critical assembly,
and experiments to disclose fuel element surface temperatures
in case of accidents like stopping of primary coolant flow
during full power operation, have shown that the power of
the swimming pool type research reactor FRG-2 (15 MW,
operating since 1967) might be raised to 21 MW within the
present rules of science and technology,without maior alterations
of the pool buildings and the cooling systems.

A backfitting program is carried through to adjust the reactor
control systems of FRG-2 and FRG-1 (5 MW, housed in the same
reactor hall) to the present safety rules and recommendations,
to ensure FRG-2 operation at 21 MW for the next decade.

1. Introduction

The research reactor FRG-1 (5 MW) was commissioned in 1958,
the FRG-2 (15 MW) was first operated in 1967. Both reactors
of the swimming pool type are operated in a single pool system.

The FRG-1 is equipped with beam tubes and used for the production
of radioisotopes, while the FRG-2 is mainly used for materials
testing purposes. Various types of instrumented capsules and
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loops have been developed for the irradiation of fuel, cladding,
and structural materials of different kinds. For this purpose
intense fast and thermal neutron fluxes and high availability
are required. Therefore investigations were made to find out,
if it is possible to raise the maximal permissible power at
reasonable financial expense.

2. Conditions set by the licensing authorities

Experimental investigations on flux distribution, hot channel
factors,reactivity worths of control rods, etc. have been carried
out in the critical assembly ANEX. Calculations based on these
results showed, that with the fuel elements available (MTR-type,
23 plates, 180 g U-235 per element, 90 % enrichment) and the
existing cooling circuits the power of FRG-2 might be raised to
21 MW.

An application was filed in October 1971. Several independent
expert and advisory-bodies had to give counsel to the licensing
authorities.

An important aspect of the licensing procedures was the analysis
of incidents and probable accidents.

The following types of accidents had to be investigated:

1. start-up accidents
2. addition of reactivity

a) by withdrawal of control rods
b) during exchange of fuel elements

3. failures during handling of experimental equipment

It has to be assumed, that material is dropped
onto the core resulting in blocking of the
cooling channels of some fuel elements and possibly
in melting of some fuel element plates
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4. radiological accidents

(melting of fuel element plates, release of fission
products: 100 % of rare gases, 25 % of iodine isotopes)

5. loss of coolant
It was accepted that the core of the FRG-2 will always
be covered with water, because in the event of a
fracture in the primary coolant loop provisions are
made that prevent a complete loss of the pool water
inventory (bulkhead in a fixed position between pools
No. 3 and No. 4; bulkhead in the loop channel below
the pools; two valves automatically separate pool No. 4
from the rest of the primary coolant loop).
The coolant flow and hence a loss of coolant is detected
by three flowmeters in the primary circuit of each reactor;
they automatically scram the reactor in the case of low
flow rate; in addition the electrical current of the pump
motors is monitored; an auxiliary pump is started in case
of zero current.
As a third alternative, the cooling mode automatically
switches from forced cooling to convection cooling.
Flaps below the grid plate open.
At this instant there is a complete stop of the flow
and an inversion of coolant flow direction. There was a
controversy, whether the switching period from one cooling

mode to the other is short enough, to prevent a dangerous
rise of fuel element temperatures

6. emergency cooling

No emergency cooling system for the FRG-2 is required
because of the technical provisions mentioned above;
but there exists one. For the FRG-1, there are two 100 %
emergency cooling systems.

As a result of these discussions the control instrumentation was
improved (3 linear neutron flux channels, 3 safety neutron flux
channels, 3 temperature sensors in the primary loop; each in a
2 of 3-circuit).
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3. Experimental verification

A license was issued which permitted raising of power in steps
from 15 to 21 MW to gain data on the temperature of the fuel
element plates, especially during the time between shutdown of
the primary coolant pump and the start of the convection coolant
flow. In general the experiments should answer the question,
whether in emergency cases a steam hubble production (nucleate
boiling) will start on the surfaces of fuel element plates.

These measurements were carried out with a real core; 3 fuel
elements, each equipped with 6 thermocouples, were inserted into
those positions in the core which had the highest flux (derived
from the measurements in the critical assembly ANEX). These 3 fuel
elements equipped with thermocouples had a lower burnup than the
fuel elements replaced.

The surface temperatures of the fuel element plates were recorded
before and after shutting-off the primary pump (at various power
levels); a series of measurements was run with both flaps in
operation and a series with one flap locked.

From the results the following conclusions can be drawn. The
coolant flow stops 8 - 1 0 seconds after the pump shut-off, due
to the inertia of the pump and the coolant. After the shut-off,
there is always a temperature drop at the fuel elements surface
because of the power reduction. But 2 seconds later the tempera-
ture rises 17 - 18 s until a peak approximately the same as the
initial temperature is reached. After this second peak the
temperature decreases slowly. This second peak can be correlated
to the change-over from forced to convection cooling.

The same behaviour is observed when only one flap is freely
movable. The results and the discussions of these experiments
have been published (W. Krull, G. Robert, Atomkernenergie (ATKE),
21 (1973), 293).

Comprehending the information gained in these experiments, the
relevant statistical factors, and the corresponding uncertainty
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factors, it has been shown that the fuel element surface tempera-
tures at a power level of 21 MW will be comfortably away from
nucleate boiling.
The reactor can be safely operated at 21 MW.

4. Backfitting

The program at the research centre call for an operation of
the FRG-2 at 21 MW for many years on. Therefore a backfitting
was demanded by the licensing authorities.

Backfitting calls for the application of the rules of science
and technology, of the safety codes and guides, and of the
safety criteria to the research reactor.
But the codes and rules of safety have been developed for power
reactors only; no comparable codes exist for research reactors.
We were therefore confronted with the problem to find out what
the rules of science and technology for research reactors are.
The existing standards for power reactors (recommendations for
PWR and BWR), general rules for components of nuclear installations
etc. had to be scrutinized, whether and how they could be adapted
to research reactors of the swimming pool type.

To get arguments for answering the questions, whether or to
what degree a technical rule defined for power reactors can
be applied to research, a comparison was made between the risk
of a power reactor and a research reactor. The comparison com-
prehended operating power; energy stored in the core, in the
containment, and in the primary cooling loop; fuel elements;
radiological hazards to the environment; probable accidents etc.

By evaluation of the differences in design and operation of power
reactors and research reactors, it can be shown that in the case
of our research reactor the environmental risk resulting from
external impacts is by some orders of magnitude smaller than
encountered with power reactors. For each reactor component
evaluated, the impact of the failure on plant and environment has
to be compared with the impact of the same failure of the reactor
type, for which the particular rule was defined.
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Is the impact smaller, the rule need not be applied rigidly,
and deviations can be tolerated.

This comparison of the recommendations and codes was conducted
by the Technischer Überwachungsverein (TÜV - association of
independent experts), acting on behalf of the licensing
authorities.

This comparison had the following results:

- Control rods are used as shutdown system. As
this system is very simple compared with the
corresponding system in a power reactor, the
probability of a failure is regarded small.
As a second independent shutdown system to
keep the reactor subcritical for a long period,
the experts accepted our proposal to remove
reflector elements from the core and make it
subcritical by this means. This operation can
be carried out by one man from the reactor
bridge; the open pool allows access to the
reactor core.

- The start-up accident is monitored by only one
process variable but by three different neutron
flux detectors. Therefore the recommendation is
fullfilled. As always only one of the control
rods is connected to the control system, an un-
controlled withdrawal of all 6 control rods is
very improbable.

- Design, manufacture and operation of the primary
coolant loop and its components are dealt with
very intensively in the recommendations referring
to PWR's because of the high pressures and tempe-
ratures involved.
Contrasting with this condition, in the FRG low pressure
and low temperatures are given and forces are low; a
pressure vessel, that could fail, does not exist. A
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point of discussion is a failure of the heat exchanger.
Water of the primary circuit might enter the secondary
loop, and then, via the cooling tower, be dispersed in
the air.
By operating the secondary loop at a higher pressure than
the primary one, this event will become improbable. Failures
are detected by conductivity probes.

A loss of coolant accident can be initiated by a rupture
at the primary loop. Because of the low forces in the
loop (pressure, temperature), a rupture is improbable.
The LOCA is detected by two different systems working
in a 2 of 3 mode. Valves will close and primary pumps stop.
As the maximum credible accident, melting of the FRG-1
core is considered. Here the pool has a different design
from that of FRG-2. Therefore a redundant emergency cooling
system was requested.

The demands on the emergency power supply are less stringent
than in a power reactor, as some accidents considered
during operation can be dealt with without emergency power
supply. But an emergency power system has to be in operation
for the LOCA and the emergency air ventilation system.
In other kinds of accidents (except external impacts) the
failure of the power supply is to be regarded as an inde-
pendent accident.

The technical rule KTA No. 3902 has to be applied to cranes,
litting gears and elevators to handle components incorpora-
ting nuclear fuels or radioactive materials.

Within the frame of "effects from external events" the
effects of an earthquake, of an airplane, crash and of
an exploding gas cloud had to be considered.

There is a rule (KTA 2201) dealing with seismic effects.
Fortunately the Geesthacht site is located in a region,
where there are practically no earthquakes. The only
exception was a collapse of a cavern formed by salt
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mining; it occured in a salt dome at approximately 20 km
distance in the 14th century.
It was not necessary to evaluate the effects of an ex-
ploding gas cloud, as we could argue, that on the Elbe
river, on the bank of which the FRGs are located, there
are no gas tankers and, therefore, no possible source of
a gas cloud.

To evaluate the probability of an airplane crash, we used
statistical information on airplane crashes (location,
number), airplane routes, etc.
The conclusion was, that an airplane crash on the sensitive
part of the reactor building is extremely improbable for
Geesthacht and, therefore, no special precautions are found
necessary.

*• The question of protection against acts of sabotages and
terroristic attacks is a very severe one, but shall not be
discussed here for obvious reasons.

5. Accident analysis

The recommendations and codes demand that each probable accident
has to be monitored by two independent variables and that the
control- and the shutdown systems have to be designed according
to the principles of diversity and redundancy; the technical rule
KTA No. 3501 has to be applied.

All probable accidents have to be analysed and, for each of them,
two variables have to be selected, to detect them.

For the FRG-1 and the FRG-2 the following accidents were
considered and variables and sensors for their detection
selected. The sensors are incorporated into the control- and
shutdown system.

- start-up accident

detected by start-up channels (1 of 2),
linear channels (2 of 3), and safety channels (2 of 3),
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- disturbance in the power range

detected by the linear channels (2 of 3),
by safety channels (2 of 3), and by temperature
sensors in the primary loops (2 of 3);

- failure of secondary coolant loop

detected by temperature sensors in the primary
loops (2 of 3);

failure of the primary flow rate

detected by coolant flow rate (pressure drop)
(2 of 3),
electrical current of the primary pump motor
(2 of 3);

loss of water from the pools

detected by two different water level monitors
in the reactor pool and in the basement (2 of 3)
and by radiation dose monitors in the reactor hall
(2 of 3);

melting of fuel element plates

detected by radiation dose monitors in the reactor
hall (2 of 3) and by activity monitors controlling
the primary loop (2 of 3).

It is evident that - with exception of the start-up accident -
for each accident considered, it was possible to select two
independent variables to detect these accidents. For the start-
up accident the only variable is the neutron flux, but there
exist three independent detecting systems (start-up channels,
linear channels, safety channels).

To detect a failure of the secondary coolant loops, only one
system is included in the protection system, but there are
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additional alarm systems in the secondary loops. In case of
failure, the temperature of the primary loop will rise slowly.
So there is no need for an immediate action.

The reactor protection system (EPS) - to control the reactor
and to detect conditions that might develop into an accident -
is designed according to the rules of diversity and redundancy.
This principle demands, that for each variable 3 actuating
channels - designed in an identical way - are available,
connected in a 2 of 3 mode. They are called an actuating
channel group. In a comparative circuit the signals of these
3 channels are surveyed continuously; deviations from the
normal value are detected.

The signals are processed in 3 limit checking circuits and
transmitted to a switching channel group (composed of 3
switching channels). The 3 switching channels are connected in
a 2 of 3 system. Several switching channel groups are connected
to a. shutdown chain. In order to increase safety, two indepen-
dent shutdown chains are set up. Here the principle of diversity
is applied. The switching channel group belonging to one variable,
that is selected to monitor a probable accident, is incorporated
into the first shutdown chain, while the switching channel group
belonging to the other variable, that monitors the same possible
accident, is incorporated into the other shutdown chain.
Each switching channel group can supply a shutdown signal. Thus
for each probable accident there is a signal in each of the shut-
down chains, that will scram the reactor.

6. Conclusions

The considerations described here are the results of a close
cooperation between the operators of the reactors and the in-
dependent experts. Both parties have had the very same aim:
to have a reactor, that will comply with the rules of science
and technology and that can be safely operated for the following
decade. A revised safety report, comprising the improvements
mentioned above and some additional improvements, that facilitate
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the operation of the reactor, was submitted to the licensing
authorities. A license to carry out the backfitting was issued
on March 30th, 1978.

This example demonstrate that with reasonable financial effort
it is possible to adapt a research reactor to the present rules
of science and technology. So we will be ready to carry out the
program of the GKSS research centre, of which the reactor is a part.

fig.1 ; Temperature at fuel element surface after shutdown
of the primary pump

fig.2: Reactor protection system -
shutdown chains
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Renewal of the Hungarian ¥WR-S Type

Research. Reactor

Z. Gyime si

Abstract

The first version of the reactor went critical in 1959i and- since
then minor modifications have taken place. In order to significantly improve
the experimental and isotope production capabilities a project for a large
scale renewal of the reactor has been started. The power is foreseen to be.
increased to some 20 MW with the thermal neutron.flux exceeding 2 - 2.5x10
both in the core and reflector and 4 - 4»5 * 10 n/cm s in the flux traps.
In the future core possibly a Soviet made WWR-M3 fuel assembly will be used
with an enrichment of 80%. In addition, the instrumentation and safety
systems are planned to be thoroughly renewed and a computer control system
installed.

Renewal of the Hungarian ¥WR-S Type Research Reactor

Introduction

The first version of the reactor, supplied by the Soviet
Union, went critical in March 1959» As compared with the
original design reported by Goncharov et al at the 2nd
Geneva Conference, some minor modifications have been car-
ried out to make this reactor a bit more flexible.

The reactor is operated by the Central Research Institute
for Physics and utilized by several other institutes and
industrial organisations as well. Perhaps the most important
utilizer in the last few years has been the Institute of
Isotopes of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, producing
isotopes in a rather large scale. The activity of the users
of the horizontal beams diminished lately.
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¥ith a modest reconstruction in 1967, the reactor has been
in continuous operation for almost 20 years, performed some
60.000 hours of full power operation and proved to be a
very reliable and safe facility for a great variety of
research work. ML J I Z\

Although the reactor has not approached yet the end of its
physical lifetime according to the testimony of the peri-
odical supervisions and tests, it is time now to start a
project for a large scale renewal of it which includes
also t.o the significant increase of the flux and power level
and to the significant improvement of the experimental and
isotope producing possibilities.

The preliminary design work has been started recently.
According to the present tentative time schedule, this pre-
liminary work should be concluded with the final choice of
the fuel and core around the end of this year, the reactor
will be stopped after the design work is finished and compo-
nents are fabricated in 1982 and the renewed reactor should
go critical in 1984.

Fuel and core performance

Domestic fuel development and production was not planned in
Hungary and will not be planned in the near future. All the
past and future research reactor designs are based on USSR
made fuel and reflector materials.

The first core of our research reactor, like to the other
research reactors exported by the USSR - designed in the
early 50-s - was operated by the well known Al cladded,
10% enriched EK-10 type fuel pins in kxk fuel assemblies.
The water reflected core had an average thermal neutron flux

T Oabout 1.5 x 10 n/cm'sec at 2 M¥ thermal power.

At the time of the reconstruction in the year 1967 there
was a new higher performance fuel at our disposal. On the
basis of the 10 MW WR-M reactor's hexagonal-tubular fuel
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assemblies ï~3 1 a 36% enriched modification was developed
in the Soviet Union especially for the ¥¥R-S reactor type.
This is the so called WR-SM type fuel.

Making use of this possibility, it was decided to change
over to that type of fuel and apply Be reflector. Based on
an extensive set of experiments at our ZR-3 critical assembly
and on the corresponding calculations an optimal core con-
figuration was elaborated. In this core the average thermal
neutron flux of the vertical irradiation channels reached

TO 1 O
4.5 x 10 J n/cm2sec and in flux traps 8-9 x 10 J n/Wsec at
5 M¥ thermal power.

The power limit of the core might be higher depending on the
actual number of the fuel assemblies in the core, therefore,
the cooling system was modified in 19?4 to absorb 8 M¥ thermal
power.

For the planned renewal of the reactor some 20 Mtf thermal
power is foreseen. In the most likely solution the side and
the upper shielding will be maintained but the reactor tank,
the reactor internals and the cooling circuits will be
changed and a new more effective Be reflector will be installed.

Two types of fuel with similar performance might be considered
among the available Soviet fuel assemblies: the IRT-M and
the WR-M3 type E^l« The most important parameters of the
EK-10; ¥¥R-SM and WR-M3 fuel assemblies are shown in
Table 1.

At 20 MW thermal power level the average thermal neutron flux
is expected to exceed 2-2.5 x 10 n/cmzsec both in the core
and reflector and 4-4.5 x 10 n/cmzsec in the flux treps.

There are some investigations on the way to explore the
possibilities of obtaining higher core performance. A pres-
surized channel type core similar to that of the MR reactor
r"4 J with shortened fuel assemblies and Be reflector might
give some 5Q% higher flux and power level if there will be a
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real need. Perhaps this is the ultimate limit of our research
reactor but this version requires considerably higher in-
vestment and operational costs.

Fuel composition
Enrichment %

Active length mm
U content/
assembly gr
Cladding : Al , mm

First core
EK-10

U02-Mg
10
500

128

1.5

Present core
WR-SM

U02-A1

36
600

38.9

0.9

Possible
future core
WR-M3

U02-A1

80
500

36

0.79

Table 1.

Instrumentation, safety and computer control system

The WR-S reactor is still safely operated with the original
instrumentation, safety and interlock system installed 20
years ago.

Standing on a firm basis created by the intensive research
and development program, a rather ambitious project was ini-
tiated in order to produce an up to date instrumentation,
safety and computer control system for the renewed reactor.

The above mentioned research and developmemt program has
started some 15 years ago and in most cases it might be con-
nected with projects establishing real reactors like a number
of zero power reactors installed in out Institute and the
Budapest Technical University Training Reactor.This circum-
stances resulted in a series of instrumentation and safety
systems with improving characteristics. In order to stand
on a sound basis in the practical system development,
the research program includes also theoretical investigations.
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In reactor safety system design a self-checking safety and
interlock system based on semiconductors was built in 1966
for the ZR-4 zero-power reactor ["51 • Encouraged by the fa-
voulrable operating experience a similar system was constructed
in our institute for the Budapest Technical University Training
Reactor ("6"] and for the ZR-6 zero power reactor f 7l»
Theoretical investigations |~8, 9! have shown that using the
self-chacking principle an essential increase in the relia-
bility of the reactor protection can be achieved in spite
of the larger number of electronic components.

The "low-level safety system" concept f"lO 1 in the framework
of which our computer control system studies are performed
is based on the fact that in most part of the time a nuclear
power plant operates under normal operating conditions /i.e.
all its state variables are within their permitted ranges/
and the dangerous situations develop - as a consequence of
internal or external disturbances in these conditions. The
tasks of the control computer are therefore centralized on
handling the normal and the close-to-normal operating con-
ditions so that

- under normal operating conditions optimum control
strategy is followed, while

- upon early detection of a deviation tendency towards
dangerous situations such algorithm enters which re-
establishes the normal operating conditions again.

The normal safety system /in this context: the high-level
safety system/ is responsible for the ultimate safety of the
reactor and by shut—down it prevents the reactor from reaching
accidental situations if the disturbance is so severe that
it can not be counter-balanced by the actions of the computer
control system.

The research program connected with the computer control
systems arrived at the stage of realization in 197̂  when a
project could be initiated for establishing an experimental
computer control system on the ¥WR-S research reactor. The
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project, supported by the State Office for Technical Devel-
opment and by the Atomic Energy Commission of Hungary, has
been divided into two phases :

1st phase ; the computer works in open-loop and
performs the tasks of data-handling, operator infor-
mation and logging;

~ 2nd phase ; the tasks of the computer are extended
to controlling the reactor power and outlet temperature
in closed loop.

The 1st phase was completed by the fall of 1976, the closed-
loop control of the 2nd phase will be put into operation in
June 1978.

The heart of the experimental computer control system is an
R-10 computer with 64 kbyte core memory supported by a disc
of 800 kbyte capacity. The real-time peripherals of the con-
figuration are able to handle 128 analogue inputs and about
200 digital inputs and outputs. For measuring the technolog-
ical variables /as e.g. temperature, flow, pressures etc./

3ÉAthe channels of the ANALCONT industrial measuring system
were installed parallel with the instrumentation used for
the operation of the reactor. Independent measuring channels,
developed in our Institute, were installed also for the
nuclear measurements. Among these channels there is also an
automatic channel which is used as a back-up controller in
the case of computer failure. Some special measurements /e.g.
current of the circulating pumps/ are performed by coupling
the process peripheral input with the reactor instrumentation
through isolating devices. Besides that the outputs of the
process instrumentation are connected to the real-time
peripheral equipment of the computer, they are displayed on
measuring instruments in order to constitute a back-up
intsrumentation informing the operator in case of computer
failure.

36 Manufactured by the "VTDEOTON Computer Factory, Hungary
3SX Manufactured by the GAMMA ¥orks, Hungary
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The conventional peripheral equipment consists of 2 type-
writers /one for the hourly operational log and one for the
alarm and event logs/, 2 alphanumerical displays /one for the
alarm display and one for the operator's communication/,
1 paper tape station /reader and punch/ and 2 magnetic tape
units.

The computer control system runs under the PROCESS-24K process
control package Hl̂ l • The services of this program allow the
direct implementation of the data handling, logging, operator's
information and alarm analysis tasks and yield convenient
means for the realization of the self-organizing control
system.

The closed-loop control of the reactor is realized in the
framework of the low-level safety system concept as a hier-
archiaal control system: the nuclear subsystem is controlled
by an independent automatic control rod and the primary
coolant loop subsystem is influenced by changing the flow
with a valve in the pipeline of one of the 5 parallel cir-
culating pumps. Due to its experimental character the com-
puter control system has DDC /Direct Digital Control/, SPC
/Set Point Control/, Analogue and Manual operating modes.
The computer controls the primary loop only in the DDC mode;
- in. the other operating modes it can be effected only man-
ually through the pushbuttons situated on the operator's
console. In the case of a computer failure in the DDC or in
the SPC mode the control system changes automatically into
"Analogue" control mode with a set-point "frozen" at the
actual power level. j~ 11 - 13 /

The computer control system is expected - on the basis of
the experience gained up to now and the very promising simu-
lation results - to operate reliable and it is therefore
intended to substitute the present control and instrumentation
system with it. Some development work is, however planned
in the following areas:
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- to improve the operator's information with the appli-
cation of a quasi-graphical colour diplay;

- to elaborate improved methods for on-line monitoring
of safety implications;
to improve the alarm analysis fl5l and to attribute
active role to it in the reorganization layer.

Besides the research aims listed above, systematical studies
will be made for exploring the possibilities of increasing
the effectivity of the actuating elements for handling all
the operational tasks /e.g. irradiation in the rabbit system/.

The present safety and interlock system based on relays will
be replaced by self-checking and dynamic logic system with
1C elements. The development work has already been started
in this area.

Nuclear instrumentation

The reactor instrumentation, control and safety systems
built in our Institute, contained always nuclear measuring
channels developed and manufactured by our electronic de-
partment. A new set of modular nuclear measuring units has
recently been developed. fl6, 1?1

The system is a family of common nuclear instrument modules.
In addition to the classical units there are also modules
dedicated for computer coupling, self testing,automatic
checking etc. The instrument family consists of more than
50 members.

Although the instrument family is intended for reactor ap-
plications, most of the modules might be utilized more
generally e.g. in radiation monitoring systems, in nuclear
laboratory devices, etc. The basic elements of the units
are Europa format printed circuit cards with front panels
and can be plugged into 19'' crates.
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The family has been designed to operate in electrically
noisy environment : the electronic circuitry is of floating
type and carefully protected against electrical disturbances.

To improve the system reliability, tester and fault moni-
toring units are provided. The tester checks the function
modules periodically and sends warning signals in case of
improper operations. The fault monitoring unit works on the
concept of dynamic logic. The high voltage line of the de-
tectors might be modulated by 1 KHz signal to check the
intactness of the detectors and its cables. fl8J

At the ¥¥R-S reactor computer control system a set of neutron
measuring channels consisting of this new instrumentation
is running for a year as a reliability test. These channels
are :

- linear pulse channel /from 1 pps to 10 pps/
- logarithmic pulse channel /as above/

—11 —3- linear current channel /from 10 A to 10 A/
- logarithmic current channel /as above/
- automatic reactor power control channel
- reactivity meter channel.

Normally the channels are connected to the real-time inter-
face system of the computer but they are able to operate
autonomously if needed.

The reliability test has given satisfactory results and this
new family of measuring units will be incorporated into the
instrumentation, control and safety system and dosimetrical
system of the ¥WR-S reactor, of the Technical University
Reactor and of the ZR-6 critical assembly in the next year.
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Renewal of the Training Reactor of the Technical
University, Budapest

P. Levai
Technical University, Budapest

Hungary

Abstract

During the past 7 years, the reactor has been operating safely
and reliably with a need to replace the neutron measuring components
and the dosimetry instrumentation. In order to increase the reactor's
efficiency for various training purposes, its power is planned to be
increased from 10kW to 100 kW. In this connection the instrumentation
will also be thoroughly renewed and a new licensing documntation
prepared.

1. BTERODUCTIOff

The Training Reactor went critical in May 1971 and
was establiehed to provide Hungarian Universities with an
experimental facility for

- university education
- postgraduate courses
- university research in co-operation with industry

It has been designed and made in Hungary based on research
of critical assemblies and experience made with existing
research reactors /!/• The fuel assembly is of the EK-10
type of 10 i» enrichment used earlier in YVRS-type research
reactors having rods with aluminium cladding« The core
configuration has been calculated in the Hungarian Central
Research Institute for Physics where also the critical
experiments have been realized at an assembly. The water-
moderated core with graphite and water reflectors has been
provided with irradiation channels, pneumatic transfer
systems and horizontal beam tubes. The control and safety
system in all parts except the neutron measuring channels
is the new version of the earlier ZR-4 zero power reactor.
Some of the safety channels used for this reactor had been
designed a decade before for VYRS-type reactors, and the
start-up channels were the first outputs of our domestic
production.
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2. NEED FOR COMPONENT REPLACEMENT

For 7 years the Training Reactor has been operating
safely and reliably. Maintenance of the neutron measuring
channels, growing obsolete is, however, rather time-
corasuraing, and there is a shortage of spare parts« That
is why it has become necessary to replace all the neutron
measuring components.

At same thime the domestic research activity with
measuring channels resulted in up-to-date instrumentation /2/.

The same is the situation with dosiraetry instrumentation»
High level of safety, easy maintenance are of imperative
at a University Reactor, where students outnumber the few
skilled people. The following components need to be
replaced:

2 startup neutron channels
2 safety neutron channels
1 log. count channel
1 control channel
20- channels dosimetry instrumentation

3. USER'S NEEDS
In Hungary we have research reactors and critical

assemblies, but a single training reactor. All universities
in the country have access to it, and many of them do use
it over a wide spectrum. For any changes, the reactor system
has to remain a multipurpose facility.

For the point of view of users the main demand is a
higher flux, mainly for training jand research in the
following fields:

- Neutron Activation Analysis
- Shielding Experiments
- Neutron Radiography
- Neutron Spectrometry
- Radiochemistry of Fission Products
For practical technical purposes -there is a need for

an extension of the lower range of the level-control to
as low as l W of power.
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4. COMPLETION OP THE COMPONENTS REPLACEMENT
PROGRAM BY POWER INCREASE

4.1« Basic idea
In replacing all the neutron measuring channels it is

possible to fulfill the user's demands at least from the
point of view of instrumentation of wider range than beforeo
The Training Reactor is of conservative design, with large
safety margin built-in.After 7 years of experience it seems
to us that a smaller margin is quite eough even for university
purposes»

4.2, Additions necessary for power increase
A detailed study /3/ shows that the same core con-

figuration can be used for power higher by orders of magni-
tude if the reactivity balance can be kept, EK-10-type fuels
have been designed for a nominal power of 2 MW.

For the reactivity balance, temperatures inside the
core must be kept about at the original. For a reactor power
of 100 KW doubling the coolant capacity by 2 causes only a
slight increase in temperature and a negligible decrease in
excess reactivity. Conservative design allows us to solve
dosimetry problems by other than technical mesures, mainly
by regulations.

4«3« Comparative costs of different power increases
Power increase by an order of magnitude is physically

possible. This way it is the cost of the program which
limits the power, and a compromise is needed between benefit
and cost.

Let us confront the costs of the program of part re-
placement with and without power increase.:

component replacement alone /10 KW power/ 100 %
power increase to 50 KW 123 ft
power increase to 100 KW 127 i»
The most expensive part of- the program is the instrum-

ents* replacement, independent of the magnitude of power0
The costs of coolant addition and of solving the dosimetry
problem increase with power, but their contribution to the
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whole sum is small0 A small increase of costs produces a
great increase of benefit. Our plan involves a power of
100 KW.

5. LICENSING- PROCEDURE

In the program the core configurations and control rod
worth remain the same, instrumentation replacement anâ a
power increase to 100 HIST, however, need a new licensing
documentation. Because of the University type reactor a
carefull step-by-step licensing procedure is realised« in
the first step a preliminary licensing for renewal of
instrumentation without power increase is under way. Final
licensing will be based on measurements and experience with
the upgraded facility.

6. TIME SCHEDULE

Beside the cost problem, there is another serious
restriction to fulfilling a renewal program on the reactor
mentioned« The present demands for this facility do not
allow an extra shutdown time. All the work necessary have
to be done d.uring regular maintenance time, in summertime.
This fact limits the possibilities.

The upgrading program has been divided into two parts
to be realized in two summers. Modification in the coolant
system is one part. Replacement of all the neutron measuring
channels will be done in another summertime. Measurements
with the upgraded reactor.» for final licensing have to be
done during an academic semester.
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Present Status and Future Program of YAYOI
as a Fast Pulse Reactor
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Abstract

Fast neutron source reactor YAYOI was constructed in 1971 and has
been operated by the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Tokyo.
The reactor is a development of AFSR and HARMONIE and is air cooled,
modified to enhance flexibility for research and training, using 93?£
enriched uranium metal fuel. The YAYOI is principally used for LMFBB
development work. The new features of YAYOI include pulsation with or
without an electron linac.

I, Introduction
Fast neutron source reactor "YAYOI" was constructed in 1971 and has been

operated by Faculty of Engineering of the University of Tokyo.C1)C2) The
reactor is a development of AFST and HARMONIE, that is, air cooled, 93% en-
riched uranium metal fueled type, modified to enhance flexibility for research
and training. The reactor is located at Tokai-̂ mura, Ibaraki-prefecture, JAPAN.

II. Present status of YAYOI
1. Descripation of the reactor

The core is cylindrical, and made up of approx. 93 w% enriched metal
uranium discs, surrounded by an annular blanket of depleted uranium. The core
and blanket are contained inside the lead reflector-A of hollow cubic from.
These configurations are presented in Fig.l. The configurations of fuel are
shown in Fig.2. The reactor is shielded by heavy concrete and lined inside
by lead reflector-B, 150 mm thick. Two safety rods, two shim rods and one
regulating rod are provided in the blanket, and one safety block facing the
core. All these control elements are made of depleted uranium. The reactor
core is cooled by air, which is exhausted to out-door through filters. The
blower is located in an auxiliary machinery room adjoining the concrete shield.
The instrumentation and control system includes nuclear instrumentation,
process instrumentation, and safety devices. The nuclear instrumentation
incorporates two fission chamber start-up channels, two C.I.C. linear safety
channels and two C.I.C. log safety channels. The principal design parameters
of YAYOI is shown in Table 1.

The reactor hasa core assembly that includes core, blanket, reflector,
control rods with relevant drive mechanism, as well as a neutron source.
This assembly is movable horizontally along a track that extends from the
subpile room through the lead intermediate neutron pile to the reactor
operating position D where the reactor is operated without shield. The
assembly can be stopped and mechanically locked at pre-determined positions.
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These are presented in Fig. 3. Changes Brought to reactivity caused from
moving the core position, are adjusted by shim rod 1, Within the concrete
shield are installed a thermal column and a fast neutron column on opposite
sides of the reactor, next to the reflector-B. Many experimental holes are
provided, both horizontal and vertical, in the concrete shield. An octagonal
intermediate neutron column is also installed, a lead pile 2.5 m high and with
a thickness of about 2.5 m face to face distance, with many experimental holes.
The reactor room is covered by closed-circuit television surveillance. This
and other electronic information devices provide a complete system of collective
centralized control for reactor operation.
2. Principal features of YAYOI
(1) The reactor has a horizontally movable core assembly, which provides large

flexibility. So neutrouns of characteristically fast, intermediate and
thermal energy spectra can be obtained at will by moving the core assembly
into appropriate position along the track. Not only the direction of the
neutron current in the neutron field can be chosen at will but also ample
space around core, with large accessibility, is provided to facilitate
fast neutron irradiation work and transmission experiments.

(2) Both pulsed and modulated neutron filds can be provided by means of either
pulsed neutron source (PNS) or pile oscillating devices (POS) used in
combination with the reactor.

(3) The following ancillary experimental equipment are installed,
a. Electron Linac pulsed neutron source and time of flight experimental

system
b. Pile oscillator system
c. Facility for low temperature irradiations at liquid helium temperature

3. Principal items studied with YAYOI
In implementing the LMFBR development program of our country the fast

neutron source reactor YAYOI has been answered the needs for generating a
strong fast neutron field of clean neutron energy spectrum as only one fa-
cility in our country. The neutronic studies that was performed or is per-
formed with the reactor are classified into the following five items. (1)
Design aspects of LMFBRs (2) Instrumentation of fast neutron field (3) De-
velopment of fast pulsed reactor (4) Study on medical irradiation field
(5) Safety aspects of nuclear systems
(1) Design aspects of LMFBRs

a. Mock up experiments of neutron source for the start up of Japanese
experimental LMFBR "JOYO"C3)

b. Fast neutron streaming experiment through grid plate shield of a LMFBRCO
c. Shielding benchmark experiments for iron, sodium and the layers of

sodium and iron. (5) (6X7K8) This study has been performed as inter-
national cooperation on shielding benchmarks with OECD/NFA.

d. Exponential experiment for natural uranium*-9J
e. Fast neutron streaming experiment through duct and cavity

(2) Instrumentation of fast and intermediate neutron field
a. Study on threshold reaction cross section 1̂0'
b. Study on fast neutron specti-oscopyC11) C15)
c. Study on spectral characterization of neutron fieldC12JC15J

The neutron field of YAYOI is registered on IAEA as benchmark neutron
field

d. Study with lead intermediate spectrometer 0 2) C15)
e. Study on reactor dosimetryC13)
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(3) Development of fast pulsed reactors
a. Reactivity pulsed operation of YAYOlC16) O7) O8) (19) (20) C21) C27)
b. Pulsed operation with Linac booster(16) . .. ->
c. Development of instrumentation systems for pulsed operation(2°' *-23'
d. Thermomechanical analysis of pulsed core(25H26)
These items are discussed in the following chapters.

(4) Study on medical irradiation field
Boron neutron capture therapy of cancer has a prominent feature that
only malignant cells are destroyed by short range alpha particles from10B(n,a) reactions. In order to treat the tumor located deep in the
body it is necessary to irradiate epithennal neutron flux and thermalize
it in the body. The study on epithermal neutron field with low gamma ray
contamination has been performed with YAYOI.C28)(29) The irradiation
column has been constructed and verification of the field by irradiationto animals is under way

(5) Safety aspects of nuclear systems and others
a. Fast neutron skyshine experiment C11*)
b. Study on decay heat of fissile materialsC30)
c. Nuclear reactor diagnosis(31)
d. Others C21*)

Many valuable results and experiences are obtained through these studies
and operations of YAYOI. These are essential to the development of
nuclear systems such as LMFBRs, fast pulsed reactors, medical reactors
and controlled fusion reactors.
The use of YAYOI are opened to the researchers of other universities and
research institutes in Japan.
The fast neutron field of YAYOI are used for the irradiation purposes
to metals, semi-conductors and polymers at room and helium temperature.
Many results are obtained in these studies but are not included in the
present paper.

III. Pulsed operation of YAYOI
1. New features for dynamic YAYOI core

YAYOI is essentially using reflection control and flexible fuel support
mechanism with external spring clamping, eliminating all but the central glory
hole, thermocouple holes, and tie rod holes in the fuel plates, [no tie rods
and bolts at the place of off center which are said to be stress risers (32).]
and affording many cuts with the fuel, thereby reducing thermal shock and
stress to both fuels and control rods. Also thereby reducing or eliminating
the drive system and support structure failures often experienced by other
FBRs. The features of compactness and simplicity in the fuel plate design
permitted fabrication of good quality fuel components. Though, only YAYOI
core among other source reactors has DU(depleted uranium) part sandwiched by
EU(enriched uranium) fuels as indicated in Fig.2 for the purpose of increasing
material worth effect in Grazing hole (1). Core of YAYOI experiences no oxi-
dation of fuel and no release of fission products because of complete SUS
cladding which have permitted safe operation with fewer maintenances. In fact,
thanks to these improvements, it is possible to get rid of suffering from
the essential repair problems often encountered in the presence of radioactive
fuel which causes radiation exposure to the personnel engaged.
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2. Pulsation method of YAYOI with or without LINAC PNS
Here, some of the original features of YAYOI reactivity pulse operation

(pulse reactor mode) are primarily described. Another YAYOI pulse operation
(booster mode) by an electron linac with shorter pulse widthes is now to be
started and will succeed to the reactivity pulse operation by reactivity in-
sertion with POS4 device but they are treated here only briefly.

The most unique features of YAYOI as a pulsed fast reactor is the combined
use of 2 pile oscillators (POS) for the purpose of pulse reactivity formation.
This type pulsation increases safety against reactivity accident and at the
same time lessens thermal shock as well. The pile oscillator used for large
base reactivity insertion is called 1st POS, and the other one for smaller
reactivity (which may exceed prompt critical state) is called 2nd POS hereafter.

YAYOI's pulsation devices [POS 1-4, 5 (R-Pulser)] and LINAC PNS are oper-
ated in conjunction with one another and expected to produce defferent shape
pulse output as well as of reactivities respectively. The external PNS
synchronized with reactivity peak serves as the neutron source to be multiplied,

A typical method of YAYOI pulsation is in the way of DRAGON (33) which is
famous as the first core in the world pulsed by dropping or shooting down
reactivity material through the vertically piercing Gy hole of the core making
the reactor super prompt critical for very very short time. In this case the
fly-through nature of the reactivity element might have increased safety in
addition to the cooperating inherent feedback effect due to dilation of core
fuels. The detail of this method is already described in the papers (18) (22),
but is treated again here for completeness. (Fig.4)

In the case of YAYOI, contrary to the ordinary operational procedures
taken by Godivas (34), the following will be taken. (1) attainment of delayed
criticality with the ordinary control elements under the condition of setting
1st POS which determines the first or base reactivity pb at most reactive
position of the core; (2) electrical locking of positions of these control
elements during pulse operation; (3) start of ignition sequence and retraction
of the element of 1st POS from the most reactive position which will be followed
by power decrease; (4) insertion of the regulating rod which corresponds to
determination of p"b; (5) full insertion of the element of 1st POS at the prede-
termined most reactive part of the core followed by gradual increase of power
with the reactor period corresponded to p"b; (6) start of inserting reactivity
of 2nd POS (pp), shooting of R-P elements for example, at the set power level,
and then pulsed with the maximum prompt criticality (pt) nominally determinated
by pt = pb + pp. pb and pp were calibrated below prompt critical state by
Rossi a method, and then pt was estimated as the summation of pb and pp.
After the pulsed operation, pt was calibrated at super prompt critical state
by measuring positive period associated with power excursion. There was,
however, difference from nominal value estimated as the summation of pb and
pp. This sort of difference was observed for the reflected systems such as
WSMRFBRC34), SPR-Il(310 and Godiva iv(35).

For the actual reactivity pulse operation, 2 types of mode namely RP
mode (1G-RP, 3-RP) and POS4, 4s mode(lY-4, lY-4s) are to be used because of
the rapid and/or fly-through motion of R-P and POS4 as 2nd POS which sup-
posedly results in quite safe operation of the system. Though in the case of
slow motion of POS4 and 4s, reactivity must be carefully limited to avoid fuel
failure. These modes would have following merits essentially.
a) Major part of the negative reactivity at and after pulse peak is caused by

fly-through of element itself with less thermal feedback effect. This
lessens thermal shock which would otherwise be generated.

b) Large negative reactivity introduced promptly after pulse reduces so called
plateau output due to delayed neutron multiplication.
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Concerning pulsed neutron source (PNS), an electron linac as a neutron
generator will serve as PNS horizontally to be placed at the 5 cm <|> beam hole
reaching near the core.

We are on the final stage of the 4 years construction program of a S-band
electron linac with max. energy 35 MeV at zero current, normally employing the
energy of 25 MeV(200mA) and average current 60yA with variable pulse widths
(0.01'x4.5ysec) and repetitions (lCh>200pps). The machine itself with the above
specs has been completed at this time.

An example of operating procedure of pulsing YAYOI with LINAC is to be as
follows. The first step is to set YAYOI at prefixed subcritical state with
the conventional control element of YAYOI. The second is inserting reactivity
in Gz or side blanket hole quickly (within about 1 sec) before appearing of
delayed neutron output. This state is called stand-by state. The third step
is inserting reactivity in the Gy hole synchronizing with a LINAC as pulsed
neutron source.
3. Operational limitations

There are some limitations imposed on the YAYOI pulse reactor mode, maximum
power of 1000MW is determined by dynamical calculation for 0,9%Ak/k reactivity
insertion for POS1-RP mode, maximum integrated power of 0,6MW'sec per cycle
(time during base reactivity is on) and 140KW«sec per pulse are determined by
permissible stress on stainless steel cladding, and maximum positive reactivity
of 0.94%Ak/k (29.7(2 prompt reactivity) is determined by permissible temperature
rise even in case of loss of speed of RP element,
4. Instrumentation and safety circuits

Constitution of nuclear istrumentation of YAYOI is shown in Fig.5,
Originally YAYOI is associated with 2 start up channels (Fission counters), 2
logarithmic and linear channels of compensated ionization chambers (CIC ch.
3,4,5,6). However, as the instrumentation for pulsed operation, 2 pulse mode
channels [photodiodes and plastic scintillaters (ch.7 and 8)] have been pro-
vided so as to follow the rapid power and period transient of pulses. These
are consisted of fast logarithmic and linear amplifiers and a period meter
with digital memories and microprocessor for calculation of peak, FWHM and
integration of pulses. Typical shapes of power pulse (linear and logarithmic)
and period by means of ch.7 and 8 are shown in photo.l and 2,

In general, excess prompt reactivity of FBR (fast burst reactor) is ex-
perimentally evaluated by measuring positive a value [a(£)=n(£)/n(t)] associated
with power excursion. Pulse reactivity inserted with flying through element
of reactivity pulser (RP) varies momentalily with profile similar to static
worth distribution of itself as shown in Fig.6. So, measurable a value of
pulsed YAYOI gives only an instantaneous profile shown in photo.2, instead
of stable one as of other single shot mode FBRs.

The most significant operation of the YAYOI in pulse reactor mode so
far was of peak power 1000MW, pulse gain (peak to base power ratio) 3.4x105,
pulse FWHM 91 ysec shown in photo.l, temperature rise at core center 56°C,
core dynamic displacement, axial 700 ym, radial 70 ym, and maximum period
13.7 ysec shown in photo.2.

Integrated powers of linear channels for 1 cycle and for 1 hour are
indicated and trip signals can be produced when power exceeds 0.6 MW-sec and
7.2 MW-sec respectively. In order to compensate for the slow response of power
trip, 2 reactivity monitor circuits have been installed in addition to the
original period circuits which work on the criteria: prevention of any chance
introducing excessive reactivity over a certain value must be preserved.

Total reactivity is nominally limited by pb + pp : where pp value is
ordinarily limited by controlling the element itself but the monitoring and
tripping function are necessary in fear of unknown increase of p"b level during
pulse preparation interval because of movement of experiments or core change
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due to occurence of earthquake for example. For this purpose, there are two
reactivity monitoring and tripping systems named RMS 1, 2 respectively. The
schematic diagram of the systems are shown in Fig.7.

RMS 1 is essentially an accumulator of pulses arriving from F.C. of start
up channel and trip function takes place if integrated pulses (N) starting
from initial power level (no) within fixed time exceed prefixed counts (No)
which amount to the maximum limited reactivity (0.7%Ak/k).

RMS 2 is essentially level comparator of log n CIC channel (ch.4). Time
indication pulse (TI) develops between low (Li) and high (Lz) levels and the
trip function takes place if TI is shorter than prefixed time Ta which also
corresponds to the period of maximum reactivity.

New feature of process instrumentation is inclusion of 2 channel dis-
placement meters which employ the principle of differential transformer to
detect radial and axial displacements of core. Through these devices,
supplement for slower response of thermocouples measuring the fuel temperature
due to the distant sensing through SUS cladding is anticipated. The
arrangement is shown in Fig.8.

Lot of timers are also installed to help safe and reliable pulse operation
of YAYOI summarized in Fig.9 together with their functions..

It is also important to ensure interlock circuits. Typical flow diagram
of which is shown in Fig.10 for R-P mode.

It is specific for pulsed YAYOI with reactivity pulser(KP) that power
pulse is basically formed by flying through mechanism of pulse reactivity,
instead of feedback mechanism due to rapid energy release as of other single
shot mode FBRs. Consequently, the size of power pulse is determined by time
integrated pulse reactivity together with initial power level for pulse
reactivity insertion.

IV Future program of YAYOI
A new method of pulsation of a small fast core YAYOI was proposed and

has got the success.
Emphasis is posed on the safety in regards to the core integrity. The

concept is expected to be a remedy for the thermal shock problem about core
and structure mechanisms often encountered at fast burst reactor facilities.

Throughout present experiments, super promptcritical state of about
29.7 cents was realized for YAYOI core, and it was confirmed that the scale of
power pulse could well be controlled in the case of reactivity pulser (R-P)
mode pulse operation.

We could obtain the definite recognition for the feasibility of YAYOI
pulse operation, however, we are going further to scheme ensuing methods of
pulsing in order to produce a more desirable capability of pulse.

In order to investigate the detail mechanism of feedback phenomena and
to get improved perfomance in pulse shape, reactivity insertions in slower mode
in stead of reactivity pulser are prepared POS4 and 4s. POS4 is based on
circular motion of reactivity through the grazing hole in and out of the reactor
core by pressed air, while POS4 moves linearly from up to down. They can be
coupled with LINAC at operation position C of the lead intermediate column
(slowing down time spectrometer). Summary of the system is shown in Fig.11.
Along with these projects, replacement of fuel from pure uranium metal to Mo
alloyed one is being considered also to get improved performance. Based on
various experience mentioned above, we are going to design more sophisticated
core (YAYOI-II) which is capable of intense irradiation applications, with and
without coupled operation with LINAC. One example of concept is indicated in
Fig. 12 and 13. Research areas to be covered in this case are transient test
of LMFBR fuel and CTR material, low temperature irradiation of materials and
medical and biological irradiations and so on.
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Table I Principal Design Parameters of [YAYOIJ

1 Thermal output (max )

2 Neutron flux (max )

3 Core
Material
Enrichment

Form and arrangement

Dimension
Cladding
Loading

4 Blanket
Material
Shape

Cladding

Dimension
Loading

5 Reflector
Material
Shape
Cladding
Dimension

6 Cooling
Coolant channel
Channel width
Flow rate

7 Control rods
Material
Shape
Location
Numeber
Dimension

Safety block
Safety rods
Shirm rods
Regulating rod

8 Reactivity worth
Safety block
Safety lods
Shim rods
Regulating rod

9 Other parameters
Temperature coefficients

Thermal expansion of core
Doppler

Prompt neutron life time
Delayed neutron fraction
Excess reactivity

2kv

08Xl0 1 2 n /<m sec

Metallic uranium
Approx 93W/o^V
Horizontal cylinder made up of three
discs, one of which made up of th in discs
124 diamater 151 mm high
Stainless steel 07 mm thick
281kg

Depleted uranium (approx 0 4 w/ o œlJ)
Hollow cylinder

07mm thick (inside)
5mm thick (outside)

Approx 100mm thick
Approx 500kg (total U)

Stainless steel

Lead
Hollow cube
Stainless steel approx 10mm thick
Approx 55cm X 55cm X 53cm

Ring cylinder
Approx 3mm
36Nm /mm

Depleted uranium (approx 0 7w/OasU)
Cylindrical
Inside of blanket
1 Safety block, 2 Safety rods, 2 Shim rod, 1 Regulating rod

Approx 124diamX 100mm long
Approx 55diamX233mm long
Approx 60diamX 233mm long
Approx 40diamX 233mm long

2% Ak /k
0 83% A k/k, andO 85% A k/k
097% Ak/k , 067% A k/k
0 63% A k/k

Approx -125X10-5Ak/k/°c
Approx -20X10-8Ak/k/°c
Approx 21X10-8 sec
Approx 0725%
Approx 17% A k/k (in lead intermediate pile)
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A-A SECTION

Fig. 3 Enriched uranium fuels of YAYOI core
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Fig. 4 Reactivity Change Diagram for POS1-RP Mode

Reactivity Pulse Operation of YAYOI
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Photo.1 Linear shape of power pulse by POS 1-RP mode



Pnoto. 2 Profiles of logarithmic power pulse and instantaneous positive period by POS 1-RP mode
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Abstract

The linac booster has been recognised as the most promising intense
neutron source. In the development of this source, several new technical
problems such as the design and construction of rotating reflector, the
control algorithms, the detector system and the safety characteristics are
presently„being solved. The peak neutron flux is calculted to "be close to
10 n/cm s. When the project is decided,' the instrumentation and sodium
cooling systems, shielding and safety devices should be easily designed
utilizing the experience from the fast reactor R & D work.

1. Introduction

The demand for more intense neutron source in Japan has
been increasing in recent years. Therefore, Japan Science
Council had recommended to develop a high flux reactor (HFR)
and a repetitive acclerator fast pulsed reactor (JLB) in
1971. Thses reactors will be operated as the common use
research facilities of the university union of Japan.

Though the linac-booster has been recögnaized as the
most promising intense neutron source, several new technical
problems such as the design and construction of rotating
reflector, the control algorithms, the detector system and the
safty problems must be solved beforehand. Thus, the develop-
ment program of JLB was treated in the Special Committee of
Pulsed Reactor from 1971.

Though the conceptual design is not completed yet,
the outline of present situation are presented in following
sections.
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2. Design Target of JLB
The development program of JLB has been treated in the

Special Committee of Pulsed Reactor at present state and in
the Several years, this program will be succeeded to some
institute in which JLB will be constructed. The design
target of JLB was, therefore, determined as follows;
1) Reactor type ; Dynamic Booster
2) Average power : 2 MW
3) Effective peak thermal neutron flux ; 1 x 1016nv/cm3
4) Pulse neutron width ; 10̂ *< sec
5) Repetitive cycle ; 50~200pps
6) Accelerator ;

S Band Travelling Type Linac
mean power, 300KW
acceleration vvoltage and current, 600Mev. 0.5A

7) Fuel ; 90 w/o U-MO alloy
8) Cooling ;

core, sodium cooling
accelerator target, sodium cooling
rotating reflector, helium cooling

9) Repetitive reactivity insertion ;
rotating reflector type
reflector material, Be
reactivity swing, $5
The conceptual layout of JLB is considered as shown in

Fig .^ and Fig.2, where the linac target is located in the
center of core, and the electron beam are fed upwards into
the core after bending up 90°. The primary system conceptual
design is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4.

The rotating reflector and its drive mechanism are kept
in the stainless steel casing in which the helium gas coolant
is flowing. The shaft of rotating reflector is horizontal
and beryllium reflector blocks are installed on the tip of
three arms made by T^ - alloy

The pulse neutron generated by linac target are synchro-
nized with the reactivity insertion due to rotating reflector.
The control of synchronization is made in the linac side.
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3. Core Design
The horizontal and vertical cross sections of reactor

core are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6.
The equivalent diameter of hexagonal core is 18.5cm

and the core hight is 20cm. The accelerator target is
located in the center of core and the electron beam are
injected upward through the vertical guide tube. The
stainless steel reflectors of 20cm length are provided at
the top and bottom of core, and the beryllium reflector of
thickness 10cm is provided at the radial side of core. The
rotating reflector of thickness 10cm pass through near the
one surface of hexagonal core. The center part of 20cm in
the rotating reflector is constructed by beryllium and both
side of 20cm are constructed by titanium-manganese-alloy.
The boron-carbide curtains of thickness 0.5cm are provided
between the core and radial reflector, an<a on the out side
of radial reflector.

The 25-groups Monte Carlo calculations were made for
the above three-dimensional simplified JLB core model. The
thermo-hydraulic calculations were also made for JLB core
model.

The results of physical calculation and thermo-hydraulic
calculation for reference core are given as follows,
1) Results of physical calculation

Effective multiplication factor, ^»-tt-'r 1-02
Prompt neutron life-time, (sec) ; 0.54404 x 10~7
Delayed neutron fraction, 3 ; 0.65154 x 10~2
Radial peaking factor ; 1.25
Axial peaking factor ; 1.28
Average neutron flux in core (n/cm2 sec) ; 2.67 x 10ltf
Expected peak neutron fIux(n/cm2sec) ; 8.55 x 1015
Fuel arrangements in core are shown in Fig.7

2) Fuel pin
Material U-10 w/o Mo Alloy, 93% Enriched U
Diameter of fuel pin (cm) ; 1.36
Cladding material SUS 316
Outer diameter of cladding (stainless steel) (cm) 1.48
Inner diameter of cladding (cm) ; 1.40
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Pitch of fuel pin (cm) ; 1.56
Total number of fuel pin ; 115
Active length of core (cm) ; 20
Number of fuel pin spacer ; 2
Bonding between fuel and clad ; Na

3) Results of thermo-hydraulic calculation
Reactor power (MW) ; 1,43
Coolant mass flow (Kg/h) ; 184470
Mean coolant velocity in core (cm/sec) ; 600
Coolant temperature at core inlet (°Cl ; 200
Coolant temperature at core outlet (°C> ; 262
Effective heat transfer coefficient between
fuel and cladding (Kcal/m2 h°C) ; 6.8 x 101*
Heat transfer coefficient between cladding
and coolant (Kcal/m2 h°C) ; 8.5026 x
Maximum fuel temperature (°C) ; 343
Maximum cladding temperature (°C) ; 301
The accuracy of physical calculation was checked up

by comparing the calculation results and experimental results
of GODIVA, and it was found out that the calculation results
might be reasonable.

Since the core cooling system of JLB is not differed
from the sodium cooled fast reactor, the sodium technology
developed in the experimental fast breeder reactor project
will be successfully applied in the JLB project.

The acceletator target is cooled by independent sodium
cooling system and the coolant pipes are located at the
outside surface of the vertical guide tube. The rotating
reflectors are moved inside the stainless steel case and
the inside of case is cooled by the helium gas.

4. Design of Rotating Reflector
The rotating reflector and its drive mechanism are kept

in the stainless steel casing and the inside of casing is
cooled by helium gas. The shaft of rotating reflector is
horizontal and the reflector blocks are installed on the tip
of three arms. The reflector block is consists of three
rectangular parallelepiped blocks, i.e, the center block
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is made by beryllium and the side blocks are made by titanium-
manganese-alloy. The design parameter of rotating reflector
are given as follows,
Reflector block

radial length, 22.5cm
width, 60cm (20cm T <. -M«. -20cm Eg, -20cm T <; -Mx )
thickness, 10cm

Arm
radial length, «90cm
width, 60cm
thickness, 10cm

Gap of reflector block and casing, 1.5mm
Revolving speed, 4000rpm

In order to examine the technical problems of rotaing
reflector, the model experiment was made in the Kawasaki
Heavy Industry Co. The results are summarized as follows,
1) The relations between the friction loss and the gap length

are obtained.
2) The design of arm shape is important to save the power

of drive motor.
3) Since the drive motor is kept in the helium gas atmosphere,

the electrical insulation is important.
4} The construction of rotating reflector should be possible

basing the present technique of Japan.

5. Design of Control and Instrumentation System
The preliminary studies on the dynamics and start-up

control of JLB have been made. The program control method is
proposed for the start-up of JLB. A rapid response neutron
measuring system is developed by Dr. Sumita et. al, and the
effectiveness of measuring system are examined through the pulse
operation of YAYOI.

Here, let's present the control algorithm of steady
state operation. The requirements for the steady state
control may be considered to take the form of ; 1) constant
mean reactor power, 2) constant ratio of peak neutron density
to base neutron density and 3) constant peak neutron density.
As an example, we limit the discussion of control algorithm
to the first case, since it can be easily extended to the
other cases.
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Since the mean neutron density which is proportional to
reactor power fluctuates due to the fluctuation of gap width
between the reactor core and rotating reflector, the control
of JLB must be made for the time average value of mean neutron
density. Beside the small fluctuation of mean neutron density,
the large deviation between the mean neutron density and its
set value may be occured at the following two cases ; 1)
large variation of pulse neutron source intensity due to
some accidental failure of linac, 2) sudden change of set
value. Therefore, a diagnosis system which identify the
case 1) or case 2) must be included in the control system.

Fig.8 shows the schematic diagram of proposed control
system which is composed of the fine control loop and diagnosis
and adaptation loop. The small fluctuation of reactor power
is controled by fine control loop, where the base reactivity
is regulated by control rod. If the large deviation is
observed between the mean neutron density and its set value,
the cause of abnormality is diagnosed using the observable
signais and set value. If the cause was identified to the
trouble of pulse neutron source intensity, the reactor is
shuted-down and started-up again after the trouble is repaired.
If the cause was identified to the level change of set value,
the adaptive control makes a rapid adjustment of the mean
neutron density to set value. The effectiveness of this
control system was examined by the computer simulation.

6. Conclusion
As mentioned in previous sections, the main parts of

the conceptual design of JLB are almost completed now.
Since the peak neutron flux is calculted to 8.55 x 1015n/cm2sec,
the peak thermal neutron flux close to its target value
may be realized. There are the fair prospects of the designs
of rotating reflector, electron linac and control system.

When the JLB project is decided, the cooling system,
instrumentation system, shielding and safety devices which
provided in the usual sodium cooled fast reactor should be
easily designed by the manufacturing industry where the
experience of experimental fast reactor JYOYO will be utilized.
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Therefore, the future problem which must be studied in
our committee should be considered as the conceptual design
of safety system which is peculiar to the rotating reflector
type fast pulsed reactor.
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Research Reactor Grade-up Program in JAERI

Y. Miyasaka, E. Shirai, K. Tamura

K. Shima and S. Katsragi

Abstract

The present status of the research reactors at JAERI, JRR-2, JRR-3
and JRR-4, is described. The JRR-3 is planned to be upgraded to gome
20 MW, the maximum thermal neutron flux being about 4 x 10 n/cm s and
cylindrical plate type fuel elements with 93$ enriched uranium wpuld be
used. A new 5 MW core with a thermal flux level of 5 x 10 n/cm s will
be installed and used for irradiation purposes whereas the existing core
is used for shielding studies and training purposes.

1 General Discription

1 Introduction
Research reactors in JAERI, namely JRR-2, JRR-3 and JRR-4

experienced initial criticality in 1960, 1962 and 1965 respectively.

Since then they have effectively contributed towards the nuclear
research and development program of JAERI.

The JRR-2 was modified about two years ago and since then some
preliminary investigations for the research reactors grade-up plan
have been done. This paper briefly describes the present state of the
research reactor JRR-2, JRR-3 and JRR-4. A brief "Research Reactor
Grade-up Program " for the future is also presented.

2 Present State of Research Reactors
(1) JRR-2

JRR-2 is a heterogeneous type of reactor, using heavy water as
moderator and coolant. It uses both MTR type and cylindrical tupe of
fuel elements. The maximum thermal power and the thermal neutron flux

14 2are 10 MW and 2 x 10 n/cm sec, respectively.
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Since 1962, when JRR-2 was first operated at full power, the reactor

has experienced many problems and has undergone many repairs and a major

modification. JRR-2 was shut down in December 1973, due to the modification.

Main modification was done about seal welding in reactor to stop

heavy water leakage, replacement of the reactor top shield and
improvement of the helium system. And, the control-rod assemblies

and the refuelding devices were replaced by newly designed ones. In

addition to the modification plan, the irradiated air system was

improved to reduce radioactive argon gas release from the stack,
and, these works were completed successfully in September 1975. The

JRR-2 has been operated in good condition since June 1976, however,

the corrosion of the thermal shield light water tank (al-alloy) is

causing at great concern. Due to the corrosion, the life-time of the
tank is limited within about 10 years, so the effective operating life-

N.

time of JRR-2 is estimated not longer than 10 years.

(2) JRR-3
JRR-3 was constructed as a heavy water moderated and cooled tank

type research reactor with natural metaiic uranium fuels. The maximum

thermal output is 10 MW. The core tank is surrounded by the reflector
graphite, stainless steel thermal shield tank and biological shield
dense concrete.

It was made by Japanese staffs only in order to get the overall

experiences of reactor design, construction and operation. JRR-3 went

critical in September, 1962. After that, JRR-3 has been used for
various experiments, such as neutron physics, solid state physics,
material irradiation and radioisotope production. But these utilizations
tend to decrease recently.

From 1972 to 1975, a fuel modification was held from natural metaiic
uranium fuels to slightly enriched uranium oxide fuels. Now the maximum

13 2thermal neutron flux is about 3 x 10 n/cm sec.
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JRR-3 has faced many problems in its operational history, they

were mostly concerned with the fuel, such as the cladding failure
of metallic fuels or breaking of shroud tubes. These problems were
solved successfully, however, the JRR-3 has been operated in good
condition.

The only one limitation of JRR-3 which restricts its full

utilizations is the low neutron flux in the core.
(3) JRR-4

JRR-4 is a swiming pool type research reactor moderated and cooled

by light water. The maximum thermal power level and thermal neutron
13 2flux are 3.5 MW and 9 x 10 n/cm sec, respectively.

JRR-4 was primarily designed for reactor shielding studies.

Since its first full power operation in 1965, it has also been used
for radioisotope production and training of reactor operators, besides

shielding studies. It is very hard for the shielding research to be
in consistent with irradiation works.

3 Abstract of Research Reactors Grade-up Program
Now, the research reactors grade-up program on JRR-3 and JRR-4

is under promotion. The key points and the needs to promote this

program are follows. The schedule is shown in Table 1.1.
JRR-3
(1) Low neutron flux in the JRR-3 core region must be improved in

order to carry out solid state physics experiments and other irradiation
activities. Researchers require about ten times higher neutron flux

than that of the JRR-3. These activities mainly have been done by

using JRR-2, however, considering the life-time of the light water tank
vas described in 2(1), sooner completion of the program is expected to
avoid any programmatic impacts of important researches and developments.
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(2) As one of feasible designs for upgraded JRR-3 reactor core,

following parameters are discussed; 20 MW thermal power, heavy water
14moderated and cooled, maximum thermal neutron flux of about 4 x 10

2n/cm sec, cylindrical plate type fuel element using 93% enriched

Ü-235. The reactor core tank will be replaced to improve the efficiency
of the reactor.

(3) Cold neutron sources will be installed in the heavy water

reflector region of the new reactor core according to strong request

from solid state physicists.

(4) Some of cylindrical fuel elements with center irradiation

hole will be applied for research and development of fuels and
material for VHTR, LWR and CTR.

(5) Molybdenum-99, the most important nuclide of all radioisotopes

supplied in Japan, will be produced about 500 Ci/week by the (n,r)
method. An on-power handling device for radioisotope productions

will be provided with the reactor facility.

JRR-4

(1) JRR-4 is operated in daily operation system at the maximum
thermal power of 3.5 MW for shielding experiments, Si doping and other

irradiation activities. Considering irradiation using rigs, however,

its very deep reactor tank gives so much structural ristriction for

this purpose. In this case, new 5 MW open type reactor core will be
installed at the regular position in the No. 1 Pool after current
reactor is removed to the No. 2 Pool.
(2) A thermal neutron trap will be formed at the center of the new

14 2reactor core to get 10 n/cm sec order maximum thermal neutron flux.

It is expected to produce a large quantity of molybdenum-99 by using

this flux trap.
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(3) An big size liquid helium temperature loop (LHTL) will be

provided with the reactor in order to carry out solid state physics
13 2experiments. More than 10 n/cm sec of fast neutron flux at the

loop installed position must be required in order to achieve total
19 20irradiation amount of 10 —- 10 nvt. About 100 hours/week continuous

reactor operation system will be taken instead of current daily
operation when these experiments described in (2) and (3) will be
carried out by using new reactor facility.
(4) Though 20 Kg/day of Si doping products are supplied today, its

mass production system will be established according to the modification

of the JRR-4.
(5) Higher availability by taking of rig irradiation open type
reactor core will bring so much contribution for fundamental study

and development of fuels and materials for VHTR, CTR and LWR.

(6) Current reactor core that will be installed at the No. 2 Pool
will be used for reactor school student training and shielding
experiments.

(7) These two reactor cores installed in the No. 1 and No. 2 Pool
can be controlled by means of the concentrated operation system in the
common control room.

II JRR-3 Grade-up Plan

1 Description of Upgraded JRR-3

Reactor design information of present and after upgrading are
roughly shown on Table 2.1. The reactor core configuration of
upgraded JRR-3 will be similar to the JRR-2 core, because adequate
experiences have been gotten on the JRR-2 operation.

Details of the upgraded JRR-3 are under consideration. Design
plans of each system is as follows.
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(1) Reactor core

A vertical section and horizontal section of the upgraded JRR-3

are shown on Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2, respectively. A core tank will be

replaced with a new one which will be similar to the present tank,
but the graphite reflector and thermal shield tank will be used on
present conditions. Then, there will be a great reflector region of
heavy water. It is considered that horizontal experiment holes will

not look the fuel active region directly,

A reactor core configuration is shown on Fig. 2.3. As shown
on Fig. 2.3, there are 24 cylindrical fuel elements, 6 control rods and
many vertical irradiation holes in the core. In this case, a
configuration of fuel elements and control rods is same to JRR-2

(2) Fuel element
A cylindrical type fuel element of the upgraded JRR-3 is shown

on Fig. 2.4. The structure of active part is same to JRR-2 but

coolant inlet and outlet parts are slightly different. Because the
cooling efficiency will have to be improved on increasing power 10 MW
to 20 MW. These type fuel elements for JRR-2 have been made in Japan,

so it is possible to make fuel elements without troubles.

The cylindrical type fuel element (hollow fuel) in JRR-2 is

as follows: Three fuel plates form cylinder by support combs and the
fuel element consists of 5 concentric cylinders with 3 mm windages by

roll-swage method. U-235 content is 195 grs.

Plate design (15 plates)

Meat; U-A1 alloy, 22 weight % uranium content

thickness 0.51 mm,
length 600 mm

Enrichment ; 93% enriched U-235
Cladding; Aluminum rolled, 0.38 mm thickness
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(3) Control rod system

For control rod system, JRR-2 type will be adopted. Table 2.1 and

Fig. 2.3 snow the specification and configuration of control rods,

respectively.
Firstly, signal arm type control blades (setting up in DIDO reactor,

et al.) were considered. Probably, this DIDO type system is more
advantageous than JRR-2 type system as to a reactivity economy.
But the decision of the control rod system was made, considering

more important experiences of operations and maintenances in Japan.

(4) Nuclear and process instrumentation systems
All nuclear and process instruments will be renewed.
It's planned that these instruments will be more unified and

more simplized as possible, to be convinrent to operate and maintain.
A control room of upgraded JRR-3 is planned to be different from the

present JRR-3 at two points. First, the control room will set out of
the reactor room. Secondly, it will be adopted the concentrated opera-
tion system that is, conventional systems are also operated in this room.

(5) Cooling system
All cooling systems without heavy water storage tanks will be renewed.

Existent cooling systems have been contaminated with radio-active corrosion
products and so complicated that it is not easy for maintenances. Therefore

systems of upgraded JRR-3 are planned to be simplified as possible.

The primary cooling system of upgreded JRR-3 will be same to the
existent system, such as two main pumps, two heat exchangers et al., but
its capacity will be upgraded. Carbon dioxide gas system for graphite
reflector cooling and irradiating specimen cooling will be dismantled.
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(6) Experimental facility
Experimental and irradiational facilities of the present and up/.{radecl

JRR-3 are shown on Table 2.1.
To regard the long term continuous operation, the equipments for on-power

loading and unloading of specimens are to be considered. And facilities

for rig irradiations will be several times more than that of JRR-2.

For neutron beam experiments, in order to upgrade the quality of
experiments» it is desirable that horizontal holes will be set tangentially

to the reactor core. But now, horizontal holes are planned to be in the
present state, so the reactor core itself will be placed up to the level of

horizontal holes. And in order to upgrade the efficiency of beam experimental

facilities, a cold neutron source and guide tubes will be set up.

2 Instrumentation

(1) Nuclear instrumentation

Now being under consideration, it is planned that nuclear instru-

mentation is similar to the present one of JRR-2 and JRR-3 as follows.

JRR-2 ; 2 safety channels

1 log N period channel

1 linear N channel
JRR-3 ; 3 safety channels

2 log N period channels

2 automatic control channels
1 linear N channel

First, for nuclear instrumentation, vacuum tube circuites were
employed, and they renewed to semi-conductor systems about ten years ago.

The renewing was designed by JAERI's staffs.
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(2) Control systems, including computor control;

At power-up or power-down, reactor will be operated manually, and

at the steady states, it will be controlled automatically with signals from
a linear N channel or an automatic control channel.

Computor control system is not considered. It will be applied only

for collecting, arranging, and judging of data.

(3) Case studies of instrumentation renewal programs

(costs, minimizing of reactor shutdown times, etc); No programs

(4) Survey of hardware suppliers ;

There are many hardware s.uppliers especially in the field of electro-
nics in Japan.

(5) Possibilities for the local design/manufacturing of research
reactor instrumentation ;

The reactor instrumentation will be designed by JAERI's staffs, and
will be manufactured by Japanese industries.

Ill JRR-4 Grade-up Plan

1 Equipment

The current core is moved from No-1 pool to No-2 pool and settled
in No-2 pool and the newly designed core is installed in No-1 pool.

This new core is used mainly for irradiation and other experiments.

The existing core is used for shielding studies and training of reactor
operators.

New equipments for grade up plan are as follows;
(1) Reactor core; Semiopen, Semi fixed, tank type, height (6m) grid

plate (8x9 rows), power (5MW), reflector (graphite)
(2) Control Rods; Fork Rod type, material (80%Ag-15%Im-5%Cd),

Total worth (approx. 27% k/k)
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(3) Control rooms; i) Common control room for current core and new

design core.
ii) Existing control room is used as experimental

room.
(4) Pipings; i) Primary and secondary pipings are newly designed.

ii) Flow direction is downward.
(5) Experimental facilities;

i) Mini hot-cave ... 1st floor in the reactor
building.

ii) Handling room for pneumatic irradiation ...

Dry shielding room.
(6) Cooling Tower; Newly designed and erected.

Three bigger capacity pumps.

2 Usages of new reactor

Experimental equipments, purpose, performance of the new core

are as follows:
(1) Flux trap; (i) Position ... In-core region.
This equipment is (ii) Purpose
the most important . Radioisotope Production ("'Mo, etc.)

one on this grade . Irradiation of fuel and reactor
up plan. materials.

. Loop experiments,
(iii) Flux level: approx. 2 x lO^n/cm^ sec.

(2) In-core irradiation; (i) Position ... In-core region
(ii) Purpose

. Radioisotope Production

. Irradiation of fuel and reactor

materials,
(iii) Flux level: 5 x lO-̂ n/cm̂ .sec.

(fast flux)
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(3) Pneumatic tube; (i) Position .. reflector region
(ii) Purpose

. Capsual irradiation

. Study of short lived Nuclides.

(iii) Flux level ... 5 x 1013n/cm2.sec

(iv) Handling room may be constructed to

Dry shielding room.

(4) Irradiation rigs; (i) Position ... reflector region

(ii) Purpose
. Radioisotope Production

. Irradiation of fuel and reactor

materials
. Development and experiments of

neutron detector
(iii) Flux level ... 5 x 1013n/cm2.sec.

Use plan of current equipments after remodeling.
(1) No-1 pool ... (i) Main position ... reactor tank wall and

near position,

(ii) Purpose
. Shielding study
. Neutron radiography test
. Performance experiment of neutron detector

(2) Lid tank ... (i) Position ... current position
(ii) Purpose

. Development and experiments of neutron
detector

. Neutron radiography

. Experiment of reactor physics
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3 Performance
1) Performance of up graded reactor is as follows;

(i) Reactor Power : 5MW
(ii) Type : Semiopen, semi-fixed, tank type
(iii) Fuel : ETR Type

93% Enriched Uranium, U-A1 alloy
U-235/Element
a. 249g (Standard fuel)
b. 178g (Incore fuel)
c. 154g (Fork Rod Fuel)

(iv) Flux level :
Thermal flux

Max. 2 x 10l4n/cm2.sec.
ave. 5 x 10̂ n/cm2.sec.

Fast flux

Max. 1.5 x 1014n/cm2.sec.
ave. 7.5 x IQ n/cm*.sec.

(v) Reflector, Moderator ... Graphite, light water
(vi) Primary flow rate ..... lOm̂ /min.

2) Characteristics of new reactor
This new reactor has the characteristics as follows and is suit-

able for such irradiation testings as capsuel, rig and loop, further-
more, is adequate for performing the experiments rich in variety;

(1) To have the flux trap in the center of core.
(2) Upper half of the reactor tank to be opened.
(3) Relatively high neutron flux level to be attained as the

medium size reactor.
(4) Post-irradiated samples and rigs to be easily transported

from the core to the working pool.
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(5) Rigs and loops to be installed with ease.
(6) Thermal neutron flux level at the Dry Shielding Test Hole

to be increased largely.
Beside the above mentioned features, it may be said that this

reactor is expected to be in stable operation and to be taken the

flexible operational mode for performing the various kind of reactor
engineering experiments, reactor physics-experiment, and experiments

of basic fields (physics, chemistry).

4 Instrumentation

Instrumentation of the upgraded JRR-4 is planned simailar to

the present one of JRR-4 as follows.

I
(1) nuclear instrumentation ;

Lin N 1 channel (CIC)
Log N-period 1 channel (CIC)

Safety 2 channels (UIC)

Start up 1 channel (FC )

(2) control systems, including computer control;

manual start up and shut down, automatic operation

at constant power with PID controller,

we have the plan to introduce the mini-computer
system to use as means of technical data processor

and data logger.

(3) case studies of instrumentation renewal programmes
(costs, minimizing of reactor shutdown times, etc);
no programmes.

(4) survey of hardware suppliers;

dornest!c suppliers (have enough abilities to supply
hard ware).
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(5) possibilities for the local design/manufacturing of

research reactor instrumentation;
there are enough possibilities for the local design/
manufacturing of research reactor instrument at JAERI

electronics shop.
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Table 1.1 Time Schedule of JRR-3 and JRR-4 Grade-up Plan
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Table 2.1 fieactor design da t« of present and after upgrading on

Itoo

R..1

Cladding
Reactor Core Loading
Hunber of Aasenblies
Wight of U-235

Burn Up

listed Thermal Output
Maximum Thermal

Heutron flux

Reactor Cor«
Dimensions of Core

Dimensions of Core Tank

Coolant and Moderator
Coolant Temperature

at Core Outlet
Coolant now Rate

Control Rods
Katerial
*yp«
Hunber of Rods
Driving Mécanisa

Experimental Facilities

Prenant

Slightly Enriched UO
Pin Typ«
4 Elements/Assembly
Zlrcalloy-2

243 Assemblies
about 20 kg (under Operating )
( «aximua ) 7000 KWD/T

10 HW

3 x 1013 u/ca2.sec

Cylindrical , 260 ca dia.
x 275 o high.

Cylindrical , 280 ca dia.(inaide)
x 420 ca high.

V
( »aiinua ) 57.5°C
•bout 17 m'/Bin

Cadaiua with Alninua cladding
Hod
17 Rods
( Sh'ia Rods ) Vire-Drua Tjrpn
( R»g. rods ) Ball Bearing Screw

and Hut type

fa ("»*•)
Center Irrad. Hole _ u)*'
( 200 mo0 x 1 )
In-Core Irrad. Holes - , ,..13
( 130 mf x 3 )
In-Core Irrad. Boles » 1O*'

T0̂ /̂ «0) 5'9-02 * a°15
Uorisont-jl Kxreri. holes /• jo*-2
( 150-20-J E...I« x 7 )
fhcntal Ccl-.i.n A x 1Û11

After Upgrading

93^ Enriched U-A1 Alloys
Plate Type
Cylindrical , 5 or 6 Plates/Aseenbly
Alainua

24 Assemblies
about 4 kg ( under Operating )
( »aximua ) 40 JÉ

20 MW
4 x 1014 n/ca2.see

Cylindrical , 84 cm dia.
x 60CCŒ high.

Cylindrical , 280 cm di». (inside)
x 420 ca high.

V
( aaximun } 60 °C

26 - 30 a'/nia

Cadmium with Stainless cladding
Bod
6 Rods
Ball Bearing Screw and Hut Type

#A ("a«-)
Center Irrad. Hole j x jgH
( 100 sou x 1 )
In-Core Irrad. Holes j x ̂ Q^
( 100 cm0 x 4 )

Vertical Irrsd. Holes 1-0.1 T 101*
( 200«m0 x 40 )
Ir.-Pucl Irrad. Holes 2_j 2 x 1Q1<
( 40 ca0 x 24 )

Pr.eoraatic Tubea 14( x 5 ) 1-0. COX xlO
Korir.or.tnl ::«-p.-.ri. Holen 2_1 x i;}14
( «50-»^ * H )

C',H acutrcn :j;--irre 1-0. S x 10̂ *
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Table 3-1 Summary Data on JRR-4 Grade-up Plan
1

I ten
Fuel Type

Present core
Remodeling

i«V3 £ *S?cto* frHfl ̂ Pgactor
93% Enrich ETR-Plat0 03% Enrich

Fuel Plates/Element 15iCladding Material AJ
Number of Elements/core 18
Quantity in Kgs.I

Thermal Power

J235 — 3Kgs

3 . 5MW
Thermal Neutron Flux:

2 13In core (n/cm'.sec) 3.5 x 10"
Periheraln/cm .sec) 3 x 101-5

Core
Structure
Grid Plate

Movable
8 x 8

Core ̂Out xlet Temp- 60° c
erature (max)
Fuel Plate Tempe- 99 °c
rature (Max)

Flow
Rate (m /min)
Cooling System

Control Rod

7.0
Forced ciculation
Cooling
Boron-Stainless
Steel Plate Type

Experimental Facilities
Pool;*
Dry Shielding
Test Facility?
Beam Hole
Thermal Neutron
Flux (Max)
Lid Tank*
Thermal Neutron
Flux (Max)
Fast Neutron-

... .Flux (Max)

No 1, No2 Pool

4.5 x 106(Top)
1 x 10 - (Bottom)

FTR-Plate
15
Al
ie
~3Kgs

0 . 4MV7

4 x 1012
3.5 x 1012

Movable
Semi fix type

8 x8
60° c

Natural Convec
Cooling
Boron-Stainles
Steel Plate Ty

No 2 Pool

None

i
t

~ g2.8 x 10 None

1.4 x 108

93% Enrich
ETR-Plate

22
Al

24 (at blance)
~3.6Kgs

5MW

4 x 1013
5 x 1013

Semi fixed type
8 x9
60° c

94°c

10.0
t ion Forcer1,
/circulation
; Coolinas Ag-In-cd "Alloy

pe Fork Rod Type

No 1 Pool

300- 600*
1 x 101]-(To:

1 x 109 (Botter

4 x 10s

1 2 x 108
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i tIrradiation PipajS-Pipe 5.8x10^^
Thermal Neutron T-pipe 8. 8x10, 3Flux (Max) D-pipe 3.1x10

L-Pipe l.SxlO13
Pneuriatic 4.6x10
Tube
F-Pipe 1 xlO14

->S-Pipe 7.0x10 "
T-Pipe l.OxlO13

Hydro 7xl013Rabbit /X1J
Irradiation, ,
Pipe 9x10
Pneumatic
Tube 5xlo13
Flux Trap .

2X101 -
In- Pool
Irradiation
Pipe lxl01J
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Vertical irradiation hole
Upper shield
Lower shield
Graphite reflector
Thermal shield tank
Grid plate
Core tank
Horizontal experiment hole
Fuel hole
Control rod hole

Fig. 2.1 Vertical section of upgraded JRR-3
Coolant inlet Coolant outlet



Fig. 2.2 Horizontal section of upgraded JRfi-3
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Horieontal experiment hole
Vertical irradiation hole
Control rod
Fuel element
Coolant outlet
Core tank

M.g.2.3 Core configuration of upgraded JHK-3
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Construction of a High Flux Research Reactor and Conversion of
Kyoto University Reactor KUR to a TRIGA Type Pulsed Reactor

Toshikazu Shibata, Director General
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University
Kumatori-cho, Osaka-fu, Japan

Abstract

The construction of the new high-flux research reactor started in 1978
and it is expected to become critical in 1981. The 30 MW reactor is of a
split core type using highly enriched (93$) uranium fuel, light water
moderated and cooled and heavy water reflected. The present Kyoto University
Reactor with a steady state power of 5 MW is converted to a TRIGA type
reactor capable of pulsing operation of about 4000 MW peak power and steady
state operation up to 1.5 MW.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University (KURRI)

was established in 1963, for the purpose of cooperative use of
a research reactor and attached facilities by all universities
and public research institutions in Japan. The Kyoto University
Reactor, KUR, became first critical and reached to its initial
nominal power of 1,000 kW in 1964. In 1968 its nominal power
was increased up to 5 ,000 kW. This is the only one university
research reactor which can be used for various types of neutron
beam and irradiation experiments by university groups*. About
150 research projects (about 8 , 0 0 0 man days) are accepted annual-
ly to use KUR. Visiting professors from other countries also
use the facilities. In 1974 we began to use it for therapeutic
irradiation to cancer.

From not very later after the completion of KUR, large number
of researchers in various fields hoped to construct a high flux
research reactor** which was capable of neutron beam experiments.
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* University Reactors in Japan

____Reactor____________Type_____Fuel Enrichment______Power

Kinki Univ. Reactor UTR 90 % l W
YAYOI (Univ. of Tokyo) Fast 93 % 2 kW
Rikkyo Univ. Reactor TRIGA 20 % 100 kW
Musashi Inst. Tech. Reactor TRIGA 20 % 100 kW
KUR Tank type 93 % 5,000 kW

** High Power Research Reactors in Japan (P > 1 MW)

Reactor__________________Type___________ ______Power

JRR-4 Fully Enriched U, H_0; Shielding Research & Irradiation 3.5 MW
KUR Fully Enriched U, H20; Beam & Irradiation 5 MW
JRR-2 Fully Enriched U, H20; Beam & Irradiation 10 MW
JRR-3 Natural U, DJ3; Beam & Irradiation 10 MW
JMTR Fully Enriched U, HJD; Irradiation (No beam tube) 50 MW

It has^ become strong circumstance in Japan and then, in June
1971, the recommendation was presented to the Prime Minister
of Japan from the Science Council of Japan on the future program
of atomic energy research by universities in Japan, in which the
construction of a high flux reactor was emphasized and was seen
the most important item in this program. KURRI decided to con-
struct a high flux reactor as the second research reactor and
made a demand for budget to the Ministry of Education. The budget
was approved by the National Diet in 1975. Then, various surveys,
calculations, and design tasks were carried out in 1975 and the
safety report of this reactor was handed to the Japanese Govern-
ment in 1976.

In parallel with the construction of the high flux reactor,
KUR is scheduled to be converted to a TRIGA-type pulsed reactor.

2. Const ruc t ion of a High F lux Research Reactor

2.1 Main Purpose of the Reactor
This reactor will be widely utilized by huge number of

researchers from many universities and public institutions through-
out Japan. All of the planned projects are unique and are based
on human needs. It is especially significant that this reactors
will be actively used for medical application such as therapeutic
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irradiation to cancer and production of radioisotopes for medicine,
The fundamental research laboratory for reactor therapy was
established in KURRI in 1976.

Main fields to use this reactor can be classified as:
(1) Reactor physics and reactor engineering,
(2) Therapeutic irradiation (cancer therapy),
(3) Biological and biomédical experiments,
(4) Neutron diffraction related to analyze molecular

and crystalline structures,
(5) Special neutron beam experiments such as neutron

guide tube etc.,
(6) Nuclear physics and chemistry to study and measure

nuclear processes such as fission and neutron capture,
(7) Radio-chemistry and radiation chemistry including

various activation analyses,
(8) Irradiation experiments to study the effects of

radiation on materials and,
(9) Educational training.

2.2 General Description of the Reactor (Summarized in Table 1)
Designed specification and expected characteristics are

itemized in accordance with those given in "Directory of Nuclear
Reactors" by IAEA:
(General)

Conceptional view of the reactor is shown in Fig.l.
(1) Reactor type:

Split core type, highly enriched (93%) uranium
fuel, light water moderated and cooled, heavy water
reflected.

(2) Nominal reactor power:
30 MW.

(3) Purpose:
Research, therapy and education.

(4) Location
Kumatori-cho, Osaka-fu, Japan.

(5) Owner and operator
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University,

KURRI.
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(6) Designer and builder:
KURRI.

(7) Present status and construction schedule:
Start of construction July 1978,
Reactor critical March 1981,

(Reactor Physics)
(8) Neutron energy and life time:

Undermoderated in the core and fully thermalized
in the reflector.

Mean life time of prompt neutrons 150 us.
(9) Core parameters:

Excess reactivity < 8 % Ak/k
(3eff = 0.0076

(10) Neutron flux:
14 2Thermal average in core 1.2 x 10 n/cm /s,
14 2Thermal maximum at the core center 7 x 10 n/cm /s,

Thermal maximum in reflector 3 x 10 n/cm /s.
(11) Reactivity balance:

Burnup (including burnable poison) 1 (% Ak/k)
Temperature 0.5
Xe 4
Sm 1.3
Experimental and irradiation samples 1
Regulating reserve 0.2

Total 8
(Core)

Structure of the core region is illustrated in Fig.2.
(12) Shape and dimensions of core:

Two divided hollow cylinders.
Each cylinder:
10 cm i.d., 40 cm o.d.,
65 cm effective height.

(13) Number of channels and sub-assemblies:
Inner fuel elements 61 -
Outer fuel elements 12 )

(14) Lattice:
588 plates 1.4 mm thick,
624 channels 2.44 mm thick (standard).
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(15) Critical mass:
TO CAbout 6.5 kg J U.

(16) Core loading at rated power:2^=;About 8 kg JDU.
(17) Average specific power in fuel:

O-3 C3.8 MW/kg U.
(18) Average power density in core:

200 kW/A
(19) Burn-up:

Average 25 %,
Maximum 35 %.

(20) Fuel loading and unloading:
Submerged charging/discharging from the top of

the reactor top pool.
(21) Irradiated fuel storage:

Temporary storage racks in the reactor top pool
and second storage stage in the spent fuel pool.

(22) Moderator:
Light water inlet temperature 50°C

outlet temperature 58°C
(23) Blanket gas:

None.
(Fuel Element)

Inner and outer fuel elements are shown in Fig.3.
(24) Form and composition:

U-A1 alloy, enrichment 93 %
Burnable poison : B-Al alloy enclosed in side plates.

(25) Cladding:
Aluminum

(26) Sub-assemblies:
Inner fuel element 15 plates,
Outer fuel element 17 plates.

Fuel plates:
1.4 mm thick, 5~11 cm wide, effective height 65 cm,

(Core Heat Transfer)
Figure 4 shows the cooling system of the reactor.
(27) Heat transfer area:

Total 55 m2
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(28) Heat flux:
2Average 49 W/cm
2Maximum 134 W/cm

(29) Fuel element temperatures:
Maximum cladding surface 117°C,
Maximum fuel 122°C,
Film temperature drop 30°C.

(30) Heat transfer coefficient:20.8 cal/cm • s • °C.
(31) Coolant flow area and velocity: 2Total area 1,200 cm ,

Velocity 6 m/s.
(32) Coolant mass flow rate:

830 kg/s.
(33) Coolant pressure and temperature:

Inlet Outlet
2 2Pressure 6.3 kg/cm 3.8 kg/cm ,

Temperature 50°C 58°C.
(34) Hot channel factors:

Heat flux 2.72,
Enthalpy rise 1.59.

(35) Shut down heat removal
Forced circulation, 3 % of nominal flow.

(Control)
(36) Control, regulating and safety rods:

12 control/safety rods are arranged between
the inner and outer core regions. Each rod
consists of about 10 stainless steel pipes
containing B.C pellets and a follower below.
Active length 6.5 cm
Total worth 12 % Ak/k (minimum),
Worth of each rod 0.7~2 % Ak/k,
Shutdown margin 4 % Ak/k (minimum),
Drive speed (up) < 10 cm/m.

(37) Reactivity addition rate:
< 0.02 % Ak/k/s,

(38) Scram time and mechanism:
Response time < 0.3 s
Drop time (90%) < Is
Mechanism drop by gravity
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(39) Sensitivity of automatic control:
About I % of nominal power

(40) Temperature coefficients:
In the core - 1.4 x 10~4 Ak/k/°C at 60°C,
In the reflector + 0.7 x 10~4 Ak/k/°C at 60°C.

(41) Burnable poison:
B-Al alloy enclosed in side plates of fuel elements,
Reactivity worth < 6 %.

(42) Other control, safety and shut-down provisions:
a. dropping systems of central void element

Reactivity worth > 0.5 % Ak/k, each
b. Poison (boric acid solution) injection system

Reactivity worth > 1 % Ak/k
(Reactor Vessel and Overall Dimensions)

(43) Form, material and dimensions:
Two cylinders, 40 cm i.d. x 10 m high
Aluminum, 1 cm thick (double)

(44) Working, design and test pressures 2Design pressure 9 kg/cm
(45) Reactor with shielding

Dodecagon 7.7 m o.d.
(Fluid Flow)

(46) Heat exchangers:
Four main heat exchangers for primary water cooling.

(47) Coolant losses and purification:
Two mixed bed demineralizers, flow rate, 10 m /h

(48) Decomposition and recombination:
None for primary water.

(49) Cooling system safety:
Each primary cooling water loop has a shut-off

valve at the outlet of the core vessel. Injection
system of the reactor top pool water is provided
for a pump failure or a large leakage of the primary
water and is connected to the emergency power supply.

(50) Fuel failure detection:
Detection by delayed neutrons or gamma rays

from fission products.
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(Reflector and Shielding)
(51) Reflector:

D_O spherical, 2.7 m o.d.
(52) Radiation levels:

Ordinary controlled area < 2 mrem/h
(53) Shielding:

Heavy water 2.7 m o.d., about 6 cm steel thermal
shield and about 2.4 m baryte heavy concrete biological
shield.

(Containment)
General layout and sectional view of the reactor building

are shown in Figs.5 and 6.
(54) Type and Material:

Containment 30 m i.d. x 30 m high,
50~100 cm thick reinforced concrete,
covered with welded steel plate.

(55) Surrounding:
KURRI is located on a hillside in Kumatori-cho,

the town of kumatori is in the suburb of Osaka city
and has about 20,000 inhabitants.

(Seismic design)
Seismic design criteria for the most important parts such

as the reactor vessels, the primary cooling system, the heavy
water cooling system, the emergency cooling system, the reactor
building: 0.6 G (static analysis) or 300 Gal (dynamic analysis).
(Main Experimental Facilities)

Main experimental facilities are tabulated in Table 2.
2.3 Core and Fuel Designs*

The nuclear characteristics of this unique reactor which
has the split core in the heavy water reflector were studied
experimentally and theoretically.

By making use of Kyoto University Critical Assemblies, KUCA,
the critical experiment for the reactor was carried out to obtain
the following performances:

(1) critical mass,
(2) reactivity worth of control rods, fuel and others,

* M. Hayashi et al.: to be published.
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(3) neutron flux distribution,
(4) température coefficient,
(5) void coefficient,
(6) characteristics of neutron detectors for nuclear

instrumentation,
(7) kinetics, i.e. transfer function.
An example of the experimental arrangements at KÜCA is shown

in Fig.7. Main data taken with KUCA are given in the previous
section.

On the other hand we analyzed the nuclear characteristics
of the reactor by a two dimensional diffusion code KAK*. Critical
mass predicted by KAK agreed with that experimentally obtained
with KUCA in 1 %. Figure 8 shows neutron flux distributions
calculated by KAK.

The reduction of enrichment from 93 % to 20 % according to
the suggestion of the U.S. Government was examined. But the
result is "impossible". The possibility to adopt the medium
enriched uranium, MEU is being investigated.

Thermal and hydraulic design of the core was performed also
experimentally and theoretically. Dummy fuel elements were
manufactured and were inserted in a full-size mock-up loop.
Flow rate distribution in the simulated core was measured at the
nominal flow rate of the primary water. Fundamental thermal and
hydraulic characteristics were analyzed at KURRI and the result
was checked and reviewed by AERE, Harwell, England. Transient
phoenomena at accidental conditions were mainly investigated by
RELAP-4.
2.4 Instrumentation and Control System

Block diagram of instrumentation and control system is
depicted in Fig.9.
(1) Nuclear instrumentation and control

Since this reactor has the split core, much attention
had been paid to detect the power level of each part cor-
rectly and to operate both parts at the almost same level.
Therefore, compensated ionization chambers, CIC of the
linear power channel will be located at the positions where
the power level of each core can be detected as correctly

* M. Akanuma et al.: JAERI 1127 (1967)
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as possible. Block diagrams of nuclear instrumentation and
of automatic control system are shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

(2) Computer control system
In order to operate the reactor safely and to detect any

abnormal conditions, a computer system will be introduced.
Planned main tasks of the system are tabulated in Table 3.
The characteristics of the system are as follows:
1. The reactor can be manually operated without this

computer system.
2. It has a backup system by distributed multi-processors.
3. Various conditions of the reactor can be watched by

man-machine communication method with a CRT.
4. Signal lines are simplified by the adoption of the

data high-way system for acquisition of input data.
5- Labor-saving can be achieved by functional check and

filing actions by the computer.
6- It will be connected with the remote host computer.
7 • Background jobs may be done by FORTRAN 7000 and

so forth.
The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig.12.

2.5 Radiation Control and Radioactive Waste Management Facilities
Dose rate for the general public around the site and the

personnels including visiting researchers during normal operation
of the reactor is minimized as low as practicable (ALAP). For
that purpose artificial air, in which the content of argon is
diminished to 1/50~-1/20, is adopted to use at the place where

41thermal neutron flux is so high that produces much Ar.
The block diagram of air filtering system is shown in Fig.13.

Figure 14 shows the radiation monitoring system of HFR and other
facilities.

Radioactive waste management in KURRI is designed under the
main policy such that there would be either no increase in the
amount of radioactive waste or no excess over the preceding
production rate of the waste which arises in the course of exper-
imental activities.

Gaseous waste treatment facility will be installed in each
building to remove the radioactive substances in the air. In
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addition to these facilities, effort will be focussed on to
restrain the generation of gaseous waste at each source point.

With the view of smooth practice of this policy as well as
further improvement of waste management, an evaporation plant
for low level liquid waste and a volume reduction facility for
solid waste will be additionally constructed. The second waste
processing building will be newly built where the above two plants
will be installed. Two storage buildings for solid waste will be
also constructed.

1. Air filtering system: shown in Fig.13.
2. Liquid waste treatment system: shown in Fig.15.
3. Solid waste treatment system: shown in Fig.16.

3. Conversion of Kyoto University Reactor (KUR)
3.1 Motives of KUR Conversion Project

Our present reactor KUR (MTR fuel, swimming pool type) was
constructed in 1964, and the reactor power was increased from
1,000 kW to 5,000 kW in 1968. This 5,000 kW reactor has been used
in various research fields including physics, chemistry, engi-
neering, biology and therapy, in the form of joint uses by re-
searchers from universities and national institutes in Japan.

At the time that a project of constructing a high flux reactor
in Japan is going to start, as described in Chap.2, we have
discussed the way of servicing for the present reactor as a unique
tool for the research in natural science. As the result, our
Institute decided to propose a conversion project of the present
KUR to a TRIGA type reactor (named KUR-TRIGA) with a low steady-
state power and a high power pulsing operation.

Through this conversion project, KUR will be converted to
a very intense radiation source for short time uses, such as
radiation chemistry of short-lived nuclei, nuclear physics and
chemistry of fission, time-of-flight and life time experiments
of ultra-cold neutrons, radiation effects in short time intense
radiation fields, and so on. Low steady power operations will
also be available for test operations of some new devices under
developments, before the possible installations into the high
flux reactor, for example.
3.2 Main Performances and Structures of KUR-TRIGA (Summarized

in Table 4)
Present KUR with a steady state power of 5,000 kW is con-

verted to a TRIGA type reactor capable of pulsing operation of
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about 4,000 MW peak power and also steady state operation up to
1,500 kW. Maximum repetition rate of the pulsing operation is
about 10 pulses per hour. These operation characteristics are
attained by using standard TRIGA fuel of homogeneous mixture of
20 % enriched uranium and zirconium hydride in stainless steel
cladding of about 1.4 inches diameter.

Original core tank of 2 meters in diameter and about 8
meters deep made of aluminum is used again, and MTR type fuel
elements are replaced with TRIGA 4 rods clusters. Total number
of clusters is almost the same to that of fuel elements in the
original core, and thus the original grid plate and surrounding
beam tubes become again available.

Control rods of boron containing steel fitting to MTR
elements are replaced to similar number of TRIGA control rods
containing boron carbide. Two transient rods actuated by air
pressure to fire the pulse are included.

Since average power of the reactor is much decreased and
stainless steel clad standard TRIGA fuel can be operated up to
about 2,000 kW with natural cenvection cooling most parts of
the forced circulation and cooling devices are removed. Thus,
TRIGA fuel rods in the core are cooled by natural convection
of core tank water within the tank. Core tank water is contin-
uously purified by filters and démineraiizing systems with ion-
exchanging resin. Within this purifying circuit, an auxiliary
heat exchanger is prepared to remove thermal output and maintain
the tank water temperature below 80°C during the low-power steady
operation or high pulsing operation.

Main experimental devices to be installed in the core are
cold neutron source, vertical low temperature irradiation loop,
in-core exposure tube and pneumatic irradiation devices. Cold
neutron source contains low temperature moderator cooled to
about 10°K by a helium refrigerator, and provides increased
output of very slow neutrons. Vertical low temperature loop is
intended to use for the irradiation at liquid helium temperature.
In-core exposure tube and pneumatic devices are useful for ir-
radiations for short lived samples.
3.3 Core and Fuel Designs

TRIGA fuel rods with 20 % enriched uranium have intrinsic
self-regulating property for nuclear power burst, due to their
large negative prompt temperature coefficient of reactivity.
Standard TRIGA fuel is exployed according to our purpose of
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reactor cenversion to high pulsing with high repetition capability
and intermediate steady state power in a same core. Original
KUR core with the excess reactivity of about 5 % Ak/k mainly
for xenon override is rearranged to a TRIGA core installed with
cold neutron source and low temperature irradiation device, and
containing excess reactivity of about 4 % for pulsing operation.
Under the supposed operational pattern, burn-up of uranium in
the core is very slow and therfore, the core has a sufficiently
long life beyond 10 years.

Employment of stainless steel cladding allows natural con-
vection operation in higher reactor power than the original MTR
core. Removing the forced cooling devices, such as main heat
exchangers and circulating pumps, improves very much the reactor
life coming from mechanical components, as well as the man-power
for the maintenance of these mechanical components.

Pulsing operation solves the problem of accumulation of
radiation damages in core components and shielding walls, which
becomes serious and restricts the reactor life under the high
power continuous operations.
3.4 Instrumentation and Control

For nuclear instrumentation in pulsed operation, fast response
ionization chamber systems are prepared. Fuel temperature signals
from thermocouples embedded in instrumented fuel rods are also
available for monitoring pulsing power and temperature decrease
following the pulse.

Among the process instrumentations, instruments and indicators
concerning the forced cooling system are removed. Instead, some
temperature sensors for core tank water and auxiliary cooling
system are added.

Selection of steady state operation or of pulsing operation
is carried out by turning a main selection switch, which is func-
tioned to the selection of instrumentations, control and safety
circuits. For the start of pulsing operation, pulsing reactivity
and fuel temperature and residual reactor power before firing
the pulse shall be decided. Firing of the pulse can also be
combined with the condition of the experimental devices, since
several beam holes and in-core devices are utilizing the intense
bursts from the TRIGA core.

Most of these instrumentation and safety functions are
performed in a new control console of solid state type, instead
of the present partially solid state console.
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Tab le 1 Summary of KUHFR

Fuel

Cladding/side plate
Number of elements

Weight of U-235
Burn up

93% enriched U-A1 alloy, plate-type
Two Baumkuchen-type elements
Aluminum/Aluminum with burnable poison (Al-B)
Inner ones : 6x2
Outer ones : 1 2 x 2
About 8kg
35% maximum

Rated thermal output
Maximum thermal neutron
flux

30 MW

6~7 x 1014 n/cm2/sec

Type of core

Dimension of each
cy1i nder

Moderator and coolant
Reflector
Coolant temperature
Coolant flow rate

Two divided hollow cylinders
10cm i.d. and 40cm o.d.
65cm in effective height

58°C (outlet)
1500 m3/h x 2

Control rods
Number of rods

B.C pellets in stainless steel pipes
12

Reactor vessels
Reflector tank

Two aluminum cylinders, 40cm i.d.
Stainless steel tank, sphere (2.7m in diameter)with top and bottom cylinders

Shielding Steel thermal shield (6cm) and heavy concrete
biological shield (2.4m)
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Table Z Main Experimental Faci l i t ies

Name or type

Collimator-
type beam
tube

Combination-
type beam
tube
Converging
beam tube

On-line
irradiation
tube

Low temperature
irradiation
tube

Irradiation
facility

Thermal
neutron
facility

Cold neutron
source

Direction*

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
U
U
U
D
D
D
H
H

H
H
U
U
U
0
D

U
U

U
U

Core center

H
&
0

U

Approximate
Size(cm)

20
10
15
15
12
15
15
12
12
12
10
15
10
40
46

50
40
15
12
8
20
20

15
12

10
10
8

120

40

Number

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
2
1
1

2
1

2
2
2

1

1

Main experimental instrument to be attached**

Ultra-cold neutron guide tube
(Narrow beam experiments)
Twice reflection neutron diffractometer
Automatic precise thermal neutron spectrometer
(Miscellaneous)
3-axis 4-circle neutron diffractometer
(Neutron diffractometer)
Neutron monochrometer
(Neutron diffractometer)
(Miscellaneous)
(Fast neutron experiments)
(Resonant neutron experiments)
(Neutron beam irradiation)
Thermal neutron guide tube
Converging neutron guide tube

Converging neutron mechanical monochrometer
Converging neutron chopper
On-line isotope separator
Rapid chemical separator
(On-line isotope separators)
(Miscellaneous)
(Miscellaneous)

Ultra-low temperature irradiation apparatus
Low temperature irradiation apparatus

Pneumatic tubes
Slant irradiation tubes
In-core irradiation ports
Thermal neutron irradiation facility
Therapeutic irradiation facilityNeutron energy converter
Thermal neutron pneumatic tubesNeutron radiography apparatus

(Cold neutron source, liquid D~ or H„)

* H:- horizontal, U: upwards slant, D: downwards slant

** ( ): undecided
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Table 3 Tasks of Computer System

Passive Tasks
1) Data Logging of Process system

2) Reactor Operation Monitoring

Hourly Logging
Demand Logging
Daily Logging
One Cycle Operation Logging
Monthly logging
•Display of Plant Conditions
-Alarm Detection

3) Alarm Analysis

4) Fuel Management

•Alarm Analysis, Print-Out and Display
•Analysis of Process Variables Deviation
Burn-up Calculation
History Record of Each Fuel Element

5} Management of Experiment and Irradiation
6) Managemant of Maintenance and Repair
7) Data Logging in Central Regulation Office -Hourly Logging

-Radiation Monitor Record
-Management of Entrance toControl Area
-Alarm Detection

8) Display of Operation
9) Characteristic Calculation

10) Failure Diagnosis

Active Tasks
Supervisory Control

or Direct Digital Control
Start-up/Shut-down
Power Change Operation
Constant Power Operation
Safety Sequence Monitoringand Control
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Table 4 Reactor Design Data of Present and after Conversion of KUR

Item
Fuel

Cladding
Reactor Core LoadingNumber
Weight of U-235

Burn Up
Rated Thermal Output

Maximum ThermalNeutron Flux
Reactor CoreDimension of Core
Dimension of Coretank

Coolant and Moderator
Coolant Temperatureat Core Outlet
Coolant Flow Rate
Control RodsMaterial
Type
Number of Rods
Driving Mechanism

ExperimentalFacilities

Present KUR
Highly Enriched U-A1 Alloy
Plate type
18 Plates/Element
Aluminium

20 30 Elements
about 5kg
(maximum) 25%
5 MW

8 x 1013 n/cm2sec

Rectangular, ~ 45cm x 45cmx 60cm high
Cylindrical, 200cm di a.x 800cm high

(maximum) 55°C

about 960m /hr

Boron-containing Steel
Rod
5 Rods
Screw-and-Nut type

*th (max)Hydraulic conveyer
(3.5mm* x 1) 8 x 1013

Pneumatic tubes ~2 x 1013
(3.5mm* x 3)

Slant Exposure tubes
(100mm* x 1) 4 x 1012

Horizontal Experi Holes
(150~200mm* x 9)10]~1012

Thermal Culumn
( x 2) I0n~1012

Converted KUR-TRIGA
20% Enriched U-ZrH] ß
Rod type
4 Rods/Cluster
Stainless Steel

27 Clusters
about 4kg
——
Steady: 1.5MW
Pulsing: 4000 MW peak

13 2Steady: 4 x 10 n/cm sec17 2Pulsing: 10 n/cm sec

Rectangular, ~45cm x 45cm x 40cm high
Cylindrical, 200cm dia. x 800cm high

H20 and ZrH-, 6
(maximum) 80°C
Natural Convection

Boron Carbide with Aluminium Cladding
Rod
4 Rods
Rack-and Pinion type Pulsing: Pneumatic

*th (max)Pneumatic tubes ,, ,,(35mm* x 3)~1 x 10U (Pulse: ~1o")
In-Core Exposure ,,device ~1 x 10 u 17(50mm* x 1) (Pulse:~10 ")
Cold Neutron 13Source ~2 x 10 ,,
(50mm* x 1) (Pulse:~lo")

Vertical Low Temp ,-
Irrad. Loop ~2 x 10 17(~20mn* x 1) (Pulse:~lo'')

Horizontal ,, ,?Experi. Holes 10—10 1c; ,,
(150 200mm* x 9) (Bulse:10 ~10 D)

Thermal Column 10 -~10
( x 2) (PulseilO^lO16)
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Fig. 1 Illustration of Reactor
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Fig. 3 Fuel Elements
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Fig.11 Block Diagram of Automatic Control System
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Fig.12 Block Diagram of Computer System
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REHEWAL AND UPGRADING PROGRAMMES OP POLISH RESEARCH REACTORS
W. Byszewski

Institute of Nuclear Research

Swierk (Poland)

Abstract

The reactor EWA was originally a. 2 Wit water moderated and cooled
reactor with 10$ enriched fuel elements. The upgrading of EWA was per-
formed in three steps, first to 4 MW, then to 8 MW and finally to 10 MW,
and also an emergency core cooling system was built« In the early 1980's
the reactro will be thoroughly modernized and the obsolete components
and systems shall be replaced. The high-flux reactor MARIA is at present
operated at 30 MW and plans to increase its power up to 66 MW are described.

INTRODUCTION

Two research, reactors are operated at the Institute of

Nuclear Research at Swierk near Warsaw, a 10 MW reactor of

WWR-SM type, named EWA and a high-flux research reactor MARIA

of 30 MW initial power, constructed in Poland, with the core

based upon that of the Russian MR reactor.

Reactor EWA originally was a 2 MW water moderated and

cooled reactor with 10 % enriched uranium elements. Maximum
1 *î ? r ithermal neutron flux in the reactor was 2 x 10 -> n/cm s Lu.

In the sixties the reactor was reconstructed. The fuel

elements were exchanged on new, multitube fuel assemblies of

36 % enrichment, and a beryllium reflector was added. The

reactor power was increased from 2 up to 10
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Reactor MARIA is operated with highly enriched uranium
fuel. The existing cooling circuits have been prepared for
reactor power equal 30 MW. The reactor was designed so that
upon installation some additional units like pumps and heat
exchangers its power may be raised up to 66 MW.

RESEARCH REACTOR EWA

Increasing reactor power, or - more exactly - useful
neutron flux during the operation of research reactors in the
sixties may be regarded as a common feature of many such
reactors in the world. The operation was motivated by both
the improvement of reactor knowledge and the need for ever
higher neutron fluxes for research and isotope production.
The upgrading was possible due to the fact, that initial
reactor designs were very conservative, with in-built large
safety margins both in the reactor core and in its cooling
circuits.

The upgrading of EWA reactor was performed successively
in three steps.

I - power increase up to 4 MW
II - complex reconstruction and power increase up to 8MW
III - upon an extensive experimental and analytical

studies the power was increased up to 10 MW.
In 1964 the power was raised to 4 MW only owing to the

change of fuel assembly box. The new design consisted in
introducing reducers of special profile around every fuel rod
of EK-10 type (Fig 1). In this way, without increasing water
flow in the reactor primary circuit the temperature gradient
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between the fuel can and cooling water was significantly
reduced and the temperature distribution flattened. Thanks to
that it was possible to raise the reactor power without any
changes in cooling circuits.

At the same time the system of emergency core cooling was
built, initiated automatically in the case of power supply
failure. Moreover, the final system of thermal column cooling
was also designed and built.

The work did not stop here, however. The design of a new
core with Russian produced WWR-M type fuel assemblies and
beryllium reflector was prepared. That core should have
provided the reactor power of 10 MW and the thermal neutron
flux of 1014 n/cm2s.

The fuel elements were modified in comparison to the
standard Russian WWR-M fuel ( Pig 2 ).

The modification concerned:
- a change of active fuel length from 500 mm to 600 mm
- a change of fuel enrichinent from 20 % to 36 %

- a change of U-235 content in the fuel element from
32 g to 38.9 g.

These changes aimed at obtaining larger reactivity
reserves, and therefore higher burnup of fuel without removing
the existing central reactor tank around the core. The modified
fuel assemblies were named WWR-SM.

At the beginning of 196? the new core was tested on the
MARYLA-2 critical assembly, existing at the Institute of
Nuclear Research in Swierk.
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The program of reconstruction and power increase of WWR-s
reactors was realized in cooperation with, other socialist
countries, namely CSSR, GDR and Hungary. In the result the
same fuel elements, the core, and the reflector were adopted
in all these countries. The unified fuel elements and beryllium
blocks were provided by the USSR to Poland, GDR and Hungary.

The design of EWA reactor power increase up to 10 MW was
presented at the Reactor Physics and Engineering Conference
in Budapest in 1965 [2].

During the summer 196? the reactor reconstruction was
performed and the initial measurements realized.

The reconstruction concerned:
1. The reactor core (Pig 3) with fuel assemblies,

beryllium-refleeter, beryllium fillers and a new
gridplate made of Polish aluminium alloy.

2. Vertical irradiation channels with technological
equipment for loading and unloading operations.

3. Cooling circuit modifications and installation of
a new pair of heat exchangers.

4. Secondary cooling circuit with a new fan cooling
tower and pomphouse, and the water treatment plant.

5. Thermal shield cooling system.
6. Biological shielding modifications.
7. Changes in the system of instrumentation and control,

including:
- introduction of new control rods (own production)
- changes in the localization of ionization
chambers
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- introduction of reactor power measurement based
on N16 activity measurement in the primary
cooling circuit.

8. Changes in the technological control system.
9. Reconstruction of the whole radiation protection

system, using measuring instruments made in Poland.
10. Changes in the technological ventilation system,

namely:
- cutting off the reactor hall with automatic
valves in the case of power supply failure

- reactor hall leak-tightening and air-locks
instalation on the entrances to the reactor hall

- erection of an additional building with absolute
filters and iodine absorbers

- exchange of exhaust fans.
11. System of fuel element leakage detection.

In parallel an extensive program of experiments and
calculations was realized, e.g. the above mentioned new core
verification on the critical assembly.

After reconstruction the reactor was started - up in
November 1967. As in the initial period of operation the core
was small {105 single fuel assemblies) and the physical,
thermal and hydraulic characteristics were insufficiently
studied, the reactor power was limited to 8 MW.

In the 1971-73 period a mesurement program was realized,
aimed at improving our knowledge of reactor operational
characteristics and determination of the safety margins.
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In the result of this work it has been proved that the
reactor power may be increased to 10 MW, for the actual core
configuration. Since May 1973 the reactor is operated at the
nominal power of 10 MWt with maximum neutron fluxes 10 ̂  n/cm s.

It is seen, the reconstruction of the original reactor has
provided a fivefold increase of thermal neutron flux, besides
increasing the number of vertical irradiation channels in the
core. The fluxes of thermal neutrons in horizontal channels
have been also increased.

COMPONENTS MONITORING IN EWA REACTOR

The reactor EWA has been operating for 20 years and its
components require periodic monitoring of their technical
state. Some components, inaccessible for control, such as the
main reactor tank made of aluminium alloy, should be exchanged
after twenty years of operation. Heat exchangers, although
they are made of stainless steel, remain in permanent contact
with the water of the secondary cooling circuit of higher
chloride content, which leads to progressive corrosion. The
results of radiographie control of welds in the primary
cooling show that the welds do not satisfy presently introduced,
higher technical requirements. The system of reactor
instrumentation and control is old and its elements are
antiquated.

In the early eighties the reactor will be generally
modernized and reconstructed to exchange the old components
and systems. The new reactor control system will be made by
the Institute of Nuclear Research.
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We foresee also a possibility of exchanging the type of
fuel assemblies from present three-tube assemblies to new
five-tube assemblies of higher enrichment, up to 80 % of U-235»
and power upgrading to 16 MW.

MARIA REACTOR

High - flux research reactor MARIA, constructed at the
Institute of Nuclear Research at Swierk is a water and
beryllium moderated, graphite reflected and water cooled
reactor with pressurized fuel channels, containing highly
enriched fuel assemblies. The reactor power is 30 MW and the
maximum thermal neutron flux in the center of the core in
beryllium 4,7 x 10 n/cm s. More detailed informations about
the reactor are given in C3]»

The reactor is utilized in the three main directions,
namely: material testing, isotope production and physical
experiments on neutron beams. The construction of the reactor
was compleeted in December 1974. The power level of 10 MW was
reached in November 1975. Then the power level was gradually
increased. The power of 30 MW was reached in May 1977.

A cross-section of the reactor is shown in Pig. 4. Every
fuel assembly consists of six concentric fuel tubes with
uranium enriched up to 80 % of U-235 (*lg. 5). In the initial
operation the reactor core consists of 24 lattice cells with
19 of them foreseen for fuel channels and 5 - for loop
channels (Fig. 6).

Reactor cooling circuits, the primary cooling circuit of
fuel channels, reactor pool cooling circuit and the secondary
circuit are presently ready for reactor operation at 30 MW
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power. In the primary cooling circuit of fuel channels there
are 2 pumps with the third pump in readiness, and two pairs
of heat exchangers. In the reactor pool cooling circuit there
are two heat exchangers and 3 pumps, with the fourth pump
standing - by in readiness. In the secondary cooling circuit
there are 3 pumps, of which 2 are usually working and the
third in reserve, and the fan cooling tower is operated with
three cooling cells.

The reactor design assumed, that the global reactor power
may be increased in the future up to 66 MW. This is principally
possible, since the reactor core has large dimensions, making
it possible to install in it up to 43 fuel assemblies in a
7x7 lattice of 130 mm lattice pitch.

The operational parameters of MARIA reactor at the nominal
power of 30 MW and after an eventual power increase up to
66 MW are given in Table 1.

The experimental studies have shown, that for increased
coolant flow in individual fuel assemblies the maximum
thermal power of one assembly may be increased from nominal
2,2 MW up to 2,4 MW with the necessary safety margins.

In order to fully utilize the possibilities of reactor
power increase it is therefore most advisable to install the
fourth pump in the fuel channels cooling circuit. This
operation, however, will be undertaken in the eighties, when
the demand for increased reactor power is expected.

In the pumping room the necessary space has been provided
for the fourth pump, and the circuit piping was designed and
built so that it can be operated under increased pressures.
The connections to the fourth pump have been also provided.
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In the event of the reactor power upgrading the third pair
of heat exchangers will be also installed. The necessary space
in the pumphouse has been reserved for this purpose.

The reactor pool cooling circuit removes heat generated
in beryllium moderator blocks, in graphite reflector and in
the reactor pool water. At 30 MW reactor power, in this
circuit there are two heat exchangers arranged in parallel.
In the case ot power upgrading the third heat exchanger will
be installed in the pumping room, in the space reserved for
this purpose.

In the secondary cooling circuit, the power upgrading will
necessitate installation of the fourth pump and the fourth
cell in the fan cooling tower.

The reactor cooling systems for power levels of 30 MW and
66 MW are shown in Pig. 7.

Side shielding of the reactor are made with reserves fully
sufficient for the expected power increase up to 66 MW.

There is also a possibility of increasing the enrichment
of fuel elements from 80 % up to 90 % of U-235, similarly as
in MR reactor in USSR. That, however, will be subject to
further agreement with our partners from the Soviet Union.

The above considerations show, that the operational
parameters of MARIA reactor may be improved by installing some
additional components in the reactor system. This possibility
was foreseen in the reactor design.
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Tabla 1. Resctcr MARIA characteristic«

Number of fuel channels
Dumber od loops
Thermal power fMWj
Max» thermal power of one fuel
channel [MWJ

Water flowrate per channel [ar/h]
Max. heat flu* [ W/cm2]
- nominal
- in hot epot

Max. wall temperature [°c]
- nominal
- in hot spot

!i!

Power removed by the circuit [MW]
Flowrate [m̂ /h]
Water temperatures [°c]
- at the core inlet
•' at the core outlet

Number of heat exchangers
Number of circulation pumps
Water velocity in collectors [ m/s]
Secondary circuit»
—~flowrate [ nr /h]
- temp, at heat exchangers
inlet/outlet [°c]

Nominal paramètres

20
4
30

2.21
25

230
308

135.7
181.5

Cooline

of fuel
channels

27
600

40
79
4
2+1
2.4

1500

26/41.5

circuit

of reactor
pool

4.7
1200

45
48.4
2
3+1
2.6

600

26/33

After future uprating

33
10
66

2.41
30

285
344

'36
180

Cooling circuit

of fuel
channel«

60
850

45
196
6

3+1
3.4

3300

26/41.5

of reactor
pool

6.75
1400

45
49.2
3
3+1
3.04

800

26/33
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Fig 1. Fuel assembly of EK-10 type
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Pig. 2. Fuel assembly of

WWR-SM type

at Là. lü. IÄ Vit
Pig. 3. Top view of the reactor EWA after renewal
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H,;H3lH8,-h-i35cm
H,,H, -h-115cm
H4,H5,H6,-h=SScm

12 a
Fig U. Vertical cioss-section of the reactor MARIA. 1—control rod diive mechanism; 2—fuel channel;
3—ionization chamber channel; 4—ionization chamber drive mechanism; 5—fuel and loop channels
support plate; 6—plate support console; 7—horizontal beam tube shutter drive mechanism; 8—beam tube
shutter; 9—control rod channel; 10—ionization chamber lead shield; //—safety valve; 12—core and
reflector support structure; 13—core and reflector support plate; 14—graphite reflector block; 15—beam

tube compensator joint; 16—beam shielding truck
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Fig. 3. Fuel assembly of the MARIA reactor



H

H1
Fig. 6, Top view of the core and reflector: 1—graphite block of the beam tube H6; 2—support plate;
3—reflector casing ; 4—beam tube compensator ; J—graphite reflector block; 6—reactoi core; 7—ionization

chamber shielding
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Fig. 7. Scheme of the reactor cooling systems: A—Primary fuel channels cooling system« 1 —Fuel channel
in the reactor pool, 2 —Storage pool, 3~Room of the fuel cladding failure detection system, 4—Heat
exchangers, 5 — Circulation pumps, 6 —Filter, 7 — Degasif 1er, 8—Qas recombination system, 9 —Gasholder,
10— Water tanks, 11—Water treatment system, 12 — From déminéralisation system, 13—To laboratory
canalization, 14 —Prom technical gas system; B—Primary pool cooling system} 15 if Reactor pool, 16—Heat
exchanger, 17 — Circulation pumps, 18—Shutdown cooling pump, 19 *••Filling pumps system, 20—Filter,
21—Water treatment system, 22 —Waste containers, 23 —To the radioactive effluent pumping station,
24—Water tanks; C —Secondary system: 25 —Circulation pumps, 26 —Shutdown cooling pumps, 27—Filter
system pump, 28—Rapid filter, 29— Cooling tower



A SMALL RESEARCH REACTOR FOR THE 1980's

C. Baglin
J.A. Collis-Smith
B. Mitchell
T. Roskilly

G.E.C. Reactor Equipment Ltd.
Whetstone, Leicester, England

Abstract,
In I960, GEC together with Imperial College, designed and built, the Consort

reactor which is still in daily use at the London University Reactor Centre,
Silwood Park.

In 1977» GEC-REL chose the Consort reactor as a prototype for the development

of a modern swimming pool research reactor, designed to meet the needs of

countries or organisations starting in the field of Nuclear Technology.

This paper outlines some of the topics which arose in the course of this
proj ect.

1. Introduction
The majority of the world's research reactors were designed and built
in the 1950's and early I960's.

Most of them were installed in research centres or in Universities and

have been used extensively for training purposes, research into various
fields of experimental Physics and for the development of many practical
techniques such as neutron radiography and activation analysis. They
have been responsibly operated, and largely without any significant
accidents.

These research reactors were mostly built before the developed countries
had started their Nuclear Power Generation programmes and so they were
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designed and "built "before the development of the current Safety Criteria
which are now properly regarded as an essential prerequisite to the
design of a new nuclear installation.

Thus, the subjects to "be addressed when considering either a new research
reactor, the modernisation or the uprating of an existing plant are much
vider than simply the selection and design of the modification or extension
itself.

Ideally, the opportunity should "be taken to review the Safety basis cf
the system as a whole, in order to ensure that not only are the
operational parameters improved, "but also the Safety and integrity of the
vhole system.

During the past 2-3 years, GEC-REL has been asked to take part in
several updating operations overseas and has found a growing interest
in the purchase of new, small research reactors. For these reasons,
a protect was started in 1977 to produce a specification and design
for a "basic swimming pool reactor which complied with modern nuclear
power plant safety logic while providing a flexible reactor installation

suitable for operation on an urban site in a University complex.

This paper gives an outline of some of this work and poses a number
of questions which have arisen in the course of this project.

2. Safety Criteria

At the start of the project, GEC-KEL found that there was little or
no up-to-date published safety criteria or regulations which could be
directly applied to the small research reactor. Having gained many
years of experience in the United Kingdom Gas-Graphite programme and
with a Pressurised Water Reactor system to United States A.E.G.
regulations, GEC-REL have derived the following criteria upon which
the development of the design specification has been based.
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CRITERION ADMINISTRATIVE SOURCE
Reactor Management

1 The reactor shall be operated and maintained B
only by trained and authorised staff working
to written operating instructions.

2 The reactor and the operating procedures B
shall be regularly reviewed by a safety

committee which is independent of the
operating group. All proposals for
experiments and modifications shall be reviewed
by- a Safety Committee.

3 Records shall be maintained of all design and A
operation information including fuel movements,
testing, maintenance, modifications, and

active waste discharges.

h Fuel leading shall follow a specific procedure B
•which requires reactivity to be monitored after
each fuel addition and which eliminates vacancies
anywhere in the lattice except at the edge.

5 Irradiation experiments in the reacbor shall B
"be designed so that even in accident conditions

they cannot cause unacceptable reactivity additions.

6 Emergency plans covering evacuation and A
medical care of on-site personnel and the
general public shall be drawn up.

7 In all cases waste will be monitored and C
diluted or delayed as necessary to meet the
appropriate limits. Normal discharge
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CRITERION SOURCE

routes e.g. drains, dustbins, etc. will be
used for discharge of solid and liquid
active waste. Discharges to atmosphere
will be via the building ventilation stack.
Uncontrolled discharges to conventional
drains will not be permitted.

8 The reactor hall shall be designated an C
uncontrolled area and only permanent staff
shall be subject to health physics control.

9 Plans shall be prepared for periodic testing A
and inspection to ensure that the safety
status of the reactor is maintained.

ADMINISTRATIVE
Project Management

10 Design and supply of equipment will be C
subject to the appropriate Quality Assurance
procedures.

11 Written operating instructions shall be B
provided for all modes of operation of the
reactor, prior to their implementation.

12 Written maintenance instructions shall be B
provided.

13 A detailed safety report including a B
comprehensive fault analysis shall be
provided before reactor operation begins.
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CRITERION SOURCE

INHERENT & BUILT-IN
SAFETY FEATURES

lH The excess reactivity shall be less than that C
to cause fuel plate melting as determined by
the Luckow and Widdoes extrapolation of Borax
data. The excess reactivity does not include
that required to offset a fixed, fully secured
in-core absorber.

15 The cooling system shall be designed so that C
decay heat may be removed by natural convection.

16 A syphon breaker will be installed in the C
primary circuit to prevent pipe fracture
draining the tank.

17 The reactor building shall be constructed or C
modified, so as to provide an effective barrier
to the release of activity. Initial and
periodic leak tests will be performed to ensure
effectiveness.

18 No part of the primary circuit shall pass through C
the containment boundary.

19 No single failure shall lead to a radiological C
hazard nor prevent the protection system from
operating correctly.

20 Safety related equipment shall be inspectable C
and testable.
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CRITERION SOURCE

21 No accident sequence shall require operator C
action within 30 mins. of the initiating event
for its safe termination.

22 The safe limits for all variables having a B
bearing on safety shall be specified.

Sufficient variables shall be monitored to
ensure that these safe limits shall not be
exceeded.

23 The isothernal temperature coefficients shall C
be negative in the operating temperature range.

RADIATION PROTECTION

2k The annual integrated dose from routine or C

planned operations to any occupationally
exposed person shall not exceed \ annual
Maximum Permissable Dose.

25 The dose rate in unrestricted areas o± the C
reactor hall shall not exceed 0.75 mR/hr.

26 Dose rates during routine maintenance and C
inspection shall not exceed 7-5 mR/hr.

27 Access to areas where dose rates exceed C
50 mR/hr shall be via a locked door.

PROTECTION SYSTEM

28 The protection system must be automatic and B
independent of all other systems.
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SOURCE

29 It must be separated into completely independent A
channels so that no single component failure can
produce failure of more than ope channel.

30 The protection equipment shall be fail safe A
to common failures (e.g. loss of ion chamber
power supply; loss of power supply to
instruments ; open and short circuits in
cabling. )

31 All components of the protection system shall B
be capable of being functionally tested.

32 There shall be at least two safety channels A
for every parameter of importance for safety.

33 Trips should not be self-resetting. A

3H The maximum claimable protection system C
reliability for a redundant system shall be
10 failures/demand.

35 The tripping logic shall maximise reliability C
not availability.

36 An indication that the reactor is critical A
must be displayed in working areas of the
reactor hall.

37 A start-up neutron source shall be positioned A
and locked so that start-up channels see p.
mu]tit>lied flux.
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CRITERION SOURCE

38 Pover limits shall be set on the "basis of C
flow instability burnout allowing a ratio
of burnout power to trip power of at least
2.a.

39 Manual trip shall be provided., A

l|0 All the cables of one group of safety C
channels or guard line shall be so segregated
from others that no single hazard e.g. fire,
flood, severance shall result in incorrect
operation of the protection system.

Ill There shall be at least 2 separate shutdown A
systems each capable of absorbing 125$ of the
max. excess reactivity.

k2 The total rod worth less one safety rod shall C
be greater than the max. excess reactivity
plus the reactivity worth of the worst single
fuel loading accident.

k3 The total rod worth less one safety rod shall C
be greater than the worth of 2 successive fuel
loading operations above critical.

1*U Removal of any one rod with all others fully A
inserted shall not make the reactor critical.

i|-5 Rod withdrawal rate should be limited to B
2 x 10~ A K per sec. (total for all rods).

K~
U6 Rod drop times shall be tested routinely. A
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CRITERION SOURCE

1|7 The control rod system shall "be designed so C

that safe shutdown can be accomplished

during the max. design earthquake.

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

U8 The accident analysis shall be based on a C
probability approach in which complete failure
of the protection system is included.

_Y
1*9 All faults with an estimated frequency /> 10 C

per year shall be considered.

50 The radioactivity release criteria snail be : C
No accident shall result in a dose to staff
or public greater than 1 Emergency Reference
level.

51 Initially the dispersion of radioactivity C
released from the containment will be assessed
from Pasquills ground release model by
extrapolating curves given by Beattie. The
final model will take into account the findings
of the Environmental Survey.

52 No reduction in fission product inventory shall C
be claimed as a result of cyclic operation.

53 The significance of external hazards shall be C
examined. Safety related equipment shall be

-hdesigned to the 10 per year probability levels

of wind loadings, flood levels and seismic
activity. It may be necessary to consider
aircraft crashes.
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Reference Sources

1. Safe.Operation of Critical Assemblies and Research Reactors.

Safety Series No. 35. IAEA 1971.

2. Safety Assessment Criteria for Nuclear Power Reactors and

Associated Plant.

Issue No. 2. Draft for Information Nil April 1977.

3. CEGB design safety requirements and criteria.

h. Safety Evaluation of the HERALD Reactor.

M.C.J. Todd.

5. Internal discussions.

6. Consultants advice (UKAEA, Imperial College, London).

Notes

1. The recommendations of 1, above have generally been accepted as

mandatory. A judgement has been used in choosing which

provisions of 2, 3, ̂  are appropriate.

2. The source reference letters shown in the table above have been
defined as follows :

A - IAEA Safety Seiies No. 35 alone.
B - IAEA amplified by other sources.
C - No explicit IAEA coverage.

3. Reactor Description

3.1 General Requirements
This research reactor specification has been developed to meet the

requirements for a small nuclear research and training facility

suitable for use in an urban University or nuclear training

establishment5 in Countries with no established Nuclear Centres,
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The Reactor can be used for :

Student Training in Reactor Technology at undergraduate level.

Research Projects associated with Neutron and Gamma Ray Properties,
Solid State Physics using the reactor as a driver source for sub-

critical assemblies and composite shielding studies, Radiation

Chemistry. Activation Analysis Service for University Campus and
external customers. Radioisotope production for "in house" training
purposes, and smaller quantities of short half-life isotopes for
outside users. Small scale loop testing. Neutron Radiography.

The Reactor is designed for maximum flexibility of potential usage.

It will be initially supplied in basic form, but space is provided

at the design stage for the later addition of facilities for advanced
studies. These will become desirable as the research expertise
develops among the staff and research students, leading to possible
international collaboration ventures.

The reactor may be located in a suitable existing building with a
minimum volume of l^m cube. The building could be either in an urban
or rural environment.

The flux level and related thermal power is set by weighing the

conflicting requirements for high flux, minimum costs, available space,
and safety considerations applicable to a fairly high density population
t-;.lte environment.

A light water moderated, pool type reactor is favoured for ease of

access to the core area allowing quick irradiated sample retrieval,
and flexibility for locating further irradiation rigs in and around

the core area.

Rules for radiation releases are to modern International Levels of

acceptance. Since many countries have no National Regulations and
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because a universally consistent set of accepted standards does not
exist, the requirements of IAEA Safety Series No. 35 have been
supplemented by UK guide lines. This implies that GEC-REL expect

that such a reactor would be licenseable in the UK for a site anywhere
in the country.

Assuming that the population within 3 kilometres does not exceed a
figure of 10,000; the following provisional limit of accidental dose
to operators and general public has been taken as

1 Emergency Reference Level (ERL) which has been defined as
30 Hems I _ (Thyroid Dose) and 10 Rems Noble Gases (Whole Body Dose)

The frequency of all possible releases below the above limiting values
are assessed according to the modified Farmer Criteria.

The models used in the assessment are*-'adequately pessimistic; site

meteorological data will be required to demonstrate that the initial
assessment was indeed pessimistic;

All safety assessments may be subject to review by IAEA if the customer
requires it.

Environment Impact activity releases from normal reactor operations
to the public are to current ICRP recommendations and modern practice.
The reactor hall is equipped with area radiation monitors. The

personnel acce&s to the reactor hall is through a controlled access
point. The permanent staff should be monitored by a Health Physics
Control System. The radiation levels in the hall are set by
consideration of the current ICRP criteria. This requires that the
radiation level be as low as reasonably practical.

This criterion is interpreted as the design radiation level for the
shielding in the normal working areas is .50 m rem/hr. This
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includes the reactor top working area. The maximum radiation level
in any normal working area should not exceed .75m rems/hr.

The pool top and plant room is a controlled access area, the radiation
levels should not exceed 1.25 m rem/hr.

The reactor may be equipped with an automatic control system.

Where possible at least Urn free working area should be provided around
the reactor Beam Tubes. Where possible all pipework should be located
so that it can be inspected in situ. Area in the tank should be left
clear for later addition of equipment which the research staff may wish

to specify. These considerations indicate that a thermal power level
up to 500KW would be appropriate to most customers. The element burn-up
and corrosion life would give a fuel cycle of 10-15 years. The fuel
is designed to use 20% enriched uranium, to avoid possible delays due
to the latest proposed highly enriched uranium supply limitations.

3.2 Rea-ctor Core

Flux, Power and Reactivity.

A basic water reflected reactor core will give an estimated peak
1? 2thermal flux of 6 x 10 n/cms -sec in the central irradiation tube.

(Westcctt convention).

The flux level has been chosen to accommodate a wide range of
experiments ana reactor uses. However, it will be too low for
certain uses :-

1) Radiation damage to reactor materials.
2) Some fast neutron activation section determinations.
3) Large scale Isotope production.

h) Nuclear Syst.ems engineering tests, hence no provision is made
for an Incore loop system.
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The specified flux corresponds to an initial power level of 350KW.
The design power level chosen in kOO KW to allow for extra fuel to
"be added during the fuel cycle.

The core cold clean excess reactivity will be regulated to a maximum
of 1.6$ following strictly applied written fuel loading procedures.

This will ensure an intrinsically safe reactor, since the Borax (l)
and Spert I (2) reactor tests indicate that for this level of
reactivity no possible reactivity control accident could cause fuel
clad melting.

This excess can be apportioned in various ways as shown in the tables
below.

Duty Cycle.

At the beginning of life the reactor will be mainly operated at low
power for student demonstration work. It is generally observed that
research reactors attached to mature colleges tend to develop a pattern
of cyclic operation at power levels close to their maximum. Hence for
design purposes it will be assumed' that the reactor has to follow a
similar pattern and operate at full power for 7 hours per day for 5 days
per week.

This will require an equilibrium xenon reactivity allowance of . H$.

A normal full load of irradiation experiments would be nominally

worth . U$ reactivity. It would be made up of 2 rabbits worth .05%
each plus 3 irradiation tubes with specimens worth .1% each.

This would require a refuelling or fuel trimming operation once a year
for the reactor operating cycle assumed above. Immediately after a
fuel trimming operation, with a full load of irradiation experiments,
reactor operation up to a 20 hour limit would be possible.
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One month per year would be allocated to maintenance and calibration
work.

One day per month would be allocated to safety instrumentation checks.

If the reactor were loaded with a reduced load of irradiation experiments
worth say about .05$, then after a refuelling or trimming operation
continuous reactor operation would be possible for a limited period of
time.

The appropriate reactivity allowances for these operations are :

After Refuelling

Xenon
Burn up
Temperature
Control
Irradiation Experiments

Normal
Cycle
M

-

.15

.20

.85

1.60

20 hour
Operation

.9%
-
.15
,20
.35

1.60

Continuous

1.2%

-

.15

.20

.05

1.60

After 1 years operation at full power

Xenon
Burn Up
Temperature

Control

Normal
Cycle

M

.45

.15

.20

20 Hour Continue-
Opération

Not Not

Possible Possible
Irradiation Experiments

1.60

Refuelling.

For routine operational experimental programme at near to full power
utilisation, a fuel trim operation would be required once per year.
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For a significant number of isotope production runs a fuel trim would
"be required more frequently.

Refuelling is always to be done with the reactor shutdown and with a
Safety rod out of the core. The reactivity worth of the Safety rod
must be greater than the maximum reactivity addition of a fuel element
to the most reactive position on the edge of the core. Since there
is only one absorber out of the core, the probability of requiring this

rod to trip must be low. This is achieved by providing the control
rods, which are already inserted in the core, with a reactivity worth
which would require at least 2 fuel elements to be added accidentally
to a core, while being legulated to its maximum working excess
reactivity, to cause the reactor to go critical.
Administrative control requires all cores to be built up from the
centre outwards,, hence fuel loading in the centre positions vith the

reactor just critical is considered to have a very low probability.

Temperature Coefficients.

The isothermal temperature coefficient of reactivity is in the range
zero to -5 x 10 % per °C over the temperature range 20 - 70°C. The
reflector temperature coefficient will be positive and quite large, the
core temperature coefficient must be negative and quite large to give
the required isothermal reactor temperature coefficient.

The void coefficient must not be less than - .65 x 10 % K per cm .
This value sets the range over which Spert I Reactor Safety Studies
apply.

Fuel.

The reactor is capable of taking MTR type fuel of 20% enrichment. Trimming

is done by use of part elements to give control to .2% reactivity. At
least 2 trimming elements are supplied equivalent to § and I fuel elements.
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Core Geometry.

The basic reactor is to be supplied with a fully water reflected core.
However space is available on the core lattice plate for the use of a
ring of experimental or reflector elements round the fuel elements to
satisfy possible future customer requirements, and allow a direct
coupling of the reactor to the irradiation facilities.

There are 5 spare locations on the core lattice plate for additional
elements to compensate for burn up.

A core plate with a total of 7 x7 holes containing up to 5 x 6 allowable
fuel element locations is considered to provide full flexibility.

The last row of the core holes provide the location features for
the dry vertical irradiation ti.be facilities. Holes are provided
to enable a loop to be set up in an edge position.

In the basic water reflected form, the core would be built up with
the full fuel elements face adjacent to either the bank of vertical
irradiation tubes, or the beam tubes, depending on the requirement
for peak flux.

The spare fuel elements positions on the trimming face could be
occupied by reflector elements. These elements would allow a higher
flux to be transmitted to the irradiation facility fed from that face
without the necessity of rebuilding the core adjacent to that facility.

If 22 reflector elements were available, the core could be fully
reflected on its sides.

Spare in-core positions would be filled with solid Aluminium elements
to avoid large water voids.

The element positions adjacent to the beam tubes could be equipped
with either the reflector elements for maximum thermal transmission
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or by specially made up elements to tailor the spectrum of the flux
to the individual research programme requirements.

The use of a graphite reflected core will give a shift of spectrum to
the thermal end, with increased thermal flux, leading to reduced U--^
inventory. It will also give the reactivity for mounting a fixed
absorber experiment in the core in the place of a fuel element if this
became a requirement at some time in the future.

The small in core irradiation space requirement, associated with the
reactivity limit on the core means that the core will "be quite small
and compact. This means that h control rod absorbers in fixed core

positions will be acceptable. It follows then that variable fuel
arrangements except for limited fuel trimming will not be a requirement.

The core plate will be fixed in space.

Space is available between the fuel elements to allow the use of in-core

neutron and gamma -flux detectors.

Control Absorber.
k control rods are provided. 2 safety rods, 1 shim rod, 1 fine
control rod. The rods run in fixed shrouds to avoid the necessity
for locking devices for elements. This simplifies core plate design.

The shut down margins shall be assessed according to the rules of the
IAEA Safety Committee developed for Research Reactors. The total rod
worth will be related to a maximum excess reactivity of 1.6%. Rod drop
time to be less than 1.1 sec. This does not include the electrical
delay time.
The required control rod worth are given below :-

Safety Rods (each) Minimum 1.5$
1 Coarse Shim Rod Minimum 1.5$
1 Fine Control Rod Approx. '.U$
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The Coarse rod will be positioned during the start up procedure such

that when the Fine rod is fully withdrawn, the reactor experiences a
doubling time of not less than 30 seconds.

References.
1. Experimental Determinations of the Self-Regulation and Safety

of Operating Water-Moderated Reactors.
J.R. Dietrich. Proc. Int. Conf.
Peacefu] Uses of Atomic Energy Vol. 13 1955-

2. SPERT I Reactor Safety Studies.

W.E. Hyer and S.G. Forbes. Proc. Int. Conf.

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy Vol. 11 1958.

3.3 Experimental Facilities
In-Core Irradiation Facility.
A small space is provided at the core centre for a peak flux
irradiation position. The facility is secured. The facility can
accommodate specimen holders of 2.5 cms dia. by 7 cms long. The

facility is dry. The samples are to be irradiated in standard
aluminium or polythene isotope cans. Several capsules may be
mounted in a carrier which is inserted into the facility.

The effective reactivity of the samples has a maximum allowable
value of .5$. Usually it is limited to the order of .1$.

The tube is straight and is equipped with a suitable plug to prevent
neutron and Gamma streaming. It is compatible for use either as an
irradiation position in the peak flux or as a location for an
oscillator device for reactor transient response studies. Adequate
core space for an in-core edge fuel element location to be used for
special sample irradiations inside a modified element is also provided.
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In Reflector Facilities.

2 rabbit tubes, 2.5 cms dia. are located in the peak thermal flux area

of the water reflected core. The sample reactivity is limited to
.05$. The samples will be mounted in polythene containers and driven
by nitrogen. The tubes are arranged to prevent streaming of neutrons
and Gamma rays. 3 manually loaded irradiation tubes 3.2 cms dia. are
also located in the water reflected core area. The sample reactivity
is limited to an absolute maximum of .5%, normally it would be in the
order of .1% per tube. The samples will be mounted in either
polythene (short irradiations) or Aluminium (long irradiation) cans.
They will normally be removed with the reactor shut dovn and after-
allowing time for can activity to decay allowing direct handling. The
tubes are provided with steel plugs 60 cm long.

The reactivity limits are governed by safety trip levels of reactor
doubling times 10 and 15 seconda. Further irradiation positions
inside reflector elements would be available if required by experimental

programmes.

Moderator Block Facility.

This facility is provided with clear access from the top of the pool.

It provides space for the mounting of large experimental rigs which
could not be mounted directly in the core area, A removable plug
25 cm diameter is provided in the centre of the facility.

A beam tube is provided adjacent to a void which is built into the

side of the facility. The void is positioned adjacent to the bottom
of the removeable plug.

The plug could be replaced by, for example a polythene scattering
block, constant temperature rigs or even a cold neutron source for
detailed crystal lattice investigations.
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5 irradiation holes 10 cm diameter are provided in the facility for
large specimen irradiation, or instrument calibration.

The facility itself is detachable, so that if it was considered
necessary at a later date, a purpose built assembly could be mounted,
fed from the vhole face of the core.

The facility could be coupled to the core directly using graphite
elements, or lead filled elements. This would allow irradiation at

12 2a neutron flux of the order of 10 n/cms sec, and with a variable

gamma flux.

Beam. Tubes.

A total of 6 beam tubes are supplied. All tubes will be minimum
15 cms diameter. The flux at the beam outlet will be a function of
the degree of collimation required (normally .5 in the horizontal
plane), the degree of coupling of tube to the core and reactor power.

^ 7 * }Collimated flux in range 10 to 10 neutrons/cm sec is expected.

The tube diameter has been chosen so that flux spectrum tailoring
equipment could be mounted inside the tube if required for certain
experiments. The beam tubes are not located on the same core face
as the vertical irradiation tubes. When using collimated beams,
auxiliary shielding mounted in front of the collimator plugs may be
required to keep radiation dose to acceptable values.

High Flux Beam Tubes.

5 beam tubes neutronically penetrate the tank. 2 terminate at the
first row of fuel elements, and 3 terminate at the edge of the
reflector element positions.

Soft Spectrum Beam.

1 beam tube penetrates to the edge of the moderator block facility.
It will give a well thermalised neutron beam. It would be available
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for x;se with special neutron spectrum equipment which could be mounted
in the thermal irradiation facility.

Types of Equipment which could "be used with Beam Facilities.
Neutron diffractometer
Neutron crystal spectrometer
Slow chopper
Past chopper (it metre flight path)
Special Neutron filters
Ge(Li) and Nal detector systems

Counting and data logging systems associated with the above equipment.

Through Tube.

A through tube 10 cm dia. will be located in the thermal column, close
to the tank wall.

Fixed Thermal Column.

This provides a feed of neutrons from the reactor to a scattering block.
Sub-critical assemblies, or relaxation length shielding assemblies may
be mounted on the transverse or vertical access. The assemblies would
be built up to suit the specific teaching and research project programmes
of the "University staff.

These programmes cannot be specified at this time, so the basic reactor
is supplied "with a built—in thermal column which penetrates the reactor
shielding 120 cm square section, leading via. a space provision for later
addition of neutron and Gamma shutter to a 150 cm square hollow graphite
section leading to the scattering block.

In "basic form the reactor is supplied with moveable shielding blocks

to provide access to the thermal column faces.
o

The column is designed to give a neutron flux of the order of 10 at
9the transverse access faces and 10 on the axial access face.
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Thermal Column Facilities.

The areas at the fixed thermal column faces are designed to be
compatible with the following types of facilities which have been used
recently at various research reactor centres for advanced work.

Thermal neutron pulsing in a moderator produced "by a rhopper.

Large graphite block for mounting a NISUS type fast fission spectrum
facility. This provides a facility for Fast Reactor Investigation.
120 cm square sub-critical water tank driven from the verbical face

of thermal column for reactor physics tests.

150 cm square sub-critical graphite assembly driven from transverse
face.

60 cm square unit cell lattices for fine structure flux plotting.

Relaxation length bulk shielding studies in various material slabs.
The slabs to be either mounted in a water or dry environment. The
radiation to be either thermal or hard spectrum. The hard spectrum
would be produced from a fission plate associated with suitable filter
plates.

Fission neutron irradiation of samples by using a fission plate driver.

Instrument Calibration reference points.

Rabbit Tube Transfer System.

2 rabbit transfer systems may be supplied for the direct transfer from

the reactor core to Radio chemical laboratory fume cupboards. The

length of pipe must be minimised to keep transfer time to a minimum.

Storage.

30 storage positions are provided for all types of elements. They
are located on each side of the thermal irradiation facility, 30 cm
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above the level of the thermal column. Keff. is less than .8 with
full racks and an extra element "being across the top.

New Fuel Elements are stored in a locked area with special consideration
given to criticality.

Storage Voids-
An area must be available to store any material which happens to get
too active to handle during routine operations.
A fuel element removed from the reactor by a single element transfer
flask will be removed from the reactor hall and stored in mortuary
holes at some other location at the site.

3.̂  Reactor Coolant Systems
The coolant system is divided into primary (or active) and secondary
(inactive) coolant systems. The primary system components are

located within the Containment system of the reactor. The water in
the reactor tank is held at a sensibly constant temperature during
the working cycle to allow irradiation to be conducted without
significant temperature effects.

A forced cooling flow to the reactor will give increased margins on
fuel element temperature ratings.

Provision is made for a suitable delay for N decay, coolant clean

up, and activity monitors. The N delay tank is built into the
bottom section of the reactor tank. Coolant water quality must be
maintained within close limits of conductivity and pH if the design
fuel element corrosion life of 10 - 15 years is to be achieved.

3.5 Layout
Adequate provision shall be made for access, experimental equipment
and emergency escape routes from the Reactor Hall.
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The reactor "beam facilities must have adequate working area and have
room for suitable team stoppers as well as providing free access to
other areas of the reactor.

h. Reactor Instrumentation - Renewal and Upgrading

.̂1 Introduction
When a reactor has teen running successfully for a number of years,

and the instrumentation needs to be replaced, the tendency is to make
the new equipment as similar in principle as possible to that vrhich it

replaces. This requires less re-education of the maintenance and
operation staff. This may however be a short-sighted attitude regarding
obtaining the best from the reactor both from the point of view of
safety and performance.

The reasons why it might be necessary to change the instrumentation
include the following :

(a) The equipment is so obsolete as to make spares difficult or very
expensive to obtain, in order to carry out routine repairs.

(b) The failure rate is very high giving rise to high maintenance
costs and large amounts of downtime. The reactor safety may be
endangered by reducing the time between unsafe faults.

(c) The performance of the equipment is inadequate to meet modern

safety standards, new operating conditions due to an uprating of
the reactors power, or different operating conditions than those
for which it was designed. This might involve monitoring more
parameters than before and in addition checking the existing ones
to a higher accuracy.

(d) It is necessary to provide additional control and information on
the reactor's operation, to enable more efficient use to be made
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of it. This might involve fitting automatic controls, improving

the method of data display and providing accurate hard copy data.
Reasons (a) and (b) can be met by replacing the existing instrumentation

with its modern equivalents, and (c) might be partly met by having more

equipment, monitoring additional parameters. (d) would however require

a completely new appraisal and to completely satisfy (c) this still

might be necessary. The only way to take advantage of modern techniques

is to re-assess the way the reactor instrumentation is organised.

One of the most outstanding recent developments is the availability of
cheap powerful micro computers. These offer the power previously only
provided by large expensive machines. Research reactors do not
normally use computers in their operation although they are of course
used in data analysis or various reactor experiments. Due to their
relatively low cost it is now possible tc use microcomputers

economically on fairly mundane tasks, and to take advantage of their

ability to improve the data presentation and performance of a system.

U.2 Safety Equipment

Each parameter which affects reactor safety is normally measured singly

or in duplicate according to its importance and the trip signals fed
into the primary and secondary guard lines. These safety signals can

however be categorised into two types (a) ones which are essential to
reactor integrity such as high and low neutron flux levels , doubling
time, control rods available, scram push buttons coolant flow and
temperature etc. and (b) ones which provide a back up to type (a) such
as Radiation levels, Rod position, Pond water level or mains voltage.

The equipment for the type (a) parameters need to be designed to the

highest standard; their calibration must be accurate; and the mean time
between failure to danger known. Often the only proprietry neutron
flux channels available are the ones designed for the power reactor
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programme. These are obviously high quality instruments hut are not
necessarily as simple as they might be, being designed l'or a more
complicated application. The channels for a research reactor
should be simpl"e and have the facilities to enable them to b« calibrated
quickly.

The guard lines on research reactors usually use relays and this type
is normally adequate. It is possible to improve the integrity by
having a-dynamic system using transistor or magnetic logic. It might
be considered however that if two microcomputers were used and each
scanned all of the safety signals and tripped on a 1 from 2 system, then
no separate safety lines are necessary. The computers are capable of
self checking to ensure maximum integrity. However it has not been
established to everyones' satisfaction how to check computer software
for reliability, and some common mode fault might exist which could
create an unsafe condition.

It is considered therefore that the type (a) essential parameters only
should feed a dual safety line tripping the reactor in the conventional
way. The flux outputs as analogue signals are however fed into the
computer to enable rapid calibration to be achieved as described below.

The type (b) parameters are scanned by the computer. See Fig. 1.
Advantage can be taken with these parameters of using standard process

control signal conditioning equipment of the required accuracy. The
computers alarm or trip the safety line according to the inputs
received.

The computers allow rapid calibration of all equipment, by feeding

instruments with known signals, and comparing the outputs with the
contents of "look-up" tables in its memory.
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In the case of neutron flux detectors, these are checked complete
with their electronic channels , by comparing the flux reading with
the reactor power. The electronics would "be checked separately as
mentioned above. The reactor power would be calculated by the
computer from inlet and outlet temperature and coolant flow. All
the calibration figures can be printed out daily if necessary,
ensuring a high integrity system.

The computers safety related activities will be programmed using
read only" memory to avoid corruption of the programme by external
interference.

Control Equipment
Most reactors do not have an automatic flux control loop but rely
on manual methods using an operator permanently at the control desk.
It would be economic especially if much activation work is being done,
to -fit a control loop operating off a neutron flux channel. Only one
computer would be used for this task. It might be most compatible to
use stepper motors and the control rod drives, although independent
checks of the rod position would be necessary using devices such as
digitisers or potentiometers.

Monitoring and Display
The reactor has many other process parameters to monitor without any
direct safety implications. These are normally checked and alarmed
and may be together with some of the safety readings , recorded on
standard chart recorders. With a microcomputer system, these would
be treated in the same way as type (b) safety equipment and scanned
and alarmed as necessary, See Fig. 1. The use of chart recorders with
their inherent fault liability and large maintenance costs could be
dispensed with altogether. The parameters could be displayed on a

CRT display either as, a simulated chart recording showing the signal
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trend and using the memory of the micro processor to store the readings,
or as a histogram display for rapid comparison. Any essential data for
record would be printed out as necessary. This would minimise
the number of hard copy readings taken but still give the reactor
operator full information on all parameters.

With this approach the reactor desk size could be minimised and
made ergonomically attractive.

5- Illustrâtions
Fig. 1 shows a schematic for a Reactor Instrumentation & Control
System.

Fig. 2 shovs a section through the kOOK reactor assembly showing
some of the experimental facilities.

Fig. 3 shows a horizontal section through the core of the reactor.

Fig. h shows a section through a 10MW reactor assembly. This
reactor is suitable for use in the power range of 1 - 10 MW and has
sufficient built-in reactivity to allow isotope production on a larger
scale, and allows an irradiation programme and the experimental
facilities to be performed at the same time.

Fig. 5 shows a zero energy version of the 10 MW reactor which is
useful for investigation of experimental core assemblies to be used
on the power version or elsewhere.
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Pig. 4: REL - 10 MW Reactor Assembly
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TRIGA INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM UPGRADING PROGRAM
FOR PULSING RESEARCH REACTORS

General Atomic Company
San Diego, California, U.S.A.

Abstract

An upgrading programme is described for research reactor facilities
to permit a stepwise incorporation of the most recent research reactor
instrumentation designs into the existing reactor control and instrumentation
systems. The instrumentation can be replaced in up to four phases, each
phase requiring the exchange of one existing nuclear channel permitting the
upgrading to be accomplished without prolonged reactor shutdown.

This upgrading program is offered to research reactor facilities to
permit a stepwise incorporation of our most recent research reactor instru-
mentation designs into the existing reactor control and instrumentation
system. It should be considered a typical program that will fit most re-
search reactor facility requirements. Modifications to meet special require-
ments usually can be implemented easily. Our most recent instrumentation
improvements include log n and linear amplifier designs that incorporate
counting/Campbelling circuits that eliminate measurement errors due to gamma.
The nuclear channels proposed and described in the attached specification
sheets offer high reliability and operational performance based on our ex-
perience in the design, construction, and installation of instrumentation
for over 100 research, test, and power reactors over a 17-year period. The
program is outlined to facilitate budgetary programming and still offer the
complete and latest equipment available.

This program allows the upgrading of instrumentation to be performed in
four phases thereby spreading the costs over several fiscal years. Each
phase requires only a simple exchange of an existing nuclear channel, per-
mitting the upgrading to be accomplished without prolonged reactor shutdown.
Each replacement nuclear channel is a self-contained, 19-in. rack-mounted
unit with low voltage supplies and chassis slides to facilitate ease of
maintenance. Each one is furnished with installation instructions and in-
terconnecting cabling where appropriate.
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PHASE I

The first step in the upgrading program is the replacement of the
startup channel, and intermediate range, and period channel with an NLW-2
ten decade log channel operating from a specially shielded fission chamber.
The NLW-2 (Reference Specification sheet in the Appendix) usually covers
the flux range from source level to full power and requires only a single
meter or recorder. The new shielded fission counter replaces the startup
channel and intermediate channel detectors.

The NLW-2 wide range channel contains the following circuits: an
HV-6 high voltage supply with loss of high voltage bistable trip; NR-4
period channel with short period bistable trip; minimum source level
bistable trip; bistable trip interlock to prevent pulsing when the power is
above l kW; and interlocks to inhibit the period channel and limit detector
high voltage in the pulse mode. The front panel will include: a ten decade
log power meter; a -30 second to 4-3 second period meter; high voltage meter;
calibrate and bistable trip test signal control switches; and scram/interlock
bistable trip annunciators.

PHASE II

The second step in the upgrading program is the replacement of the
safety channels. Two Model NP-5T linear power channels will be installed
(Reference Specification sheet in the Appendix). The two NP-5T linear
power channels are operated by the present uncompensated ion chambers or,
if these are not available, by two new chambers furnished by Gulf
Electronic Systems.

Each NP-5T linear power channel contains the following circuitry: an
HV-6 high voltage supply with loss of high voltage bistable trip; high flux
level bistable trip; nv/nvt channel with bistable trip; fuel temperature
channel with bistable trip; front panel meters to indicate fuel temperature,
flux level, high voltage, and nvt in the pulse mode; internal calibrate and
bistable trip test controls; bistable trip annunciators located on the front
panel. If required new magnet supply and scram circuit may also be provided
with this phase.
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PHASE III

The third step is to replace the present raultirange linear channel with
a Model NFC-4 multirange linear power and flux controller channel. The
option of either a Model NMP-4 multirange picoammeter or a Model NML-2 wide
range linear channel is also offered (Reference Specification sheets in the
Appendix). The NFC-4 flux controller channel is self-contained and includes
the following circuitry: an HV-6 high voltage supply with loss of high
voltage trip; detector compensating supply; NMP-4 or NML-2 multirange linear
channel with internal calibrate signals; and an all solid state flux con-
troller with a modification kit to convert one of the existing control rod
drives to a regulating rod drive.

The flux controller uses tachometer feedback from the regulating rod
drive plus period information from the NLK-2 period channel to provide a
highly stable flux regulator that can produce rapid flux level changes,
on a preset period (as fast as 10 seconds depending on control rod worth)
with little overshoot or oscillation. A multirange linear channel may be
purchased separately if the flux controller is not desired.

Not all control rod drives are compatible with the NFC-4 flux
controller. Therefore it may be necessary to convert one of the present
control rod drives to a TRIGA type regulating rod drive.

No additional detectors are required in this step. The Model NMP-4
multirange picoammeter utilizes the ion chamber used with the old multi-
range linear channel. The optional NML-2 wide range linear channel also
operates from the specially shielded fission, counter furnished with the
NLW-2 in Phase I.

DETECTOR ASSEMBLY

The detectors used with the research reactor system are standard com-

mercial units which have been put in special waterproof aluminum cans to

provide shielding from spurious noise, complete moisture proofing and

physical support of detector and cable. This construction improves relia-

bility and life of the detector assembly. The insulation on conventional
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coaxial cables near the detector becomes brittle under irradiation, and,

unless mechanically supported, it will develop cracks that give rise to

both moisture and resistance leakage problems. Figure 1 shows a typical

detector assembly illustrating the method used by Gulf Electronic Systems

in packaging the detector to overcome the above difficulties. Helium leak

testing is performed on all assemblies after welding. No plastic or gas-

ket type joints are used in a location where they are subject to radiation.

The pipe assembly, which may be designed to fit any particular installa-

tion, has a gasket-flange joint approximately 10 feet from the detector

assembly to allow easy installing and shipping. The overall detector assem-

bly is usually mechanically supported by a cylindrical guide tube at the

bottom and by a clamp at the top of the pool which determines the vertical

position of the detector. Figure 1 gives the dimensions of the various types

of detector assemblies. Overall length and offset will be provided as required.

NUCLEAR BISTABLE TRIP - Model NT-4

Input: 0-10 volts

Reproducibility: ± 0 . 2 %

Outputs: Two logic d-c levels and relay

High Reliability: MTBF - 173,000 hours

The nuclear bistable trip model NT-4 is a high reliability unit operating
with only one power supply polarity. The NT-4 accepts positive or nega-
tive (increasing or decreasing) process input signals.

Level detection is obtained by means of a high gain differential amplifier
arranged to drive the logic output and relays to the fail safe condition
(energized) for both positive and negative inputs. The circuit is suitable
to detect increasing or decreasing signals of both polarities.

SPECIFICATIONS

Input: 0-10 volts

Trip Setting: 1.5% - 100% of full scale (± 10V)
with 0. 5% resolution

Reproducibility: ± 0.2% of full scale input for the
temperature range 20°C - 30°C
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SPECIFICATIONS (contd)

Outputs :

Delay :

Annunciation and Reset:

Hysteresis:

Power Requirements :

Reliability :

Logic ;
a. +13 ± 1 volt d-c untripped

0. 5 volt d-c tripped
*b. 0 volt d-c untripped

+ 13 ± 1 volt tripped

Relay;
a. DPDT (2 form C) 120 VAC max.,

0. 5 amps or 60 VA
*b. Optional SPDT (1 form C) 500

volts max. , 2 amps max., or
100 VA

Logic Output .. . less than 0. 5 milli-
seconds.
Relay Output .. . less than 5 milliseconds.

Combination indicator and reset switch.
Indicator is illuminated if a trip exists
or has occurred since the last reset.
Trip will heal itself if the input goes
below the trip level minus hysterisis,
but the indicator will remain illuminated
until manually reset. Option: Trip with
overall latching action can be supplied.

1% of full scale input or less.

+15 volts d-c/120 ma (regulation
± . 05%) (normally supplied by the
nuclear channel in which it is
mounted). Trip indicator lamp
power is additional.

Calculated MTBF - 173,000 hours,
based on MIL-HDBK 217.

* Bistable trip printed circuit board allows utilization of logic output b.
or optional SPDT mercury relay be removing a jumper connection.

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY MODE'L HV-6

The high voltage power supply Model HV-6 is a d-c to d-c converter type.
The unit is usually supplied as part of a complete startup, intermediate,
wide range or power range channel from which it derives its supply vol-
tage. The unit employs a particular type of filter that allows low ripple
when operating at low current level.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Output Voltage: 500-1000 volts d-c, adjustable. Can be
provided with chamber compensating
voltage by special order.

Output Current: 0-5 ma

Ripple: Frequency range from 1 KHz to 2.5 KHz;
measured a5 1000 volts

At 1 p.a load: 2 x 10~4%

At 30 p,a load: 3 x 10~4%

At 5 ma load: 10 x 10 %

Regulation: No load to 2 ma: . 05%

No load to full load: .1%

Power Requirements: +15 volts d-c at 400 ma;

-15 volts d-c at 400 ma

Can be supplied as an isolated high voltage from 115V, a-c.

PERIOD AMPLIFIER MODEL NR-4

Range: -1 to +10 decades/min.
or -30 to +3 seconds

Drift: Less than 1%

Outputs: Remote Meter - Record-
er - Bistable Trips

Calibration: Internal Ramp
Generator

The period amplifier uses an operational amplifier and derivative
circuit to provide period or rate information. The period amplifier is
usually provided in conjunction with a Startup Range Channel, an Inter-
mediate Power Range Channel, or a Wide Range Log Power Channel.
It is then constructed as part of the channel and is not separable from
it. However, a separate period amplifier can be provided.

SPE CIFIC A TIONS

INPUT: A voltage proportional to the log of the
neutron flux.

RANGE: -1 to +10 DPM or -30 to +3 seconds,
standard. (Other ranges can be provided. )
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METER: 4-1/Z inch, 250°, 1% switchboard instru-
ment or 4-1/2 inch rectangular taut-band
instrument.

DRIFT:

RESPONSE TIME:

SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)

Less than 1% of full scale over the tempera-
ture range 10°C to 50 C and over the full
voltage range.

Output will reach 63% of final value in
3.2 seconds for a ramp input (see
attached figure).

(over)

TEST:

CALIB RATION:

Input from remote potentiometer
(located on channel front panel when
period amplifier is provided as part
of complete channel) to test amplifier
and any associated bistable trips.

Internal ramp generator controlled
by front panel switch.

OUTPUTS: a. Remote meter:
b. Recorder:

c. Bistable trips:

0 - 1 ma
0 - 1 0 0 mv or
0 - 1 0 mv
0 - 1 0 volts

POWER REQUIREMENTS: +15 Vd. c. at 50 ma
-15 V d. c. at 50 ma
Regulation . 05%

Shorter response time is available, but it is not ordinarily required
or recommended for conventional reactor instrument systems.
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PHASE IV

As a fourth step it may be desirable to replace the control rod drives
and provide a new rod control panel. The rod control panel provides the
necessary rod control switches and position indicators for up to 6 control
rods, plus the logic for manual and automatic modes of reactor operation.
This step will also include a scram logic system with magnet power supply.
As a further addition to the last step, the old console cabinet can be re-
placed with a new modern one and the present recorders can be replaced with
a new dual pen model.
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Linear Power Range Channel
Model NP-5

Input: From lonization Chamber

-7 ^Sensitivity: 1 x 10~ to 2 x 10"° amps

Accuracy: - 0. 5%

The NP-5 Linear Power Range Channel is a d-c current
measuring instrument designed for use in nuclear reactor instrument
safety or control systems. It consists of a linear amplifier receiving
its signal from an ionization chamber.

Standard features include large power level display meters,
internal calibration signal, and adjustable bistable trip test signals.
Two bistable trips with front panel indication are normally included;
additional trips are available. The drawer has a detector high voltage
power supply with front panel meter and low voltage trip. Buffered
analog output signals are available.

INPUT:

SENSITIVITY:

OUTPUTS:

BUFFERING:

SPECIFICATIONS

Current from ionization chamber

Full scale output obtainable with input current
from 1 x 10" ' to Z x 10~3 amperes. Provisions
are included for a 10 to 1 increase in sensitivity
for lower power operation

0-10 volts d-c full scale
0-1 ma (for remote meter)
0-100 mv (for recorder)

Remote output signals are buffered where re-
quired to insure safety action to the channel,
even though the outputs are accidentally grounded
or shorted to the 110-volt a-c line and the High
Voltage Supply (up to 1000 volts)

Specifications (continued)

METER, POWER LEVEL:

SCALE:

LINEARITY:

4-1/2 inch, 250 , 1% switchboard instrument
or 4-1/2 inch rectangular taut-band instrument

0-150% linear power calibration standard
(other ranges on request)

Recorder output signal proportional to the
input current within ±0.5%
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DRIFT: Less than ±0. 5% over a ±10% line voltage
variation and a temperature range of 10 C
to 55°C with relative humidity to 90% for
currents above l x 10"-5 amperes.

LONG TERM DRIFT: Typically less than 0. 2% in 1, 000 hours
measured at 20°C.

CALIBRATION: From internal current source

RESPONSE TIME: Output reaches 63% final value, following a
step input, in 0. 5 millisecond.

POWER REQUIREMENT: 120 volts ±10%, 50-60 Hz

DESCRIPTION OF AN

NFC-4

NUCLEAR REACTOR FLUX CONTROLLER
AND MULTIRANGE PICOAMMETER CHANNEL

I. GENERAL

The nuclear flux controller (NFC-4) is designed primarily for use

with research reactors and uses both period and flux level information

to control the reactor. It is contained in a 8-1/2 x 19 in. rack-mounted

pullout drawer similar to Fig. 1. The channel consists of an NMP-4

multirange picoammeter and a Gulf Electronic Systems standard research

reactor flux controller combined with an HV-6 high voltage power supply,

detector compensating supply, low voltage supplies, meter, mode switch,

and bistable trips to provide a self-contained independent flux regulator

system (Specifications for the NMP-4, HV-6, bistables, and flux controller

are provided in the Appendix. ).

The major portion of the electronic circuits is mounted on printed

circuit boards which plug into a card bin mounted on the chassis. The

channel can be mounted on slides and pulled out for easy access to the

electronic modules.
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The multirange linear channel used in this system (See Fig. 2) is

an all-solid-state picoammeter covering the range of 10 to 10~ A

in 15 ranges. During both automatic and manual modes of operation the

linear power channel provides reactor power level indications from just

above source level to 100% power. The linear power channel consists

of a neutron-sensitive compensated ion chamber (optionally furnished with

flux controller), high voltage power supply, chamber compensating supply,

linear current amplifier, meter, and a 15-position range switch. The

range switch is used to select full-scale power for meter display. The

output signal of the linear amplifier, a, linear function of reactor power,

is also connected to the input of the flux controller as part of the automatic

reactor control system.

In the automatic mode of operation, the flux controller operates as

an automatic reactor control system. The flux controller compares the

output of the multirange picoammeter with a demand power signal and

adjusts the regulating rod position in the appropriate direction to compen-

sate for any difference in power signals. The all-solid-state flux controller

uses tachometer feedback from the regulating rod drive to make a high per-

formance servo without overshoot. The demand level is determined by

the range switch position and the percent demand potentiometer. The

reactor period signal, also connected to the flux controller, allows large

power level changes to be made automatically on a constant preset period.

III. INTERLOCKS AND TRIPS

The NFC-4 flux controller is designed to be compatible with all

models of TRIGA research reactor systems. Provisions have been made

for an external interlock to prevent closing the servo loop unless all

reactor operating conditions are met, i.e., regulating rod between limits,

console mode switch in steady state, control rod magnet power applied,

etc. An indicator on the front panel of the flux controller illuminates

whenever the servo loop is closed.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram NFC-4 flux controller

A high voltage bistable trip is provided for connection to the reactor

protective system if required. An annunciator on the flux controller front

panel will illuminate whenever the detector high voltage drops below a

preset value.

IV. AUXILIARY OUTPUTS

Available signal outputs from the multirange picoammeter are 0 to

10 mV, 0 to 1 mA, and 0 to 10 V.
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Relay contacts are provided from the flux controller to operate

another control rod whenever the regulating rod exceeds a preset upper

or lower limit, normally 20% and 80% withdrawn. This requires an input

signal from the regulating rod position transmitter.

NFC-4 APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REACTOR FLUX CONTROLLER

Inputs:

Output to Motor:

Dead Band:

Period (during power change):

Reactivity Rate ($4. 00 rod):

Power:

From ionization chamber
1 x 10-10 to 1 x 10-3A (picoammeter)

From picoammeter: 0 to 10 V dc
From period channel: 0 to 10 V dc
From rod drive tachometer: 0 to 6 V ac

110 V ac, 60 Hz*, compatible with
Elinco Motor Generator, type
MG 10-2734-116 or equivalent

Less than ±0. 5% (with Gulf Electronic
Systems rod drives)

Adjustable, 30 sec to 5 sec

Max. $0. 16/sec

115 V ±10%, 50 to 60 Hz

*Can be provided for 50 Hz operation
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Multirange Linear Picoammeter
Model NMP-4

Input: Compensated Ion Chamber
Range: 1 x 10~*° amps

3 x 10"-* amps
Size: 4" x 4" x 4" for behind

panel mounting

The multirange linear picoammeter (NMP-4) is a dc current
measuring instrument specifically designed for use with nuclear
reactors. It consists of a zero input impedance linear current
amplifier and a range switch to select the input current sensi-
tivity of the amplifier.

The NMP-4 input stage is a varactor bridge operational
amplifier which converts the neutron detector current to a
voltage that is proportional to the input current. Full scale
output of 10 volts may be obtained with the input currents
shown in the sensitivity specifications. Current sensitivities
below 10~10 amps are considered to be of little value for
reactor applications, because even with a compensated ion
chamber, gamma background currents usually exceed this value.
Test and calibration signals are built into the channel and
are controllable from the range selector switch. The circuits
are all solid state utilizing high quality epoxy glass and
teflon component boards. Monolithic integrated circuits are
used as the active elements.

The NMP-4 is housed in a shielded aluminum box approximately
4" (W) x 4" (H) x 4" (p). Two cables extend from the rear for
connecting power and signal input to the NMP-4. It can be
mounted on a console panel by inserting the switch index
through the panel and fastening with the nut provided.
Specifications

Input:
Sensitivity:

Specifications (Continued)
Accuracy :

From compensated ionization chamber
1 x 10~10 amps to 3 x 10~3 amps, in 16
ranges. Range switch with scale step
in the ratio 3.3 to 1 .(3 ma, 1 ma, 0.3
ma, etc.; full scale readings).

+1% of full scale for the range 1 x
10~6 to 3 x 10~3 amperes
+2% of full scale for the range 1 x
ÏO-10 to 3 x 10~7 amperes

Response Time : ^0.5 ms from 1 x 10~8 to 3 x 10~3 amps
< 10 ms from 1 x 10~9 to 3 x 10~9 amps
^ 100 ms from 1 x 10~10 to 3 x 10~10 amps
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Temperature Range: 10°C to 55°C

Temperature Drift: 0.005%/°C from 1 x 10~7 to 3 x 10~3 amps
0.05%/°C from 3 x 1Q-10 to 3 x 1CT8 amps
0.5%/°C at 1 x 10~10 amps

Outputs: 0 to +10 V d.c.
Recorder: 0 to +100 mV d.c. or 0 to

+10 mV d.c.
Meter: 0 to 1 ma

Calibration: From internal source

Power Requirements: +15 V d.c. (40 ma)

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION

NUCLEAR BISTABLE TRIP - Model NT-4

Input: 0-10 volts

Reproducibility: ± 0 . 2 %

Outputs: Two logic d-c levels and relay

High Reliability: MTBF - 173, 000 hours

The nuclear bistable trip model NT-4 is a high reliability unit operating
with only one power supply polarity. The NT-4 accepts positive or nega-
tive (increasing or decreasing) process input signals.

Level detection is obtained by means of a high gain differential amplifier
arranged to drive the logic output and relays to the fail safe condition
(energized) for both positive and negative inputs. The circuit is suitable
to detect increasing or decreasing signals of both polarities.

SPECIFICATIONS

Input: 0-10 volts

Trip Setting: 1.5% - 100% of full scale (± 10V)
with 0. 5% resolution

Reproducibility: ± 0.2% of full scale input for the
temperature range 20°C - 30°C
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SPECIFICATIONS (contd)

Outputs :

Delay :

Annunciation and Reset:

Hysteresis:

Power Requirements ;

Reliability:

*b.

ïic:
••̂ H

+13 ± 1 volt d-c untripped
0. 5 volt d-c tripped
0 volt d-c untripped
4-13 ± 1 volt tripped

Relay ;
a. DPDT (2 form C) 1ZO VAC max. ,

0.5 amps or 60 VA
*b. Optional SPOT (1 form C) 500

volts max. , 2 amps max. , or
100 VA

Logic Output .. . less than 0. 5 milli-
seconds.
Relay Output .. . less than 5 milliseconds.

Combination indicator and reset switch.
Indicator is illuminated if a trip exists
or has occurred since the last reset.
Trip will heal itself if the input goes
below the trip level minus hysterisis,
but the indicator will remain illuminated
until manually reset. Option: Trip with
overall latching action can be supplied.

1% of full scale input or less.

+ 15 volts d-c/120 ma (regulation
± . 05%) (normally supplied by the
nuclear channel in which it is
mounted). Trip indicator lamp
power is additional.

Calculated MTBF - 173,000 hours,
based on MIL-HDBK 217.

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY MODEL HV-6

The high voltage power supply Model HV-6 is a d-c to d-c converter type.
The unit is usually supplied as part of a complete startup, intermediate,
wide range or power range channel from which it derives its supply vol-
tage. The unit employs a particular type of filter that allows low ripple
when operating at low current level.

* Bistable trip printed circuit board allows utilization of logic output b.
or optional SPDT mercury relay be removing a jumper connection.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Output Voltage: 500-1000 volts d-c, adjustable. Can be
provided with chamber compensating
voltage by special order.

Output Current: 0-5 ma

Ripple: Frequency range from 1 KHz to 2.5 KHz;
measured a5 1000 volts

At 1 na load: 2 x 10"4%

At 30 y,a load: 3 x 10~4%

At 5 ma load: 10 x 10"4%

Regulation: No load to 2 ma: . 05%

No load to full load: . 1%

Power Requirements: +15 volts d-c at 400 ma;

-15 volts d-c at 400 ma

Can be supplied as an isolated high voltage from 115V, a-c.

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY MODEL HV-6

The high voltage power supply Model HV-6 is a d-c to d-c converter type.
The unit is usually supplied as part of a complete startup, intermediate,
wide range or power range channel from which it derives its supply vol-
tage. The unit employs a particular type of filter that allows low ripple
when operating at low current level.

SPECIFICATIONS

Output Voltage : 500-1000 volts d-c, adjustable. Can be
provided with chamber compensating
voltage by special order.

Output Current: 0-5 ma

Ripple: Frequency range from 1 KHz to 2.5 KHz;
measured a5 1000 volts

At 1 i^a load: 2 x 10"4%

At 30 p,a load: 3 x 10~4%

At 5 ma load: 10 x 10"4%
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Regulation:

Power Requirements:

No load to 2 ma: . 05%
No load to full load: . 1%

+15 volts d-c at 400 ma;
-15 volts d-c at 400 ma

Can be supplied as an isolated high voltage from 115V, a-c.

Multirange Linear Picoammeter
Model NMP-4

Input: Compensated Ion Chamber
Range :

Size :

1 x 10 10 amps
amps3 x 10~3

4" x 4" x 4" for behind
panel mounting

The multirange linear picoammeter (NMP-4) is a dc current
measuring instrument specifically designed for use with nuclear
reactors. It consists of a zero input impedance linear current
amplifier and a range switch to select the input current sensi-
tivity of the amplifier.

The NMP-4 input stage is a varactor bridge operational
amplifier which converts the neutron detector current to a
voltage that is proportional to the input current. Full scale
output of 10 volts may be obtained with the input currents
shown in the sensitivity specifications. Current sensitivities
below 10"̂ " amps are considered to be of little value for
reactor applications, because even with a compensated ion
chamber, gamma background currents usually exceed this value.
Test and calibration signals are built into the channel and
are controllable from the range selector switch. The circuits
are all solid state utilizing high quality epoxy glass and
teflon component boards. Monolithic integrated circuits are
used as the active elements.

The NMP-4 is housed in a shielded aluminum box approximately
4" (W) x 4" (H) x 4" (D). Two cables extend from the rear for
connecting power and signal input to the NMP-4. It can be
mounted on a console panel by inserting the switch index
through the panel and fastening with the nut provided.
Specifications

Input:
Sensitivity :

From compensated ionization chamber
1 x 10~10 amps to 3 x 10~3 amps, in 16
ranges. Range switch with scale step
in the ratio 3.3 to 1 (3 ma, Ima, 0.3
ma, etc.; full scale readings).
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Speci fications (Continued)
Accuracy : +1% of full scale for the range 1 x

10~6 to 3 x 10~3 amperes
+2% of full scale for the range 1 x
TO-10 to 3 x 10~7 amperes

Response Time : fj 0.5 ms from 1 x 10~8 to 3 x 10~3 amps
< 10 ms from 1 x 10~9 to 3 x 10~9 amps
^ 100 ms from 1 x 10~10 to 3 x 10~10 amps

Temperature Range: 10°C to 55°C

Temperature Drift: 0.005%/°C from 1 x 10~7 to 3 x 10~3 amps
0.05%/°C from 3 x 10-10 to 3 x 10~8 amps
0.5%/°C at 1 x 10~10 amps

Outputs : 0 to +10 V d.c.
Recorder: 0 to +100 mV d.c. or 0 to

+10 mV d.c.
Meter: 0 to 1 ma

Calibration:

Power Requirements :

From internal source

+15 V d.c. (40 ma)
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CHOIX ET UTILISATION D'UN COMBUSTIBLE A FAIBLE ENRICHISSEMENT
DANS LES REACTEURS DE RECHERCHE DE HAUTES PERFORMANCES

par J.M. CERLES *
J.P. SCHWARTZ :!5C

RESUME -

Les réacteurs de recherche de hautes performances, OSIRIS en
particulier, utilisent du combustible très enrichi (93 %), sous la forme
d'un alliage d'U-Al en plaques de très faible épaisseur.

Dans le cadre de la non prolifération (uranium très enrichi),
le remplacement de ce combustible par du combustible peu enrichi, est
examiné. Pour les réacteurs de hautes performances, la nécessité de
conserver une densité de puissance élevée et de disposer d'une réactivité
disponible suffisante condamne la technologie actuelle. L'adoption de la
technologie des combustibles oxydes à plaques développée par le C.E.A.
est donc en cours d'étude.

Le choix de ce nouveau combustible entraine des conséquences
au niveau des conditions d'irradiations et d'exploitation.

Pour les conditions d'irradiations, par suite de l'accroisse-
235ment important de la charge en U, on enregistre une augmentation

parallèle du rapport entre les flux rapide et thermique dans le coeur.
On constate également une certaine stabilité des flux rapides pour une
même puissance volumique, une réduction faible des flux thermiques en
périphérie, accompagnées d'une diminution très importante de l'échauf-
fement dû au rayonnement gamma.

En ce qui concerne l'exploitation, il est indispensable
d'envisager une augmentation du débit de refroidissement et un certain
nombre de modifications concernant la D.R.G., la manutention, etc.

Ces modifications, toujours gênantes sur une installation
ancienne, seraient aisément intégrées dans la conception d'une instal-
lation nouvelle, conçue pour l'utilisation des combustibles à plaques
oxydes, qui s'avèrent parfaitement viables pour ce type de réacteur.

î: Service des Piles - Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay
"!C Département des Réacteurs à Eau - Service d'Etudes des Réacteurs et de

Mathématiques Appliquées
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PRESENTATION..

Avant de présenter les études et leurs conclusions sur le
choix d'un combustible de faible enrichissement pour les réacteurs de
recherche de hautes performances, nous voudrions rappeler la situation
actuelle.

La caractéristique essentielle de ces réacteurs est la
recherche de flux neutroniques élevés, allant de pair avec une puis-
sance vol unique importante (300 à 450 KW/1). Ceci suppose :

. un coeur de petite taille, de façon à limiter la puissance
du réacteur. Ce coeur cependant ménage un grand nombre d'emplacements
d'irradiation, en périphérie, mais aussi à l'intérieur ;

. un combustible suffisamment divisé, nombre de plaques le
plus élevé possible, et plaques minces (1,27 mm), de façon à disposer
d'une grande surface d'échange par unité de volume de coeur ;

. un coeur dont le bilan de réactivité sera aussi large que
possible pour accommoder la présence d'expériences d'irradiation, com-
penser des fuites considérables et l'évolution du combustible, soit une
concentration élevée de matière fissile par unité de volume du coeur.

La recherche de cette concentration de matière fissile, avec
un combustible à plaques très minces, a conduit naturellement à augmen-
ter l'enrichissement, d'autant que :

. la technologie utilisée - combustibles du type MTR à
plaques d'alliage U-A1 - limite à une valeur faible la densité d'ura-
nium (26 - 35 % du poids dans un alliage de densité un peu supé-
rieure à 2,7) ;

. l'uranium à 90 % a été disponible sur le marché, en
temps voulu, à un prix attrayant par rapporta l'uranium moins enrichi.

Les réacteurs de hautes performances (PEGASE, SILOE, OSIRIS)
ont donc été définis en fonction de cette possibilité qui a, incontes-
tablement, facilité leur conception et leur développement. Il faut, en
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effet, rappeler que les premiers réacteurs du type piscine étaient
chargés en U enrichi à 20 % ; mais leurs performances initiales (puis-
sance et densité de puissance) étaient relativement faibles. Ils ont
eux-mêmes profité de cette possibilité d'utilisation d'U à 90 % pour
améliorer réellement leur caractéristiques (combustible plus divisé,
bilan de réactivité plus favorable).

L'utilisation de. l'uranium à 90 %, produit nucléaire stra-
tégique par excellence, pose toutefois, depuis quelques années, des
problèmes diplomatiques et des problèmes de sécurité de plus en plus
aigus, et son approvisionnement peut ne plus être garanti. D'autre part,
l'exportation de réacteurs devant utiliser cet uranium est des plus
délicates. Dans ces conditions, au cours de l'année 1976, le C.E.A. a
lancé une étude de faisabilité pour l'utilisation d'uranium faiblement
enrichi (E<20%) dans les réacteurs de recherche. Cette étude s'appuie
sur le remplacement de l'alliage U-A1 par un combustible à UOg, tou-
jours sous forme de plaques, dont le développement et la mise au point
sont assurés au C.E.A. par la Division de Métallurgie, et qui est connu
sous le nom de combustible à plaques "caramels".

II - PARAMETRES GENERAUX.

Caractéristiques générales du combustible :
Le nouvel élément combustible ressemble à l'élément actuel

par son aspect extérieur. Il est constitué d'un faisceau de plaques
parallèles, séparées par les canaux de refroidissement et assemblées
soit par des peignes, soit par des plaques de rives. Par contre, il
en diffère par sa constitution. Chaque plaque est un assemblage com-
partimenté de pastilles d'UO^ fritte, appelées "caramels", chaque pas-
tille étant située dans un compartiment étanche à la fois vis à vis de
l'extérieur et vis à vis des compartiments voisins.

Pour ce faire, la plaque comprend deux plaques de zircalloy
de 0,4 à 0,5 mm d'épaisseur entre lesquelles sont pris en sandwich
les pastilles d'UO« et les cadres assurant l'isolement des pastilles
entre elles.

Les pastilles d'UOp ont une épaisseur pouvant varier de
1,5 à 4 mm environ, suivant le type de réacteur et une base rectangu-
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laire de 15 à 30 mm de côté. La réalisation de pastilles plus minces
devient délicate par suite de la fragilité du produit et dans l'état
actuel de la technologie, l'épaisseur de 1,5 mm environ constitue
l'épaisseur minimale qui puisse être réalisée.

Au vu de ces caractéristiques générales, une première cons-
tatation s'impose donc : l'épaisseur minimale de ces olaoues est
supérieure à celle des plaques des éléments U-A1 actuels, 1,27 mm. Le
combustible sera donc moins divisé.

Une deuxième constatation, favorable celle-là, est la plus
forte densité du combustible, 9 kg environ pour un élément d'ûSIRIS
au lieu de 420 g. On pourra conserver la densité élevée de matière
fissile, nécessaire au fonctionnement du réacteur, avec un enrichis-
sement réduit.

III - DIMENSIONNEMENT.

Dans le dimensionnement, nous faisons intervenir 2 critères :
- d'une part, conserver au mieux les performances des réacteurs en
tant que moyens d'irradiations, ou au moins obtenir des performances
maximales. Il s'agit du flux rapide dans le coeur (puissance volumi-
que), du flux thermique en réflecteur, et, bien sûr, des conditions
de fonctionnement (durée du cycle) ;

- d'autre part, aboutir à des coûts de cycle voisins d'un optimum.

III.1 - Etude du cycle du combustible :
Une étude simple du cycle du combustible a d'abord été effec-

tuée pour situer la plage d'enrichissement envisageable. Les conditions
en ont été les suivantes, valables pour OSIRIS et SILOE avec un léger
décalage sur la valeur de l'enrichissement

III.1.1 - choix de l'enrichissement :
II n'est pas possible d'envisager un enrichissement inférieur

ou égal à 5 % pour des réacteurs de haute performance avec des coeurs
comportant des emplacements d'irradiations intérieurs, pour irradiation
en flux rapide. Le bilan de réactivité est en effet tel que l'on serait
conduit à un dessin d'élément inacceptable ainsi qu'à des conditions de
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fonctionnement (durée de cycle) et à des consommations de combustible
prohibitives.

Tous les coeurs étudiés sont sous-modérés. A même performan-
ces obtenues pour le réacteur, on recherche donc la modération maximale
(plaque d'épaisseur minimale, canal maximal). Il faut souligner que
cette sous-modération est un élément important pour la sûreté : les coef-
ficients de vide et de température sont en effet très négatifs.

Dans tous les cas, le coût du combustible investi chaque
année croît rapidement dès que l'enrichissement descend au-dessous de
7 ou 8 % suivant les coeurs étudiés. En effet, la quantité d'uranium
naturel et d'UTS nécessaires à l'uranium enrichi chargé, augmente.
Par contre, pour des enrichissements supérieurs à 9 - 10 %, le gain
est très faible. Ceci limite en fait la plage utile d'enrichissement
de 7 à 9 %.

III.1.2 - tenue du combustible : une autre limite est l'irradiation
maximale admissible. Plus l'enrichissement est élevé, plus l'irradia-
tion de rejet croît. Il existe donc un enrichissement pour lequel on
atteint l'irradiation de rejet maximale admissible. L'irradiation
moyenne souhaitable se situe dans la plage de 25 000 à 30 000 MWO/t U
ce qui conduit à un enrichissement de 8 % environ à OSIRIS. Dans un pre-
mier temps toutefois, on a préféré se limiter à 20 000 MWJ/t environ
pour un enrichissement de 7 %.

Remargue r
Stocj<age_ou récupération du_combustible irradié : l'uranium

restant à une valeur potentielle importante - il s'agit en effet d'U
à 4,5 ou 5 % - le problème de son retraitement se pose donc doublement

, pour la récupération de la matière fissile restante,
. pour le stockage définitif.
Une solution est en cours d'examen qui puisse s'accommoder

des faibles quantités annuelles r.n'ses en jeu. Elle pourait consister
en un stockage prolongé sur plusieurs années et en un retraitement du
lot selon des modalités à définir.
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En conclusion générale, sur le cycle du combustible, on peut
dire :

. que la fourchette d'enrichissement se situe de 7 à 9 %,
limitée en partie haute par l'irradiation de rejet, en partie basse
par le coût et le fonctionnement,

. que l'on dispose d'une certaine souplesse dans le choix
du dessin de l'élément, sachant qu'une sous-modération trop importante
pénalise le coût du cycle et doit être compensée par un enrichissement
plus élevé. On verra, de toute façon, ci-dessous, que la nécessité de
conserver un canal suffisamment épais, par suite de la limitation sur
le Ap du coeur, va dans le bon sens.

III.2 - Recherche des performances maximales :
Dans des réacteurs tels que SILOE et OSIRIS, conçus pour des

irradiations à flux élevé, on va rechercher le maintien de ce haut niveau
des flux. Ceci se traduira par une puissance volumique aussi voisine que
possible de la puissance volumique actuelle.

II1.2.1 - Dessin de l'élément combustible :
Ceci nous conduit aux choix suivants :

- réaliser des plaques aussi minces que possible : nous avons vu ci-
dessus que l'élément caramel partait avec un certain handicap par
rapport à Télément U-A1 . Un débit supplémentaire va être nécessaire
pour le compenser.

- concevoir un élément comprenant le nombre de plaques maximal compa-
tible :

. avec une bonne définition du canal d'eau compte tenu des
tolérances de fabrication,

. avec la perte de charge tolerable aux bornes : en effet,
pour un débit global donné, la perte de charge augmente lorsque le
canal diminue. En la circonstance, l'optimum va consister à se placer
à la perte de charge limité autorisée, pour le débit global disponible,

. avec les résultats de l'étude neutronique concernant la
sous-modération, de façon à ne pas pénaliser sensiblement le coût du
cycle,

Compte tenu de ce qui précède, le meilleur élément réalisable
actuellement se présente de la façon suivante :

. 17 plaques pour OSIRIS,

. 16 plaques pour SILOE.
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III.2.2 - Caractéristiques du réacteur :
Pour combler le handicap de l'épaisseur des plaques, le seul

paramètre dont nous avons pu disposer est le débit primaire sur OSIRIS et
SILOE. Il s'est avéré possible d'accroître le débit primaire de 25 à 3Q%
par rapport aux débits actuels, au prix d'un changement des pompes pri-
maires. Cet accroissement constitue pratiquement un maximum car l'on bute
sur de nouvelles contraintes : la vitesse dans les circuits, le niveau des
pressions ou de débit par échangeur.

IV - CARACTERISTIQUES.D'ENSEMBLE DES SOLUTIONS RETENUES.

•Nous nous placerons au niveau des performances et au niveau
des coûts.

IV.1 - les coûts :
Au niveau de l'uranium chargé uniquement, l'égalité des

coûts avec le combustible actuel devrait se situer à une irradiation
moyenne de rejet voisine de 25 000 MJW/t.

Encore faut-il être prudent car les conditions dans lesquelles
le combustible pourra être stocké ou retraité peuvent influencer forte-
ment les conclusions. Il en est de même du coût de la fabrication,
coût qui sera mieux connu lorsque les premiers jeux auront été réalisés.

IV.2 - Les performances :
IV.2.1 - niveau des flux :
Les études ont montré que le niveau des flux rapides était

insensible à la valeur de l'enrichissement du combustible et peu sensi-
ble au rapport de modération (dans la gamme considérée). De mert'e, la
nature du réseau U-A1 et U0?-Zr intervient peu. Les flux rapides sont
donc proportionnels à la puissance volumique.

Cette puissance volumique est réduite de 10 à 15 % selon
le réacteur considéré. On peut donc s'attendre à une réduction identi-
que des flux rapides moyens.
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En ce qui concerne les flux neutroniques thermiques, ils
235sont fortement réduits dans le combustible (charge en U multipliée

par 2). Par contre, en périphérie, cette réduction est beaucoup moins
sensible et se situe au niveau de 20 à 25 % en moyenne.

Ces modifications ne devraient pas altérer significativement
les qualités de ces réacteurs en tant que moyensd1irradiations.

IV.2.2 - conditions de fonctionnement :
La transformation se traduit par la possibilité d'allonger

le cycle de fonctionnement mais surtout diminue les temps morts dus à
la manutention des éléments.

V - CONSEQUENCES POUR LES INSTALLATIONS - ETAT D'AVANCEMENT.

V.l - Conséquences pour les installations :
Le nouveau combustible a été défini pour s'insérer au

mieux dans l'installation existante. Finalement; les transformations
nécessaires sont relativement minimes et portent essentiellement sur :

. le circuit primaire où les pompes sont changées,
, la détection de rupture de gaines mise en sécurité,
. certains détails de la manutention et des stockages,
. à OSIRIS, sur la protection biologique de l'épuration.

V.2 - Etat d'avancement :
Le planning actuel prévoit la mise en place d'un coeur à

OSIRIS au début de 1979. Dans ce but, un premier coeur sera livré pour
la maquette neutronique ISIS au début de 1978. Le combustible est en
cours de fabrication et une partie des commandes relatives aux modifi-
cations de l'installation OSIRIS a été lancée.

La transformation de SILOE devrait être effectuée à la
suite de celle d'OSIRIS.

C O N C L U S I O N S .

Les études ont montré que l'utilisation d'uranium peu enrichi
pour les réacteurs de recherche à hautes performances était possible avec
une technologie de combustible différente de celle des combustibles actuels.
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Sur les installations existantes, conçues pour un combustible différent,
ce changement devrait se traduire en fin de compte, par des transformations
relativement minimes sur le débit du circuit primaire, la D. R. G., les
manutentions. Les performances obtenues ne devraient pas altérer sensible-
ment leurs qualités de moyens d'irradiation. La démonstration qui devrait
en être faite sur OSIRIS au cours de l'année 1979, permettra de mieux
préciser les performances réelles.

Il reste toutefois une catégorie de réacteurs de recherche,
les réacteurs pour faisceaux sortis (RHF, ORPHEE), pour lesquels le change-
ment de combustible paraît plus difficile, la conservation du volume du
coeur constituant une contrainte plus forte.

Quant aux installations nouvelles, leur conception et leur
dimensionnement peuvent être effectués en fonction du combustible utilisé.
L'utilisation de combustible peu enrichi ne devrait pas être un handicap
technique, tout en se présentant comme un avantage politique sérieux.
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REMPLACEMENT DAIMS LE COMBUSTIBLE DES PILES
DE RECHERCHE DE L'URANIUM TRES ENRICHI

PAR DE L'URANIUM PEU OU MOYENNEMENT ENRICHI

J.P. SCHWARTZ

Département des Réacteurs à Eau
Service d*Etudes deB Reacteurs et de

Mathématiques Appliquées
Grenoble
France

Résume
Le remplacement de l'uranium à 90 % ou 93 % ^235' actuellement utilisé

dans les réacteurs de recherche, peut s'envisager selon deux voies différentes,
suivant le niveau d'enrichissement recherché et suivant la technologie à la-
quelle on fait appel.

- On conserve la technologie UA1 des éléments existants. L'enrichissement
se situe dans la gamme 20 à 40 % suivant le type et l'utilisation du réacteur.
L'abaissement d'enrichissement doit alors être compensé, au moins en partie,
par un accroissement de la proportion massique d'uranium dans le composé UA1,
ainsi que par l'augmentation d'épaisseur de l'âme combustible proprement
dite; on retrouve alors une masse d'U235 suffisante dans l'assemblage.

On passe à la technologie oxyde UÜ2 gainé zircaloy. L'enrichissement
est dans la fourchette 3 à 8 %. Le faible enrichissement est compensé par la
forte densité du composé combustible (10,2 g/crrv^ pour l'oxyde UÜ2 au lieu de
3 g/cm3 environ pour UA1). Pour évacuer des puissances volumiques importantes,
le combustible doit être mis en oeuvre sous forme de plaques.

La détermination d'un nouvel assemblage combustible se pose globalement
dans des termes semblables pour les deux combustibles. Toutefois, les contrain-
tes concrètes au niveau de la mise en oeuvre pratique sont particulières à
chaque technologie, entraînant des solutions spécifiques.
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/ - Rappel de la Actuation

L'évolution dans la définition des éléments combustibles LIAI, qui s'est
produite durant les 25 dernières années, a été motivée par la recherche de
performances de plus en plus poussées. Tels qu'ils existent aujourd'hui, les
éléments UA1 ont été dessinés avec pour principal objectif un flux rapide

14 -7 1disponible élevé, jusqu'à 3.10 n cm s" ' pour une énergie E > 1 MeV dans
les dispositifs d'irradiation [le cas des réacteurs spécialisés pour les
faisceaux sortis n'est pas différent, bien que les performances aient été
poussées plus loin, au RHF de Grenoble notamment].

Le flux rapide étant directement proportionnel à la puissance volumique,
celle-ci doit être importante, atteignant 400 kW/dm^ en moyenne dans le coeur.
Elle est obtenue grâce à un fractionnement poussé du réseau, plaques minces de
1,27 mm et canaux d'eau étroits de 2,1 mm, conduisant à une surface d'échange
élevée par unité de volume.

Par ailleurs, pour limiter la taille du coeur, donc sa puissance, à la
valeur juste nécessaire pour disposer d'un volume expérimental suffisant, le
bilan de réactivité est largement positif : le rapport- de modération est main-
tenu à un niveau convenable et la masse d '^235 Par uni'té de volume est portée
à 90 g L)2/dm3 moyenne sur le coeur grâce à la progression de la proportion
massique d'uranium [26 %) dans le composé UA1 [jusqu'à 120 g U5/dm3 et 33 %
pour le RHF), et bien sûr à l'utilisation d'U enrichi à 93 %.

Le passage à des éléments contenant un combustible moins enrichi en-
traîne, quelle que soit la technologie, l'augmentation de l'épaisseur de
plaque : pour mettre suffisamment d'uranium (cas UA1) ou pour des raisons
de fabrication (cas UĈ ). Il s'ensuit une opposition marquée entre, d'une
part un coût de cycle économique exigeant une bonne réactivité du réseau,
donc un rapport de modération favorable et ainsi peu de plaques, épaisses,
par assemblage, séparées de larges espaces d'eau, et d'autre part des perfor-
mances élevées accessibles seulement par une grande division du milieu combus
tible correspondant à des plaques relativement minces, nombreuses, et à des
canaux étroits.

Le compromis qui peut être proposé dépend fortement, pour chaque tech-
nologie, du contexte dans lequel il se place : niveau de performances - piles
existantes aux performances élevées, bridées par les caractéristiques de
leurs équipements (échangeurs, pompes, bloc-pile ...) ou piles nouvelles.
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2 - Tzchnotogle. L'AI

On dispose actuellement en France d'une experience de fabrication (à
la CERCA) et d'irradiation Cau CEA) :
- pour des plaques dont l'épaisseur d'âme combustible varie de 0,50 à 1,5 mm

- pour des proportions massiques d'uranium dans le composé UA1 allant de
22 % à 40 \.

Dans les études très préliminaires auxquelles le ŒA s'est livré
jusqu'à présent, on a adopté ces deux limites comme butée de la technologie
actuelle, sans qu'il faille leur accorder une valeur stricte.

Dans l'optique d'une recherche de la diminution maximale d'enrichisse-
ment on se place d'emblée à 40 % d'uranium dans LIAI. Par contre, la détermi-
nation de l'épaisseur de combustible pose immédiatement le problème du réac-
teur auquel on se réfère.

En se basant sur un réacteur en fonctionnement, aux performances
élevées, OSIRIS, on arrive aux estimations suivantes :
- une valeur minimale envisageable mais fortement pénalisante sur le plan
économique [cycle court] et performances [flux surfacique élevés) correspond
à un enrichissement de 30 % et une épaisseur de combustible de 1,5 mm.

- une valeur aux alentours de 40 % 2̂35 donne une durée de cycle voisine de
la durée actuelle [pour 15 plaques avec 1,5 mm UA1). Les performances en
puissance volumique, donc en flux rapides, sont sensiblement réduites,
suivant les possibilités dont on dispose pour l'adaptation du débit pri-
maire (pompes, échangeurs). On peut aussi réduire le cycle et limiter la
réduction de performances. Le compromis est à établir de façon précise.

Pour un réacteur aux objectifs limités, l'enrichissement peut être
abaissé, en acceptant une pénalisation économique modérée, autour de 30 %,
avec la même plaque combustible que ci-dessus mais en nombre inférieur assu-
rant une meilleure modération.

Pour des réacteurs de puissance quasi nulle on atteindrait un enri-
chissement de 20 % seulement.
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3 - Technologie. UO 2

La technologie des plaques combustibles composées de combustibles
"caramel" gsinés de zircaloy est déjà largement développée au CEA.

L'adaptation d'un tel combustible a déjà été présentée dans une commu-
nication [1] du CEA publiée à l'occasion du Symposium sur l'avenir des réac-
teurs de recherche.

La définition de l'assemblage combustible donne lieu à un compromis
analogue sur l'épaisseur du combustible U02 qui doit être mince pour facili-
ter l'évacuation d'une puissance volumique élevée mais ce qui désavantage
le bilan de réactivitéj les contraintes technologiques se situent ici au
niveau de la fabrication de "caramels" minces et dans les limitations en
fonctionnement du couple puissance spécifique - taux de combustion. Les
conclusions concernant les performances du réacteur sont de même nature que
celles développées au paragraphe précédent :
- réacteurs aux performances élevées; réduction de ces performances en
fonction de la possibilité d'adaptation du réacteur.

- réacteurs aux objectifs limités; possibilité d'éviter une pénalisation
sensible.

- l'enrichissement se trouve dans la plage 8 % à 3 %

Les raisons qui ont conduit à l'emploi d'uranium enrichi à 93 %
sont toujours actuelles : réaliser le meilleur compromis bilan de réactivité
performances.

L'utilisation d'uranium moins enrichi se présente donc comme une
contrainte dont on s'accommode de façon plus ou moins satisfaisante
selon les cas. La pénalisation est d'autant plus forte que les performances
du réacteur sont élevées et que le réacteur, s'il existe déjà, possède des
possibilités d'adaptation limitées. Pour des projets moins ambitieux la
faisabilité demeure.
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Rg^g-tence

[1] J.M. CERLES et J.P. SCHWARTZ
"Choix et utilisation d'un combustible à faible enrichissement dans
les réacteurs de recherche de hautes performances".
Communication au Symposium S.E.E.A. sur l'Avenir des Réacteurs de
Recherche - Grenoble, Novembre 1977.
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Nombre d'éléments

Durée du cycle

Charge en Uranium
total

Enrichissement

Elément combustible

Puissance

Puissance volumique

Débit primaire

O S I R I S
Coeur actuel

39

21 jours + 7 jours d'arrêt
(rechargement par 1/4 de

coeur)

15,5 kg

93 %

24 plaques

70 MW

390 kW/l

4 250 m3/h

Nouveau coeur

44 ou 45

28 + 7
(dans une première phase)
rechargement par 1/4 de

coeur

380 kg

< 8 %

17 plaques

70 MW

345 kW/l

5 700 m3/h

S I L 0 E
Coeur actuel

31

21 + 7

93 %

23 plaques

35 MW

310 kW/l

2 400 rnS/h

Nouveau coeur

38

42 + arrêts

272 -kg

< 8 %

16 plaques

35 MW

255 kW/l

3 000 m3/h



Limitation of the uranium content of MTR fuel elements from the
technological standpoint of the fuel element manufacturer

Paper prepared by NUKEM
Hanau 11

Germany Federal Republic

Abstract

235Graphs are presented showing the "1J and U contents of fuel
elements as a function of fuel volume for Al-U-alloy, UA1 -Al cermet
and U,0g-Al cermet fuels. The present state of technology, the short
term ana long term development possibilities are described.

235In considering the use of medium U-enriched uranium (MEU) instead
of highly •'u enriched uranium (HEü) as far as is possible in the future
for MTR fuel elements, the fuel element manufacturer must also take into
account technological aspects of the fabrication process. It is particularly
important to know the technological limits possible for the uranium content
of the elements.

The following graphs (Figs. 1-4) show the u and Ü contents of fuel
elements as a function of fuel volume for Al-U-alloy, UAl -Al cermet and
U,0g-Al cermet fuels. The representation of the ^U content per fuel
element (Figs. 1-3) shows the shape of the curves for three enrichment grades:
20, 45 and 90$» The fuel volumes in current fuel element design are shown
on the right hand side of the figures for several types of fuel element
selected as examples.

Figure 1 shows the present state of the technology (serial fabrication)
i.e. a relative uranium density of 1.1 g/cm = ̂ 30 wt. % U for the Al-U
alloys, U 35 g of U/cm-3 =*35 «t.jS U for the U Al - Al carmets, and 1.75 g
of U/cm = -43 wt.$ U for U..OQ - Al cermets is taken as the boundary value.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding curve for the state of the technology
that could be achieved within a short time. In this case it has been taken
into account that we already have, albeit to a limited extent and applying
only to developments on a laboratory scale, the knowledge required for the
fabrication of MTR fuel plates with higher uranium concentrations. Given
the use of limited processes relatively easy to supervise, it would be possible
to develop here, within a relatively short time, manufacturing technologies
for MTR fuels containing up to the uranium concentrations shown in the diagram.

The shape of the curves shown in Figure 3 for the technological level
attainable in the long term shows, from the present standpoint, the upper
limits for the uranium concentrations technically feasible in the case of each
version of the fuel: Al-U alloys, UAlx-Al cermets and U,0g-Al cermets. This
aim, however, can only be attained as a result of extensive research and
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development work« The target values taken for the uranium concentrations in
the graph - 45"owt.$ U for Al-U alloys, 48 wt.$ U for UA1 -Al cermets and
56 wt.$ U for U-jOn-Al cermets - need not necessarily be an absolute upper
limit. The progress in knowledge made in the course of the development work
will enable us to evaluate more accurately than at present the maximum values
of the uranium concentration that are certainly technologically feasible.

Figure 4 summarizes the curves for the total uranium content per fuel
element as a function of its fuel volume for the individual MTR fuels, graded
according to the various uranium concentrations. The grading of these
concentrations in this case tallies with the different development phases as
shown in Figures 1—3.
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•'ü content/fuel element as a function of the
fuel volume for different degrees of enrichment (present

status of the technology)
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Same as above but for the technological level feasible within a short time Fig. 2
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Same as atove, "but for the state of technology feasible in the long term Fig. 3
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Uranium content/fuel element as a function of the fuel volume for different fuels
and uranium concentrations Pig. A
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TRIGA-LEU FUEL IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE FOR

SUBSTITUTION IN PLATE-TYPE RESEARCH REACTORS UP TO 15 MW

General Atomic Company
San Diego, California, U.S.A.

Abstract

New 20$ enriched TRIGA type fuel has "been developed to replace the
TRIGA 10% and °X)% enriched fuel and to replace highly enriched uranium plate-
type fuel. At present, production elements and undergoing in-pile demonstration
testing. The new fuel contains the charact eristics of the U-ZrH fuel and can
be normally used with the existing core structure.

General Atomic has provided 20% enriched uranium zirconium hydride
fuel for TRIGA reactors for the past twenty years. For reactors of 1 MW
to 2 MW, a 70% enriched fuel was offered to improve core lifetime and
fuel cycle economics. For power levels of 5 MW and above, a 93% enriched
fuel was used.

With the increasing concern regarding safeguards and proliferation
with highly enriched uranium (HEU), General Atomic (with partial funding
from DOE) has developed low enrichment uranium fuels (LEU-20% enriched)
for replacement of TRIGA 70% and 93% enriched fuel and for replacement of
HEU plate-type fuel. TRIGA1s LEU fuel compensates for the replacement of
U-235 lost by the reduction from HEU to 20% enriched uranium by significantly
increasing the uranium content in the U-ZrH alloy.

TRIGA fuel with 12% uranium by weight has been proven through suc-
cessful reactor operations for over a decade. Previous work on U-ZrH fuels
(SNAP reactor program) has demonstrated the technology up to 20% uranium by
weight. The continuing program at General Atomic extends this technology to
45% by weight (less than 20% by volume).

The development program has included studies of metallurgical char-
acteristics, thermal properties, hydrogen dissociation, dimensional stability
under thermal cycling, and fission product release fractions. These studies
have shown that higher uranium content alloys retain the characteristics of
the proven U-ZrH fuel.

Fabricability of the fuel has been demonstrated using GA's standard
production processes. Production elements are presently undergoing in-pile
demonstration testing.

The fuel is presently available in 4, 9, 16 and 25-rod clusters for
steady state powers up to 15 MW. Further development has begun on 36-rod
clusters for 20 MW. This patented TRIGA-LEU fuel is made available and is
backed by the world's largest supplier of research reactors. It embodies
all the advantages of the U-ZrH fuel which has been demonstrated as the
most technologically advanced research reactor fuel available.
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TRIGA-LEU fuel is directly interchangeable with plate-type fuel, and
it can normally be used with existing grid plates, control rods and drives,
and instrumentation systems. It is superior both in safety and economy:

UNIQUE SAFETY

• Large prompt negative temperature coefficient of reactivity
resulting from homogeneous mixture of uranium and moderator
(vs. the delayed coefficient in plate-type fuel). This
unique characteristic is responsible for the inherent safety
and the pulsing capability of TRIGA reactors. Power rises
initiated by the rapid insertion of large amounts of excess
reactivity are automatically suppressed without external
controls and the reactor immediately returns to normal
operating levels.

• Very high fission product retention of the uranium-zirconium-
hydride fuel matrix. Experiments have proven that TRIGA
fuel material releases less than 10 fraction of gaseous
fission products under postulated accident conditions.

• No metal/water reactions, even when quenched in water from
1200°C.

e High-temperature high-strength clad—Incoloy 800 (vs. aluminum).
ECONOMY

• Core life equivalent of 3 to 5 plate-type cores, because a
TRIGA-LEU fuel cluster contains up to 5 times the quantity
of uranium as a plate-type element (cost savings on the
order of U.S. $1,000,000 for a 5 MW reactor orC 2Q% duty

« cycle)

Individual rods can be easily replaced in case of damage
(vs. replacement of entire plate-type element).
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Approximate Characteristics of Forced Flow TRIGA-LEU Cores

Power Level (MW) 15 10 5 2
Number of Fuel Clusters 29 30 25 25
Fuel Pins/Clusters 25 16 16 4
Pin Nominal OD (in) 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.3
Enrichment (%) 20 20 20 20

t

Wt-% U 45 45 45 20

U Loading (Kg U-235/Cluster) 1.38 0.88 0.88 0.33

Initial Excess Reactivity ( % ) 7 8 7 7

Control System Worth (%)
Total 13 14 14 9

With Max. R o d O u t 8 8 8 7
Coolant Flow Rate (gpm) 8500 5000 2600 1000
Core Life

(MW Days) 7000 4100 2700 1400
(Calendar years @ 20% duty cycle) 6.8 5.6 7.4 9.5

Peak Thermal Flux
Core 8x10 8x10 5x10 l.SxlO1

Core (Central Water Hole) 3xl014 3xl014 1.7xl014 7xl013
Reflector IxlO14 8xl013 5xl013 2xl013
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IMPROVING THE PROLIFERATION
RESISTANCE OF RESEARCH AND

TEST REACTORS

Richard A. Lewis

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

Elimination, or substantial reduction, of the trade in
unirradiated highly-enriched fuel elements for research and
test reactors would significantly reduce the proliferation
risk associated with the current potential for diversion of
these materials. To this end, it is the long-term goal of
U.S. policy to fuel all new and existing research and
test reactors with uranium of less-than-20% enrichment (but
substantially greater than natural) excepting, perhaps, only
a small number of high-power, high-performance, reactors.

The U.S. development program for enrichment reduction in
research and test reactor designs currently using 90-93%
enriched uranium is based on the practical criterion that
enrichment reduction should not cause significant flux
performance (flux per unit power) or burnup performance
degradation relative to the unmodified reactor design. To
first order, this implies the requirement that the ̂ 35U
loading in the reduced-enrichment fuel elements be the
same as the 235U loading in the 90-93% enriched fuel elements.
This can be accomplished by substitution of higher uranium
density fuel technology for currently-used fuel technology
in the fuel meat volume of the current fuel element design
and/or by increasing the usable fuel meat volume. Enrich-
ment reduction potential is set in proportion to the avail-
able uranium density increase and the available increase in
fuel meat volume. It is recognized that, for research and
test reactors of power greater than 5-10 megawatts, fuel
technology does not currently exist that would permit en-
richment reductions to below 20% utilizing this criterion.
A program is now beginning in the U.S. to develop the
necessary fuel technology, but several years of work will
be needed. Currently-proven fuel technology is capable,
however, of accommodating enrichment reductions to the 30-45%
range (from 90%-93%) for many reactors in the 5-50 MW range
while meeting this criterion. Accordingly, as an immediate
interim step, the U.S. is proposing to convert existing research
and test reactors (and new designs) in the 5-50 MW range from
the use of highly-enriched fuel to the use of 30-45% enriched
fuel, and reactors of less that about 5 MW to less-than-20%
enrichmerft, wherever this can be done without significant
performance degradation or fuel cycle cost increase.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Proliferation Resistance Goals

Numerous research and test reactors now in operation or planned
were designed to utilize highly-enriched uranium (i.e., > 90%) to maximize
flux performance per unit power and/or to minimize fuel cycle costs. Fabri-
cation, transport, and storage of fuel for these reactors, particularly in
the unirradiated form, are of concern from a proliferation point of view.
The larger fuel inventories associated with high power test reactors in-
crease the potential consequences of diversion. Elimination, or substantial
reduction, of the trade in highly-enriched fuel elements for research and
test reactors by substitution of reduced-enrichment fuel elements would
lower the potential for diversion of highly-enriched material for weapons
use.

A U.S. program is under way to make feasible the fueling of most
research and test reactors with uranium of less than 20% enrichment while
maintaining reactor performance. A small number of high-power, high-
performance reactors, needed for important work which cannot be reasonably
accomplished in reactors with lower power and performance, might have to
continue to use highly-enriched uranium but with additional safeguards. It
is recognized, however, that, for research and test reactors of power
greater than 5-10 megawatts, fuel technology does not currently exist that
would permit enrichment reductions to below 20% without severe reactor per-
formance reductions (flux per unit power), expensive reactor modifications,
and/or fuel cycle cost increases relative to highly-enriched (>90%) designs.
The program now beginning in the U.S. is to develop the necessary fuel tech-
nology. Several years of work will be needed. Currently-proven fuel tech-
nology is capable of accommodating enrichment reductions to the 30-45%
range (from 90%-93%) without significant performance degradation or fuel
cycle cost increase for many reactors in the 5-50 MW range and to less than
20% for most reactors of less than 5 MW power. Accordingly, as an immedi-
ate interim step, the U.S. is proposing to convert existing research and
test reactors (and new designs) from the use of highly-enriched fuel to the
use of 30-45% enriched fuel, or to less-than-20% enrichment, wherever this
can be done without significant performance degradation or fuel cycle cost
increase.

1.2 Criterion for Enrichment Reduction in Current Highly-Enriched
Reactor Designs
Enrichment reduction by simple substitution of lower-enriched

uranium in existing fuel designs has, of course, the immediate effect of
reducing reactor performance. Core reactivity is decreased, and therefore
fuel burnup capability is decreased and fuel costs are increased, and/or
core size is increased and therefore flux-per-unit-power performance is
decreased. Performance reductions are unacceptably large if more than small
decreases in enrichment are attempted on this simple basis.

A more practical basis for moving to reduced-enrichment designs,
and the one adopted in the U.S. program, is to accept the criterion that
enrichment reductions must not cause significant reactor performance decreases
(flux-per-unit-power), fuel cost increases, or the need for reactor modifica-
tions relative to current highly-enriched designs. The key technical requirement
implied by this criterion is to maintain the 2^5U loading per fuel element
the same in the reduced-enrichment design as in the current highly-enriched
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design. This can be done by increasing the uranium density in the fuel in
proportion to the decrease in the enrichment and/or by increasing the usable
fuel meat volume per fuel element. Generally, an increase in fuel meat
volume is only feasible for reactors of power level less than 5-10 MW.
Increased uranium density sufficient to permit enrichment reduction from
90-93% to 30-45% using this criterion can be achieved in many existing
MTR-plate-type fuel designs in the 5-50 MW range (without an increase in
fuel meat volume) by substitution of state-of-the-art high uranium-density
UaOe-Al or UA1 -Al fuel meat technology for currently-used relatively low
uranium-density U-A1 alloy technology. For reactors where there exists an
excess design margin in power per unit of heat transfer area (typically for
plate-type reactors of less than 5-10 MW), additional enrichment reduction
to less-than-20% enrichment may be possible by increasing the fuel thickness
and maintaining moderator-to-fuel ratio (i.e., reducing the number of plates
per fuel element) or somewhat reducing that ratio. This is the basis for
the near-term U.S. enrichment-reduction strategy. Currently-proven fuel
meat technology is not sufficient, however, to permit enrichment reduction
below 20% for reactors of power greater than 5-10 MW without substantial
reduction in 235U density in the fuel, and, thus, enrichment reduction to
below 20% based on current fuel technology is not currently considered
practical for reactors of greater than 5-10 MW power under the working
criterion of the U.S. program.

Very high uranium-density fuel meat technologies currently under
development in the U.S. (see Section 2.3) show promise of providing suffi-
cient uranium density to permit enrichment reductions from 90-93% to below
20% while maintaining 235U density and, thus, reactor performance, regard-
less of reactor power level excepting only the highest power cases. Deci-
sions to pursue enrichment reductions based on this new technology must, of
course, await successful completion of the development program.

1.3 The U.S. Reduced-Enrichment Research/Test Reactor Program

A major program is currently under way in the U.S., centered at
the Department of Energy's Argonne National Laboratory, to study reduced-
enrichment designs generally, expedite near-term conversion from 90-93%
enrichment to 30-45% enrichment and less-than-20% enrichment where appro-
priate, and develop the fuel technology necessary to permit conversion of
most research and test reactors ultimately to the use of less-than-20%
enrichment fuel. International participation in all aspects of the program
is invited.

2.0 Enrichment Reduction in Reactor Designs Currently Utilizing Highly-
Enriched Uranium
2.1 State-of-the-Art Research Reactor Fuels Technology

Research and test reactor fuels in current use consist of three
basic types.

- Aluminum plate-type fuel loaded with U-A1, Us 03, or UA1X
- U-ZrH rodded fuel
- UÛ2 rodded fuel
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2.1.1 Aluminum Plate-Type Fuel

The aluminum plate-type fuel can be classified into three
separate technologies.

- Uranium-aluminum alloy
- Uranium oxide (UsOg dispersion in aluminum)

- Uranium aluminide (UA1 dispersion in aluminum)

U-A1 Fuel
Uranium-aluminum alloy fuel, clad in aluminum, is usable

up to a maximum uranium loading of about 35 wt% of uranium in the fuel meat.
Above this 35 wt% limit it is extremely difficult to maintain the homogeneity
of the uranium throughout the fuel meat that is required to prevent hot spots.
Most applications, however, utilize 18-20 wt% uranium or less.

Fuel
Uranium oxide (UsOg) dispersion in aluminum, clad in

aluminum, is used for HFIR reactor fuel at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
and will soon be used in the HFBR at Brookhaven National Laboratory and the
ORR at Oak Ridge. The maximum fuel loading in HFIR is now 35 wt% uranium
(40 wt% USUQ) in the fuel meat. However, as part of the UsOs dispersion
fuel development, test samples were made, irradiated, evaluated, and deemed
satisfactory up to a maximum loading of 42 wt% uranium (50 wt% UgOg) in the
fuel meat. These samples included a range of fuel meat thicknesses from
0.015 to 0.040 in. Thus, 42 wt% uranium represents the maximum limit of
currently-qualified UsOg dispersion-type aluminum plate fuel.

UA1 Fuelx _____
Uranium aluminide (UA1 ) dispersion in aluminum, clad in

aluminum, is used in several research reactors throughout the world. It is
currently being used in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory. Maximum fuel loadings in the ATR plates average
about 42 wt% uranium (60 wt% UA1 ) in the fuel meat. The currently-qualified
fuel technology for the UA1 dispersion is a maximum of 40 volume-% UA1 or
about 42 to 45 wt% uranium ̂ 60 to 65 wt% UA1 ) in the fuel meat. The maximum
value of 45 wt% uranium has been tested, but not demonstrated in actual fuel
plate utilization. The nominal fuel meat thickness is 0.020 in. but could be
thicker; some "thick" side plates can have 0.060 to 0.070 in. thickness in the meat.

2.1.2 U-ZrH Rodded Fuel

TRIGA Research Reactors utilizing uranium-zirconium hydride
pellets in stainless steel cladding tubes, have been designed to operate with
various uranium enrichments and fuel-rod diameters. The reactors with low
steady-state power levels, and hence low fuel-burnup requirements, utilize
the standard fuel element which is a nominal 1 1/2-in. o.d. fuel rod with
20% enriched uranium fuel loaded to a value of 8.5 wt% uranium in the
U-ZrH fuel meat. For higher fuel burnup capability, "FLIP" (Fuel Lifetime
Improvement Program) fuel can be utilized consisting of 1 1/2-in. o.d. fuel
rods with 70%-enriched uranium loaded also to a value of 8.5 wt% uranium in
the U-ZrH fuel meat. Erbium is also used in the FLIP fuel as a burnable
poison and for enhancement of the negative temperature coefficient. The
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highest steady-state-power TRIGA reactors (10 to 14 MW) are designed to
operate with 1/2-in. o.d. fuel rods containing 93% enriched uranium loaded to a
value of 10 wt% uranium in the U-ZrH pellet and clad in 0.016 in. thick Incoloy
800 tubes.

The maximum fuel loading that is currently qualified for
research reactor fuel is 12.0 wt% uranium in the U-ZrH fuel pellet. At
present, fuel of 12 wt% is being utilized in the Annular Core Pulse Reactor
(ACPR) at the Sandia Laboratory and also 12 wt% fuel fabricated with 20% enriched
uranium has been licensed for use up to 1.0 MW in the Pennsylvania State
University Reactor.

2.1.3 U02 Rodded Fuel
The U02 rodded fuel that is currently used in the PULSTAR-

type research reactor is essentially the same as fuel rods used for light-
water nuclear power reactors. The major difference is that the uranium
enrichment has been increased to the 4 to 6% range in order to give the desired
reactivity conditions. No further fuel development is required for utiliza-
tion of "low enrichment" (less-than-20% enriched uranium) fuel in these IK>2
fuel rods.

2.1.4 Reasons for Current Uranium Loading Limits
In general, current maximum uranium loading limits are

based on design requirements for specific reactors and the fuel testing
involved in the development of those reactors. Current fuel designs are
the result of core designs which balance reactivity, control, core configura-
tion, power level, thermal hydraulics, and fuel lifetime limits (fissions/cm3)
assuming the ready availability of highly-enriched uranium. The core or
fuel element burnup is usually designed such that the excess reactivity (i.e.
reactivity lifetime) is about equal to the fuel-burnup limit; for example,
about 2 x 1021 fissions/cm3 of fuel meat in plate-type aluminum dispersion
fuel. Maximum uranium density limits in the current fuels are, therefore,
not at the metallurgical limits of fabricability.

2.2 Potential for Near-Term Enrichment Reduction
The feasibility of substituting UA1 -Al or UsOe-Al fuel meat tech-

nology for U-A1 alloy is clear based on the number of reactors currently
using the higher uranium density material. If UA1 or VjQs weight percent
is limited to currently-proven levels, there shoula be no need to wait for
extensive burnup tests prior to use.

Enrichment reduction potential depends upon the uranium density
and enrichment in the unmodified reactor fuel, the assumed substitution
technology, the matching criterion, and the available increase in fuel meat
volume per fuel element. As an illustration, substitution of 60 wt% UA1
fuel meat (with an assumed 4% void density) for 93% enriched, 18 wt% U, ÏÏA1
alloy fuel meat, without a change in fuel meat volume, leads to an enrichment
of approximately 30% on a simple 235U density matching basis. Matching
23 5U density results in flux-per-unit-power performance comparable to that
of the unmodified reactor, but, because of the poisoning effect of 238U,
also results in a slightly lower reactivity and, therefore, slightly re-
duced burnup potential. Burnup potential can be matched to that of the
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unmodified reactor, at the expense of a small decrease in flux-per-unit-
power performance*, by increasing the 235U density in the reduced enrichment
case a small amount over that in the highly enriched case. For the case
illustrated above, reactivity (i.e., burnup potential) can be matched if
approximately 33% enrichment is used in a typical Al/H^O design. Many minor
variations in matching criteria are, of course, possible and are being studied.
Further decrease in enrichment is possible, to less than 20% in many cases,
by increasing the fuel meat volume. Generally, reactors of power greater
than 5-10 MW will not have the heat transfer design margin to permit an
increase in fuel meat volume per fuel element. Thus, near-term enrichment
reduction to less-than-20% will not be feasible, in general, for reactors
above 5-10 MW. Reactors of power greater than about 50 MW, and a few re-
actors of lower power, currently use the highest uranium-density UA1 or

fuel technology available and, therefore, are not candidates for
near- term enrichment reduction.

Generic studies of the characteristics of various reduced-
enrichment designs, utilizing 30-45% and less-than-20% enrichments, for the
principal types of research and test reactors (Al/Ê O, TRIGA, A1/Ü20, and
UÛ2/H20) are currently under way as part of the U.S. program. Planned
conversion studies on specific reactors will, in general, be undertaken
jointly between U.S. personnel and personnel from the affected facility.

2.3 Prospects for Development of Research/Test Reactor Fuel with
Increased Uranium Loadings

2.3.1 Higher Loadings in Current Research Reactor Fuels

Al-Plate Type Fuels
The aluminum plate- type fuels with either UaOg or UA1

dispersions in the fuel meat have not been developed to the limit of possible
uranium loadings. Until further tests can be done, it is not possible to
establish the maximum loading value. However, the consensus of the U.S.
experts is that both fuel types could be increased from the present 42 wt%
uranium up to 60 wt% uranium or perhaps more.

The areas in which difficulties must be expected include
fuel-plate fabrication (e.g. "dog bone" control at the plate ends)
and, perhaps, fuel behavior under long irradiation. In the case of the UsOg,
an investigation of the potential for a thermite reaction between the UsOß and
the aluminum diluent must be made; this exothermic reaction is more probable
at higher UaOg concentrations.

To utilize this fuel, and to make decisions on various fuel
development options , work will be required in the core design area on safety
analyses, control effectiveness, and core reactivity lifetime. Also, some
mechanical adjustments, such as thicker fuel meat, could be considered and
core analysis, including thermal-hydraulics, will be needed to evaluate
these options.

*Particularly small flux decreases are seen in reflector or internal flux
trap regions where thermal flux levels are most significant.
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U-ZrH (TRIGA) Fuels
Higher loadings of uranium in U-ZrH fuels have already been

fabricated as a part of the SNAP work at Atomics International. However, these
fuels are not utilized in current reactors and have not been completely tested
for such applications. The testing was sufficient to indicate that it is
possible to develop higher uranium loadings than the present maximum of 12 wt%
used in U-ZrH fuels . The SNAP tests were made on fuels up to 20 wt% uranium
in U-ZrH, and this value was not specified as being a limit.

In addition to development of the fuel and irradiation
testing, there are questions to be answered in safety-related areas such as the
potential for the positive void-coefficient in higher uranium-loaded fuels.
The uranium displaces some of the hydrogen and reduces the moderation within
the fuel that is important for the negative temperature coefficients; this
effect may be balanced by the addition of 23BU Doppler effect. Thus, core
design studies will be needed in conjuction with the development of the higher
uranium loadings. The potential range of increased fuel loading makes it
appear possible to develop fuels so that all TRIGA Research Reactors could be
operated with less-than-20% enrichment uranium fuel.

U02 (PULSTAR) Type Fuels

A study should be made of research reactor core designs with
small-diameter rodded-fuel or thin plates. There is a range of UÛ2 fuels
of enrichment between 6 and 20% that has not been seriously investigated
for utilization in research and test reactors. Going to higher than 6% uranium
enrichment will allow the use of smaller diameter rods or the use of plates,
since the larger 238U resonance absoption can be balanced by the higher
enrichment. If, as a result of an initial set of core design studies, UOa
is found to be a good candidate for a higher power density research reactor
fuel, then further consideration might be given to UÛ2 fuel development.

2.3.2 Development of New Fuel Types to Allow Higher Uranium
Loadings in Research Reactor Fuel
Although the development of increased uranium loadings in

current research reactor fuel types, UjOs. UA1 , if successful, will allow
many research reactors to utilize lower-enrichment uranium in the fuel,
there will still be several research and test reactors for which insufficient
uranium density will be available to permit the use of low-enrichment uranium
fuel. These are the reactors that are already operating with high uranium-
loadings of highly-enriched fuel utilizing the best state-of-the-art technology.
Also, these are in general the more advanced (higher power-density) and more
highly-utilized research reactors, and are reactors designed for extra long
reactivity-core-lif e .

Thus, for new research reactors, and for replacement fuels
in the higher power-density research reactors, one option is to develop a
different research reactor fuel specifically designed for high uranium-
loadings. This option could allow the research reactor to convert to low-
enrichment uranium fuel with a minimum impact on the core design or operation
as compared with other options such as complete core modifications.
Development of this fuel option also provides a backup if the planned developments
based on current fuel types do not work out.

Several advanced fuel types have been and are being studied
for development as a high uranium-density fuel. The properties of some of
the most promising of these fuels are shown in Table I. In particular,
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uranium suicide (Us Si) has been considered for research reactor use in
the U.S. and as a reactor fuel in Canada. As indicated in Table I, the uranium
density of U^Si is 14.91 gm/cm3. This value is very high compared to the
1.77 gm-U/cnr for 42 wt% uranium in Al-plate type fuel meat. Also, when
compared to UÛ2 the uranium density of 1)3 Si is higher as well as having
a rather high conductivity which is important for control of the fuel-
centerline temperature.

2.4 Long-Term Prospects for Utilization of <20% Enriched Fuel
2.4.1 Structure of the U.S. High Uranium Density Research/Test

Reactor Fuel Development Program

A four year program is planned encompassing a 1-year phase
(beginning 4/7S) of initial fabricability screening of candidates, a 1-year
phase of scoping performance-tests of selected fuel candidates, a 1-year
phase of prototypical fuel fabrication and testing, and a final 1-year phase
of final evaluation and demonstration of selected fuel candidiates.

Tentative assignments of development responsibility are as
follows :

UsOg-Al - Oak Ridge National Laboratory in conjunction with
Texas Instruments (Metals and Controls Division
in Attleboro, Mass.) to work on UjOg disperions
in aluminum plate-type fuel;

UA1 -Al - EG&G at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
in conjunction with Atomics International to
work on the UA1 dispersion in aluminum plate-
type fuel ; and

U-ZrH - General Atomic to work on U-ZrH TRIGA-type rodded
fuel.

Us Si, U3Si-Al, U-Mo gamma alloys, alpha-uranium alloys
with small alloying additions, and UÛ2 - Argonne National
Laboratory

2.4.2 Enrichment Reduction Potential of Advanced Fuels and Alternatives
Successful development of 60 wt% uranium UA1 or U^OQ fuel

would be sufficient to permit reduction of enrichment to below 20% in most
reactors now using U-A1 alloy technology at 93% enrichment. For example,
substitution of 80 wt% UA1 (60 wt% U) fuel meat (4% void) for 93% enriched,
18 wt% U, U-A1 alloy fuel meat leads to an enrichment of approximately
18% on a 235U density matching basis without fuel meat volume changes.

Much higher uranium densities will, of course, be needed
to permit enrichment reduction to less-than-20% in reactors now using state-
of-the-art fuels. Successful development of full-density V^Si fuel would,
for example, provide about 8 times the uranium density of current state-of-the-
art 42 wt% U UA1 fuel, and would be more than sufficient to support this
enrichment reduction goal on a 235U matching basis.
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TABLE I .
PROPERTIES OF FUELS
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INTERNATIONAL SECURITY BENEFITS OF UTILIZING LOWER
ENRICHMENT IN RESEARCH REACTORS

Richard L. Williamson, Jr.
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

Dixon B. Hoyle
U.S. Department of State

Abstract

The U.S. position on minimizing the extent of the use of highly
enriched uranium is elaborated. With regard to existing supply obligations
more rigorous criteria for the use of HEU will be applied. A new obligation
in addition also needs to demonstrate that the projec't is of exceptional
merit and that there is no feasible technical alternative to the use of
HEU. A $10 million programme to develop alternative fuels has been launched
and international co-operation in this area is encouraged.

Efforts to control the further spread of nuclear weapons

include a large number of policy initiatives, technical

measures, bilateral and multi-lateral negotiations, and

international collaborative efforts such as the International

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation now being undertaken by over 40

nations and international organizations. Moreover, long-term

success in controling proliferation will depend on a large

number of factors, no one of which could be considered as

an ultimate "fix" or "solution" to the problem. For example,

the success of the international community in dealing with

this challenge will depend on such diverse elements as:

— efforts of the major powers and other states to deal with

the problem of "vertical proliferation" through negotiations

such as SALT and the ongoing three-power initiative to

negotiate a comprehensive test ban;
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— the efforts of the UN Special Session on Disarmament now
taking place and the negotiations in the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament to extend world-wide efforts in
the field of arms control and disarmament through such
measures as carefully considered nuclear weapons free zones
following the lead shown by Latin American statesmen in the
Treaty of Tlatelolco;
— the continuation of alliance and security relationships
which obviate the pressure on a number of nations to seek
the acquisition of nuclear weapons through a faulty
perception of their own security interests.
— the pursuit of a more just, more equitable world, in
which all major disputes among nations can be resolved
through the UN and through other mechanisms exclusively
by peaceful means. Particularly urgent in this regard is
the need to resolve a number of inter-state conflicts which
immediately threaten regional and world peace; the urgent
need for concerted action to deal with the legitimate
interests of countries in meeting their expanding energy
requirements essential to prosperity, stability and growth,
particularly given the rapid escal ation in the price of
fossil fuels and their ultimate depletion.

These measures are not normally thought of as basic
elements of non-proliferation efforts, per se, yet without
them, the long-range prospects for the control of the
spread of nuclear weapons dc not appear promising. It
must also be recognized that the converse is also true: we
cannot await solutions to these larger, economic, political
and security considerations before we come to grips with
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the more immediate aspects of the non-proliferation
problem.

U.S. non-proliferation policy, per se has a number of
major elements including, inter alia:
— support for the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and the
Treaty of Tlatelolco;
— a strengthening and broadening of the role of the IAEA
and its invaluable safeguards system, without which no
effort to reconcile peaceful uses of the atom and the risks
of proliferation has any reasonable chance of success;
— the development of additional national and international
institutional arrangements designed to assure that there
are adequate and assured supplies of natural uranium,
enrichment capacity and heavy water to meet that portion
of growing electrical demand which can best be met by
nuclear power;
— the search, in which the U.S. has high expectations,
for inherently "proliferation resistant" approaches to
nuclear power, which will permit an expanded use of nuclear
power without an increase, and perhaps even a reduction
in the ease with which such facilities can be used or
converted instead for nuclear weapons purposes.
— finally, and this is the aspect which has perhaps
received the greatest world-wide attention and controversy,
the reduction in the direct access to weapons-usable
materials and the facilities which produce them.

U.S. policy on the use and export of highly enriched
uranium is an aspect of the latter. At the risk of
belaboring the obvious, it follows from the previous
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discussion that our policy on highly enriched uranium is
but one aspect of one part of the overall efforts by the
U.S. and other countries to deal with the problem of
proliferation. It is by no means the only aspect
of that policy; it is in fact not even one of its most
central features. Nevertheless, it is a vital and
indispensible part of that policy. For while control of
reprocessing and separated plutonium has received more
immediate and publicized attention, highly enriched
uranium poses a serious - and in some respects unique -
threat to international peace and security.

Why — it might be asked — the concern over HEU?
After all, highly enriched uranium has been used for years
without apparent incident. Are new controls on HEU —
including its possible replacement by LEU — really
necessary? Aren't such controls an unnecessary impediment
to peaceful nuclear research? Weren't there other, less
drastic solutions? Do such controls imply a lack of
confidence in the integrity and intention of those States
with which the U.S. previously cooperated? If the U.S.
is serious in these concerns, how can the impact be mitigated?
Do alternatives to the use of HEU really exist? Are there
legitimate security concerns involved, or is the U.S. policy
a "cover" for some other, ulterior motive unrelated to
nuclear proliferation? Even if new measures are required,
why should there be delays in exp°rt licenses pending the
development of new approaches ?

These and many other questions have been raised in the
past twelve months. They are valid questions, which we
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hope will be discussed in depth during this Advisory Group
Meeting. While a complete discussion of each question
may not be possible, a few observations may put the question
in closer perspective:

I. There are grave theoretical technical dangers
inherent in the use of HEÜ.

It is no secret that the critical mass for highly
enriched uranium, even in enrichments greater than 90$, is
greater for a given nuclear weapons design than for plutonium.
Nevertheless, HEU poses inherent proliferation problems at
least as grave, and in many cases more grave than those
posed by plutonium. In the first place, HEU permits the
use of weapons designs far simpler than are possible with
plutonium.

Irradiated natural uranium or LEU typically produces a
Pu content in the spent fuel of power and certain research
reactors of .2 to 1.0$, as well as very high radiation
levels. HEU, however, involves weapons - useable material
at all points of the fuel cycle. Even irradiated research
reactor fuels involving the use of 90% enriched uranium in
significant quantities can pose a substantial hypothetical
risk, in that the enrichment level of the residual material
is still typically 80% or more. This factor, the high
percent of total metal which is fissile when compared with
plutonium in power reactors, and the relatively greater
ease of reprocessing metal in HEU fuels means that
only modest reprocessing capabilities - even large hot cells
could produce enough material for one or more weapons per
year. That is not the case with power reactor fuel, where
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the reprocessing requirements in terras of through-put are
on the order of 70 times as great.

II. These theoretical concerns may pose an unacceptable
risk to international security.

If we could be assured that HEU remained forever under
IAEA safeguards, if there were no risks of diversion or
seizure by nations, or by sub-national groups, terrorists
or criminal elements, HEU would pose only theoretical
difficulties.

Were there to be a seizure of a substantial quantity of
highly enriched uranium, it would pose an immediate threat
to international peace. If done by national military
forces, it could significantly alter security relationships
in many regions with potentially disasterous consequences
for peace in that region, and even a risk of dangerous
escalation. if done by sub-national groups, it could
involve the risk that civil wars and insurrections, or
even "palace revolts" could become conflicts involving
crude nuclear weapons, with catastrophic consequences
for civilian populations. And while there Is no realistic
prospect that a terrorist group could build facilities
to produce its own SNM for weapons purposes, a clever
group which came into possession of a substantial quantity
of HEU might be able to fabricate a crude device.

It is unlikely that the population of our nations will
find even tiny possibilities of such risks to their lives
and security to be acceptable unless the benefits of HEU
use are critical to their well-being and only then if there
are no alternatives.
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III. These risks are no respecters of borders,
regions or social systems.

The post World-War II world has not been a very peaceful
place. There have been major wars in East Asia, South Asia,
Africa and the Middle East. There have been border clashes
and other forms of inter-state violence in several other
regions. Civil wars have taken place in many countries
and major insurrections and revolts often involving conflicts
between professiojaal, trained and well-equipped military units
have been relatively common. Some of these have included
dramatic changes in governments' political or social
orientations. Perhaps most noticeable, there has been a
dramatic increase in actions by terrorist groups, some
engaged in causes receiving some international support,
but increasingly involving sheer nihilism and terror for
its own sake, without any clear nationalist or cohesive
ideological goals.

IV. For the reasons previously cited, the reliability
and intention of the recipient state is not necessarily
relevant.

Large quantities of HEU in the hands of an irresponsible
state would pose grave and obvious risks to everyone's
security. But the dangers are not limited to material located
in irresponsible states. An irresponsible state, or a
sub-national group might seize material from the territory
of the most responsible state. Thus the problem is no
respecter of the political orientation, social system,
location, alliance relationship or even nuclear weapon-
state status of the state concerned.
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V. Partial measures may be valuable, but cannot resolve
the problem.

Efforts have been undertaken in a number of countries
to improve the situation by enhanced physical security
measures at HEU fuel fabrication facilities and reactors,
and especially on nuclear materials in transit. Similarly,
the IAEA has strengthened its safeguards efforts, and a
number of other useful efforts are underway. These measures
are valuable and should be encouraged. However, some of
them are very expensive. More drastic measures would
raise costs beyond what any fabricator or research reactor
operator could possibly hope to stand; yet no such measure can
be considered to be fool-proof, particularly against a
large-scale assult by national military units, or perhaps
even a highly dedicated and trained sub-national group.

VT. Low enriched uranium (20% or less) does
not pose comparable problems.

Virtually no nuclear material is so inherently
"proliferation-safe" that it does not require both IAEA
safeguards and an appropriate level of physical protection.
At issue instead is materials which, even under safeguards,
may pose an unacceptable level of risk.

LEU, properly safeguarded and protected, does not pose
problems comparable to HEU. Terrorist groups and countries
with small nuclear programs could not possibly make use of
such materials for weapons in a short time period. And
while it is true in theory that 20% material can be more
quickly enriched to weapons-grade materials than natural
uranium, the notion that a nation would develop an unsafe-
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guarded or clandestine enrichment facility solely to be
able to re-enrich seized or stolen LEU research reactor
fuel seems absurd, particularly when compared to the
risks of the seizure of HEU.

VII. Thus, the best theoretical solution -co this
problem is to restrict the use of HEU in favor of LEU.

To the extent that LEU can be substituted for HEU,
it will eliminate the problem, something no combination
of partial measures could hope to achieve.

It was largely this link between HEU and LEU which
led President Carter, on April 2? of last year to announce
a series of new policies designed to bring about a substantial
reduction in the use of HEU, while assuring that legitimate
needs would continue to be met. The U.S. rejected
more draconian measures, such as the total termination
of HEU supply or its supply only to selected groups of
countries. The policy adopted by the President recognized
the fact that the U.S. had entere.d into good-faith contracts
or other obligations (explicit or implied) to meet other
countries' needs for their research and test programs,
and the President was determined for the U.S. to remain
a reliable supplier. The challenge, therefore, was to
design policies to meet the proliferation and terrorist
problems inherently posed by HEU, while protecting
legitimate interests.

The new policies announced have a number of key elements.
A major distinction is drawn between (1) those research
and test reactors for which we have an implied commitment
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to supply, whether by virtue of an existing supply contract,
or a pattern of past supply pursuant to an Agreement for
Coopération; and (2) all new commitments. The reason
for this distinction was the recognition on the part of the
U.S. that pending the development of alternative fuels,
many existing research reactors had no choice at present
but to use highly enriched uranium. On the other hand,
highly effective research reactors had been designed in
the past for the use of enrichments significantly below
20%, and we were confident that in all but a few exceptional
cases, scientists and engineers would be able to design
around the problem and produce highly efficient reactors
utilizing 20% enriched fuel.

With regard to existing obligations, therefore, the
President decided, among other things, that while we
would continue HEU supply in the absence of alternatives :

(1) We would conduct a more rigorous economic and
technical justification for the use of HEU than had been
required in the past. The requirement for such a
justification was, of course, an existing feature of
U.S. Bilateral Agreements for Cooperation. Nevertheless,
its use had largely become pro forma, and the President
determined that it would need to be exercised more carefully;

(2) Greater attention would be given to inventories of
existing stocks, and to the supply of significant quantities.
In particular, the President decided that he would hence-
forth personally approve any request for more than 15
kilograms of U-235 of HEU, or where a given supply caused
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the amount of unirradiated HEU to exceed igkg of U-235
in a particular country;

(3) The Ü.S would seek to identify those reactors
which could be converted to LEU or HEU of lower enrich-
ments, and work with those concerned to effect such
conversions as rapidly as feasible; and

(4) In certain cases, we would seek the return of
irradiated materials as well.

With regard to new obligations, a much more stringent
standard was set. In brief, a new reactor (or a proposed
supply to a reactor for which there was no previously
existing obligation) would, in addition to meeting
the requirements for existing obligations, also need
to demonstrate that:

(1) the project was of exceptional merit, i.e.,
the program purposes to which any HEU would be put were so
unusually meritorious as to Justify its use. A total
prohibition of further supply of HEU was rejected in
favor of this standard, in recognition of the fact that
there were a handful of existing reactors performing
highly valuable functions in advanced physics or serving
other unique and important purposes, such as the Grenoble
RHF high flux reactor, or the ATR in the U.S. for which
there seemed no existing or prospective alternative
to the uses of HEU. If such an exceptionally well merited
case were to be proposed in the future, it would have been
unreasonable to totally prohibit new distributions of
HEU and accordingly, the U.S. can consider supply in such
cases.
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(2) Even if the programmatic justification meets the
"exceptional merit" test, it would have to be determined
that there was no feasible technical alternative to the
use of HEU. This is intended to be a more stringent
requirement than "economic and technical Justification"
for existing obligations.

In support of these new policies, the U.S. launched
a major review of existing HEU supply obligations, and
sought from our customers additional information on their
reactors, fuel inventories, etc. The purpose of this
was twofold, and is being carried out in two stages. In
the first stage, now largely complete, primary emphasis
was placed on minimizing HEU inventories. Where these
appeared reasonable, an "economic and technical"
Justification was presumed for those projects
to which we had previously supplied HEU. In a few cases,
we suggested reductions in the quantities requested or
the return of irradiated materials to minimize inventories.
In the second stage, we are asking recipients or their
governments to provide an economic and technical Justifica-
tion for the use of HEU. Where the recipient prefers, the
U.S. is willing to receive unevaluated information and
perform the analysis. This review effort is being carried
out by the Department of Energy through its prime contractor,
the Argonne National Laboratory, and the results are
reviewed by those U.S. agencies responsible for nuclear
exports, including Presidential review where necessary.

In the process of preparing these new HEU supply policies
for Presidential consideration, in changing U.S. organizational
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structures dealing with nuclear exports, in modifying
inter-agency review procedures, in seeking supplemental
information from requestors, and where required, obtaining
Presidential approval, substantial delays have been
experienced in particular cases before an Executive Branch
recommendation could be forwarded to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for licensing consideration. These
delays have been an inconvenience and in some cases created
a hardship for recipients. That period, however, should
be largely behind us. New, streamlined procedures required
by the new U.S. non-proliferation legislation have been
agreed in principle, and should be implemented within the
next month. We anticipate that as a consequence, a consider-
able reduction in the time required for consideration by the
Executive Branch should be possible for most HEU applications,
provided, of course, that the requestor has provided the
information in support of the economic and technical justifica-
tion. Moreover, the delays should be largely eliminated in the
case of LEU, and greatly reduced in the case of HEU significantly
below fully enriched.

In support of our policy to reduce research and test
reactor fuel enrichments, the U.S. has launched a five year,
$10 million program to develop alternative fuels. This
program is being carried out by the Argonne Laboratory under
contract to the Department of Energy, and is described in
greater detail by Dr. Lewis of Argonne and Mr. Ceja of the
Department of Energy in a paper entitled "Improving the
Proliferation Resistance of Research and Test Reactors,"
which has been prepared for this meeting. Without repeating
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that paper, a few conclusions stemming from it, as well as
from recent consultations with users and fuel fabricators
in the U.S. and other countries may be worth mentioning:

(1) We are highly confident that, on the basis of
existing technologies, most lower powered research reactors
(i.e., those below 5MW(t)) can be converted to the use of
20% enriched fuel without any significant penalty in
reactor performance, and little or no economic penalty
(when all factors including reduced safeguards and physical
security costs are considered).

(2) A large number of existing reactors in the
power range from 5-50MW(t) cannot be converted to LEU at this
time, but can, in the relatively near future, be converted -
without significant reactor or economic penalty - to a uranium
enrichment between 35% - ^5%.

(3) A few very high powered research and test reactors,
particularly those achieving a very high flux, and which
already utilize the most advanced available "fuel densifica-
tion" technology, such as the RHP reactor in Grenoble, the
ATR in Idaho and several others cannot be converted in the
near future to a sufficiently low enrichment to be worth
the effort.

f(4) There are now fuel fabricators ready to accept orders
for such 20% or intermediate enriched fuels, or who intend
to be in a position to offer such fuels in the near future. In
seeking co-operation in this regard, we will, in consultation
with fabricators and users, attempt to fix a single U-235
enrichment for such intermediate-enriched fuel (presumably
in the range of 35-^5% U-235) in the relatively near future.
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We will expect present users of -HEU fuel to convert to the
lowest enrichment feasible as quickly as possible, but will
not make a unilateral decision to force such reduction without
prior consultation with the user.

(5) Although we consider these new, higher density fuels
to represent little, if any, advance over existing "state-of-
the-art" fuel fabrication technology, we believe that an early
demonstration in several research or test reactors would, if
successful, much improve their acceptance. We are planning
such demonstrations in the U.S. and would be pleased to consider
the possibility of co-operating in several similar demonstrations
elsewhere.

(6) One of the major factors in early adoption of these
fuels will be the attitude of concerned regulatory agencies.
In the U.S. we will be holding discussions shortly with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to identify and expedite those
actions which will be necessary prior to use of such fuels.
At the same time, we will encourage the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to amend its regulations to recognize the lower
inherent physical security risks for fuel in the 35-^5% U-235
range. Such amendments would hopefully permit substantial
economic savings in the physical security protection of
these fuels in comparison with 93% enriched uranium.

(7) Over the longer run, very high density fuels under
development by the U.S. and others may permit virtually all
research reactors to utilize 20% fuel, with the possible
exception of the previously mentioned very high flux reactors.
When such fuels are developed, however, even these latter
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reactors may be able to utilize fuels of a lower enrichment;
that possibility remains to be seen.

(8) Development and commercialization of both these
near and longer-term new fuels will require the cooperation
of all concerned. As the Department of Energy emphasized
in its announcement of the U.S. program earlier this year,
we strongly encourage other nations to join in this
collaborative effort. At a minimum, cooperation in this
area may take the form of personnel and data exchanges,
or may include more ambitious forms of cooperation. At
this time, no form of cooperation has been excluded from
consideration and we would welcome any specific proposals
which interested parties might wish to make. In the
area of technical information exchanges, it would appear
that the IAEA might be in a position to perform a useful
function.

Will these efforts succeed? We are confident that
considerable progress toward enrichment reductions is
fully feasible. Whether the longer-range aspect of
these efforts succeeds will depend on many factors. But
we are confident that regardless of the final outcome,
these efforts are worthwhile. If there were to be a
single seizure of a significant quantity of highly
enriched uranium by an irresponsible government or
terrorist group it could have profound repercussions
for the security of all nations and would almost certainly
have a highly negative impact on all peaceful nuclear
activities, to our mutual detriment. For these reasons,
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we are confident that many countries will see it in
their own interest - both from the prospect of nuclear
cooperation and global security - to join in this effort,
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